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As we shape our future, we find we are inevitably shaped by
our past. As Longwood enters an era of new growth and
change, a lost tradition is reestablished - our yearbook. The
Virginian, A yearbook creates a window in time to be opened
at whim. We look at the school's past, present and future in
"Remembering the Past, Looking to the Future," by
highlighting milestones over the past four years which greatly
affect Longwood's future. We hope you enjoy this window into
your year, just as we have opened a window into Longwood's
past.
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The Fire of 2001
On April 24, 2001 at 9:22 p.m., a Longwood student called campus police to report a fire
in Ruffher. Within minutes of the call from the college, seven area fire departments
were sent to Longwood to fight a catastrophic frre enveloping the heart of the campus
and its historic buildings. The colonnades residence halls were evacuated, 347 students
in all. Buildings were checked and searched three times to ensure all students were out.
Several Longwood students and faculty fought the fire as members of the Farmville
department. In all, 1 75 firefighters from 1 3 different fire companies responded to the
fire. With the core of the fire exceeding 2000 degrees, they fought the fire for 15 hours
using 2.2 million gallons of water. The community of Farmville - college students,
faculty and townspeople - stood and watched in disbelief many weeping at the loss.
Farmville 's townspeople helped with food, equipment and housing for students without
rooms, the dining hall made firefighters breakfast. When it was over, the Rotunda was
destroyed, along with West Ruffrier and East Ruffher Grainger was badly burned and
finally torn down. Addressing the assembled college April 25, President Cormier
announced remaining classes and all exams were cancelled. Semester grades would be
based on work already completed. Expressing "faith in the sfrength and character ofthis
institution," Dr Cormier said, "The damage is severe, but we will overcome it because it
is bricks and mortar." The clearing and rebuilding began ahnost immediately and May 3-
10 students were allowed to return to the rooms they had evacuated to salvage their
belongings.
(Above) The Rotunda ablaze on the left, the
western side of Ruffher in the middle and
West Ruffher burning through the night.
(Right) A fire fighter continues the
relentless attack on the Rotunda blaze.
1836 1839
LONGWOOD
HISTORY
Why did Longwood College begin in
Farmville? One answer is, it was an
important stop on a stagecoach route.
Its location on the Appomattox River
became a river station from which
tobacco was shipped. Farmville had
become a strategic transportation
junction that created a thriving
community.
Farmville petitioned
the legislature in
1836 to allow a
railroad to be built
from Petersburg to
Farmville to Danville.
The town had become
a logical place for a
school. The Farmville
Female Seminary was
incorporated in 1839.
Student Life
( I ,cft J The klatuc for 0;nfc<lcraic Hcroc* on
High Street Is silhouetted against the flame* of
the burning Rotunda.
(lielow) An aerial shot of the damage done by
ihu blaze. East Ruffner is at the top left,
(irainger is at the bottom right
( Top ) -\bout 1 75 fire fighters ftom sunoundii^
communities battle the fire with a 2000 degree
core, .^mong the fire fighters are Long»x>od"s
ow-n. Dr. Brian Bates. Walter English. Randall
.lohnson. JeflF Newlon and Chris Warner.
(Bonom) .AJong High Street, students. fac»ilt>-.
staff and the Fann\ille communitj- watch the
fire and destruction in disbelief.
1839 1842
Seven local residents
raised more than
$30,000 to finance
construction of a
"seminary building,"
and the cornerstone
was laid in 1839.
A metal plaque
was bolted to the
cornerstone with
the inscription:
"Farmville Female
Academy Built by
Joint Stock Company
AD 1839."
The original
building was
dedicated at a
public ceremom"
on May 26, 1842.
The building stood
until the fixe of200 1.
It was known as the
hallway which
connected the
Rotunda to \\'est
Ruffiier.
The Fire 2001
(Right) Spectators line Pine
Street, the Blackwell Fountain
plaza and the hill in front of the
Cunninghams.
(Below) Longwood President Patricia Cormier
and Governor Mark Warner walk from
Lancaster to Blackwell Fountain for the signing
ceremony.
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(Top) The school's new sign saying
"Longwood University" is installed by
Facilities Management. The sign weighs 1200
pounds and is made of native Virginia slate.
(Bottom) The Camerata Singers lend their
voices to the historic occasion.
1842 1850
Longwood
History
The Farmville Female
Seminary around
1842, would have
been the best school
in the world for a
student to be, if they
had a toothache.
Dr. Thackston, one of the
first graduates of the
first college of dentistry
in the world, lived in
Farmville. His office was
beside Longwood, under
what is now the French
building.
The United States
census of 1850
listed 22 seminary
students at the
school, seven of
whom came from
Powhatan.
Student Life
Moving Up
July 1 , 2(i(J2 marked an historic day as Longwood College, one of Virginia's
oldest colleges, became LongwooJ University. Longwood was founded in
I X39 as the I armville lemale Seminary. It became uie State Female .N'ormai
School in I XX4, the Slate Normal School for Wc^men in 1914, State Teachers
College at larmville in 1924, and Longwood College in 1949. To celebrate
the occasion, on April 24, 2002, Ciovernor .Mark Warner visited Lonewcxxl.
With Dr. Cormier alongside, the Cjovernor ceremonially signed legislation
making Longw(K)d a "University," The pen used for the signing was hand
crafteclby Longwood junior Kevin .Meadcnvcroft. A crowd of students,
faculty, staff, alumni and guests packed the plaza by Blackwcll Fountain for
the ceremony, 'fhe signing took place on the one year anniversary of the 2fXJl
fire. "I think this status helps us gain respect from other schools and more
recognition from people. Coming into a university is so exciting. Since it Is a
new university, the staff is also becoming familiar with the status as well as
the students," said sophomore April .Mislan. Senior Jean-.Marie Weaver said
"I have to admit I was a little sad when I found out Longwood College would
change its name to Longwood University. It was a college when I came in, so
I wasn't too keen on the name change. However. I think it has been a positive
change. A lot can come from being a university and I think it will be
beneficial to Longwood. I was able to have College printed on my class ring
so I feel like 1 have a little piece of it with me. It's pretty cool that so many of
us will be able to say we were here when the change took place."
(Left) Governor Warner ceremonially signs
legislation designating Longwood a University.
(.\bove) The crowd gathers to be a pan of this
historic occasion.
1852 1S5:
Principal John Tinsley de-
scribed the school's original
building in 1852, as "spacious
and comfortable and for beauty
of situation, surpassed by few
in the country."
The tuition for a five
month tenn was
calculated according
to the courses a
student took.
For example.
S20 for a term of
piano. S 1 5 for
senior Enslish ...
slZ.Milor
fireshmen
English, and S3
for each foreign
lansuaee.
College to Uni\ersit\
The Defining Moment
Oktoberfest is one ofthe events the Longwood community looks forward to each
year. Organized by Mortar Board, Oktoberfest is Longwood's homecoming
weekend. Many alumni return for class reunions and enjoy their alma mater's
festive weekend. During the week prior to Oktoberfest, students showed their
school spirit by participating in a Spirit Week and dressing up for days such as
"mis-match day." The weekend officially began Friday with Color Wars. Freshman
andjuniors, graduating from Longwood in an even year were red, while
sophomores and seniors, graduating in an odd year were green. Teams gathered
on Wheeler Mall for relay games before the paint slinging began. The green team
was victorious and a picnic was held on Stubbs Lawn with entertainment provided
by Battle ofthe Bands, sponsored by Longwood's radio station, WMLU.
Saturday began with a parade through campus involving various organizations, as
well as the Spirit Leaders and Klowns. The Spirit Leaders and Klowns then
performed for the crowd along with performances by organizations such as BASIC
Gospel Choir. Bands, including The Hackensaw Boys, Gillian Welch and Violent
Femmes entertained the crowds. "Violent Femmes was so good! Everyone loved
them," said Caitlyn White. The weekend was a huge success and became a defining
moment for the 2002-2003 school year
(Above) Competitive Longwood students
compete in a Tug-of-War game during
Friday's Color Wars games.
(Right) The Spirit Leaders, chosen by
Mortar Board, perform their traditional
dance while wearing their characteristic
lederhosen.
A Day in
the Life of
a Student
1839
Board was
available for
$10 per month.
A student's day began
with morning prayers,
followed by breakfast.
A day included mandatory
chapel service, and six
hours of classes.
.0® Student Life
(l.cCt) I he Uluc Meat Dance Team cnlcruiin»
the crowds with an energetic dance routine.
(I5el()w Left) The Longwood Chccrlcading
Squad dazzles with their impressive slums
and leads the crowd in a few cheers
(Top) Providing some comedy for the
afternoon, the Klowns chosen by Mortar
Board, perform their funny skits.
(Bottom) .\manda Detme. a Longww)d
Ambassador, takes a pie to the face to help
the Ambassadors raise monev.
After classes, students were
free to stroll around the
college grounds or study
until "tea time."
The evening began
with mandatoiy study
hall and the day ended
with family prayers.
Before the silence bell
rang, students were
allowed a free 30
minutes.
Parents w ere asked to pro\ide
their daughters ^^^th a \ er\"
simple state of dress" and "not
to gi\ e them an>" considerable
amount of pocket mone\."~ Dr.
JonJon
Oktoberfest200: W^ 11
(Top) Sweets anyone? The ASAs have a
Sweet Shop at their booth.
(Bottom) The ZTAs sell ZTA-Aide and pink
candles, the proceeds of which goes to a Breast
Cancer Foundation.
1860 1861
DID YOU
KNOW?
The schools name
was changed to the
Farmville Female
Colleae in 1860.
The College
received a new
principal. Reverend
Paul Whitehead.
The worlds tallest and
longest railroad bridge
was located just five
miles from the campus.
Student Life
Spring Weekend '03
I he 2003 Spring Weekend Bandf'est sponsored by WMLU had to adjust for
bad weather, and move inside to Lanecr Gym. HeadHning bands included
I'dwin McCain and .limmie's Chicken Shack. Other bands playing were the
.lohn Ivddy Band, Adara, Jivestreet, Chowderfoot and the campus band
Woodburn Road, winner of" the Oktoberfe.st Battle of the Bands contest. The
crowd loved their Rolling Stones cover of "You Can't Always Get What
You Want" with a six-person choir singing backup. The weather cleared and
everyone was able to enjoy Saturday's outdoor activities. Campus
organizations had booths lining the sidewalks offering smoothies, funnel
cake, coffee drinks and lots of other treats. Alpha Psi Omega ran an
assassination booth and W.l.L.L. sold vulva pops. Students waded in the
oozeball pits, ate a picnic lunch on the lawn and roamed the activities while
bands played all day. Longwood's dance team. Blue Heat and BASIC
Gospel Choir also performed. On Saturday night, with a packed crowd
behind the Student Union, Clipse closed the Spring Weekend festivities.
(Left) A view of Spring Weekend from the
balcony of the Student Union.
I.Above! Sarah Schoper. Tim Pierson and
members of SG.-\ can't slay out of the mud
durina their oozball game.
1865 1865 1884
April 6, 1865
The school was
directly affected
by the Civil War.
In the middle of the night.
Confederate Cavalry rode
up High Street, firing
behind them at the first
units of the pursuing
Union forces.
Lead mini-balls fell around
the front of the College
building. Archeology students
have reco\ered bullets from
beneath tree roots on the
Rotunda lawn.
.April ". 1SS4
The stockholders of the Farm\ille
Female College decided to sell
the college propert>-. Just before
the sale, the college property was
instead deeded to the State of
\'irsinia.
Spring Weekend 2003 13
DID YOU KNOW? The Alumni House, built in the 1 880's was originally
used as a private residence. It later served as the
president's house for almost 75 years.
A Path Lit by Fire
"Through the dark of night, the spirit ofCHI walks on." CHI is the spirit ofLongwood
and is possessed by each student, faculty and stafiFmember ofLongwood University.
Certainmembers ofthe student body who exemplify Longwood spiritthrough their
involvement on campus, are chosen to be in the CHI organization. This is a secret
organization whose members work to promote school spirit during the year. One visible
way they do this is through CHI Walks. Walks are announced in the dining hall by
decorating "Joanie on the Stonie" in blue crepe paper and posting signs with the
location ofthe walk. As the LancasterbeU chimes 1 2 am, a Longwood van, canying
the CHI members, pulls up to the spot ofthe walk. The members, dressed in blue
robes with their faces, hands and feet carefully concealed, begin theirwalk while
chanting a special song. Students line either side ofthe path, carefully watching CHI to
try and determine who might have been selected for the special honor ofbeing a
member ofCHI. CHI walks in special coverings to prevent one person fi-om being
singled out as CHI, since all members ofthe Longwood community possess CHI within
them. The seniormembers ofCHI are revealed at the end ofthe year at a special CHI
burning ceremony. CHI Cominendations are also given to outstandingmembers ofthe
Longwood community for contributions they have made throughout the year. It is
considered a great honor to receive CHI ashes. Upon completion ofthe burning, the
fire is extinguished so that ashes can be collected and bottled for each recipient.
(Above) CHI seniors gather one last
time before tiie CHI burning. These
individuals make many great
contributions to the Longwood
community through their
involvement.
(Right) "You are the Spark,
You are the Flame, You are
CHI." Senior Cate Light
proudly wears her CHI attire
and reminds everyone that we
are all CHI.
Student Life
1884 1XH4
April 9, 1884 Dr. William Henry
Ruffncr was elected College
President and Principal.
1 8H4 I he school became the Slate Icmalc .Normal Schov'
and thus the first slate institution of higher education for
women.
(I,i;fl) ScniorCIII members
commend outstanding members of
the l.ongwood community during
the 2003 f.HI burning.
(Left Bottom) Members of CHI
2003, circle the fire while
singing their traditional song.
(Above) Senior CHI members
begin their ritual of handing out
CHI Commendations by
symbolically throwing birdseed
into the CHI bonfire.
QiQ CHI hands out many smallmementos to encourage schoolspirit throughout the year. Atwalks, CHI hands out smallbanners, called CHIkerchiefs,
stuffed animals, and other items.
Banners are also displayed at
major school events such as
Oktoberfest and Spring Weekend.
CHI Commendations, given to
members of the Longwood
community who have made
outstanding contributions, are
handed out at the CHI burning in
April. (Left) Senior Kevin
Meadowcroft proudly displays his
CHI commendation, while Hilary
Palmer, Rachel Turner and .lessica
Watkins show off their
CHIkerchief from a CHI ^^"alk.
Chi 2003 W^ 15
(Right) Walter English is presented with his
degree by Dr. Cormier.
(Below) Senior class President Catharyne Light
gives her final address to fellovv graduates.
(Top) Mark Robinsky adds a coloful twist to
graduation attire.
(Bottom) Under a canopy ofumbrellas, family
and fHends watch the graduation on Wheeler
Lawn.
"Thaf Longwood's bell was cast at
the American Bell Foundry
Ddrn Company in Northville,
Michigan by Charles Van
Bell" Valkenburg in 1 896.
The College bell weighs
about 1,017 pounds. Before
its restoration, it bore the
scars of many late-night
pranks. It had some 40
coats of paint, apparently
applied by students.
The most frequent color
was red, but the bell also
had blue, green, white, and
at least two coats of gold.
Every time the bell was
painted, its sound was
changed in subtle ways.
ie® Student Life
First University Grads
Caps llcw up in the air on May 1 0, 2003. It was an historic day marking the first
commencement for graduates as a University. The rain did not dampen the day
for the Longwood University graduates. This was the largest graduating class
ever with 853 degree candidates, as 727 students received their Bachelors
degree and 126 received their Masters degree. Tina Barrett, class of 1988 and a
successful professional golfer on the Ladies Professional Golf A.ssociation tour
who is in the Golf Hall of Fame, was the speaker for this year's commencement.
She advised, "Whatever you do in the years to come, do those things with honor
and integrity ... Work hard, play hard, stay true to yourselves, and enjoy this
amazing ride." Also addressing the graduates, Army .Major Tim Hale, class of
1989, shared his personal experiences during "Operation Iraqi Freedom." He
was presented with Longwood s highest award by Dr Cormier, the Presidential
Distinguished Service Award. With each having a perfect 4.0 GPA, graduates
Teresa Bridge, Elizabeth Hume, Catharyne Light, and Timothy .Marshall, all
received the Sally Barksdale Hargrett Prize for Academic E.xcellence given to
the senior with the highest grade-point average.
(Left) Students line up to recei\ e theit well
earned degrees.
(At)ove) Senior ROTC Cadets are
commissioned and s\*orn in as Second
Lieutenants in the .Armv.
1896 1S%
A favorite trick was to tie the
bell's clapper with ironing
board covers and towels so
it wouldn't ring. Everybody
would be late for class the
next day.
Students would tie a wire to
the clapper and extend it into
a domi room. Then the>'
would ring the bell all night
long, mitil to\Mispeople would
call the College to complain.
'"Stop ringing that dam bell!"
For generations of Long^^ ood
smdents. the bell awakened them
in the morning, rang for classes
and meals, and signaled the end
of the day. People in to«Ti did
their housekeeping by the bell.
Graduation 2003 17
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Grainger Gets Rebuilt
Grainger, home ofthe Enghsh and Modem Languages Department, suifered
extensive smoke and water damage in the Great Fire ofApril 200 1 . As a result,
the building could not be salvaged and was torn down and rebuilt. Original
blueprints and floor plans were used to rebuild Grainger exactly as it stood for
almost 1 00 years before the fire. The medallions displayed under the new
windows were salvaged fi"om the rubble ofthe destroyed building. While the
outside ofthe building looks the same, the inside has a new look. Grainger is the
first building on Longwood's campus to be completely wireless. This feature
allows students access to the intemet from their classrooms without the use of
cords. Each classroom is equipped with state ofthe art computers, projection
screens, and other technological equipment to help teachers provide the best
possible instruction to their students. The traditional ribbon cutting ceremony that
took place to officially open Grainger in the summer of2003 featured a modem
twist. In honor ofthe unique wireless nature ofGrainger, computer wires were
cut instead ofribbon at the ceremony.
(Above) Grainger begins to take shape as
construction workers diligently worked long
hours to erect the steel framework of the
building.
(Right) Grainger returns to the comer of
Pine and High Streets in its original splendor.
1887 1887
DID YOU
KNOW?
In 1 887 three young women, Fannie,
Estelle and Lucy, left a trace of their life
at Longwood when they engraved their
first names into a windowpane using a
diamond ring. The names and date
were discovered 103 years later by
Jesse Grant, a local glass craftsman,
while working on a window in West
Ruffner.
In 1887 there were 172
students, and nine faculty
members at the State Female
Normal School in Farmville.
20 Student Life
fl.cft) An enormous crane and wrecking ball
prepare to demolish the damaged f/ramgcr
building after the fire.
(Hulow) The wrecking hall slams int/j the
building, completely destroying the
remaining structure.
(Top) Nearing completion, Grainger begins
to take its final shape.
(Bottom) Students. facult\-. staff and
community members look on as firefighters
continue to fight hot spots that occurred
e\ en after the fire was extinsuished-
1897
"The yearly tuition was
$42, which included
course fees, room,
board, and laundry."
In 1897, under the
northeast comer of the
building, workmen
accidentally uncovered
the cornerstone and
plaque.
The plaque hid a square
hole in the cornerstone
and within that hole was
found a cop\' of the New
Testament, a newspaper.
three silver coins, and a
Masonic emblem.
Grainserige ^^ff 21
(Right) University and community
representatives add their signatures to the
framework of the Rotunda dome.
(Below) University President Patricia P. l"^ 1
Cormier, speaks to excited spectators as the
Rotunda begins the journey to its final
destination.
(Top) Dr. Brian Bates helps hoist the
American flag that had previously flown on
top of the dome, prior to the fire.
(Bottom) Longwood and Farmville
coummnity members signed the beams of
the framework before the dome was put
in place.
1897
DID YOU
KNOW?
Kappa Delta
sorority founded
October 23, 1897
Sigma Sigma
Sigma founded
April 20,1898
Zeta Tau Alpha
founded October 15,
22 Student Life
Rising from the Ashes
On April 24, 2001 a rirconcampusdcstnjyeddraingcrandthcKuffncrsajmplfx,
including the Kotunda, Longwood's signature emblem. Like f/raingcr, already
completed, the Kuffners will be rebuilt to Uxjk exactly as they did before the fire.
As the building rose from the ashes, workers began preparing U) lift the steel
framework of the Rotunda shape into place. .Members of the L»ngwood and
Farmville communities were given the opportunity U) become part of history by
signing the framework of the dome bcfiure the ceremony. S<jphom<jrc Emily
Fisher stated, "I was proud to sign my name to the Rotunda. I know that a piece of
me will always be at Longwood, long after I am gone." "I really thought it was
special that they let us have the opportunity to sign the structure before they lifted
it. Its quite a sight to see the Rotunda standing there being rebuilt. Nothing will
compare to the first time I ever saw it when 1 came to Longwood. but ! will be glad
to sec it when it is done," said student Jean-Marie Weaver of the Rotunda signing.
On September 8, 2003, the dome was lifted to its permanent legation atop the
Rotunda structure by a 170-ton crane. Prior to the liftoff, a group of selected
representatives from Longwood University, Kuntz Associates Architects. English
Construction and the town of Farmville, signed the base beam of the Rotunda frame
structure. The Ruffners complex is scheduled for completion in spring of2005.
(Left) The structure is hoisted into place
atop the Ruffner complex during a special
ceremony.
(.'\bove) Several students and alumni take
time to sign the Romnda dome framework.
lea\ina their mark on Lonswood's histor\'.
599 1900 1901 1902
Chi was founded on
October 15, 1900
Alpha Sigma Alpha
founded November 15,
1901
In 1902. Dr. Joseph
Leonard Jarman
became President
1902 Ruifoer Building
was constructed and
dedicated to President
William H. Ruf&er
Raising of Rotunda 23
(Right) President Patricia P. Cormier offers
words of advice for the class of 2004.
(Above) Lt. Col. Troy Littles offers words
of encouragement and inspiration to the
Class of 2004 as they enter the home stretch
at Longwood.
(Bottom) "It really hit home that this was
really my last year at Longwood. It was the
weirdest feeling of sadness and excitement,"
said Monica Sober.
1903
DID YOU
KNOW?
1 903 The three secret
societies were formed
GCGC, S.T.A.R. and
the RPCPP
1903 Grainger Hall
is built. Original
purpose was
classrooms and
library offices
1903 Tabb Dormitory built
Dedicated: Jennie Tabb
Original purpose:
classrooms and infirmary
24 Student Life
5g The Beginning ofthe En..
Convocation marks the beginning cjf the schcx^l year as well as the end of'a
Longwood student's career. This year's guest speaker was Lxjngwood
alumni Lieutenant Colonel Troy Littles, Class of 1 984. Through his words
and shared memcjries of'his lime at Longwcxxl, I .t. ('<>]. Littles enajuraged
the senior class to take with them the memories and friends that they have
gained during their time at Longwcjod. The ceremony's key moment was
the capping ofthe seniors. This is a celebrated tradition at Longwood in
which friends ofthe senior elaborately decorate the original graduation cap
with many ofthe senior's memories ofLongwood. One friend ofthe senior
then "caps" the senior during the ceremony. The caps are usually a surpnse
to the senior and the excitement could be heard through the crowd after the
unveiling. After the ceremony, seniors gathered outside ofJarman with their
friends and families who gave them a .standing ovation at the end ofthe
ceremony to show how proud they were oftheir soon to be graduating
seniors.
1905 1907
(Left) Alpha Delta Pi sorority sisters gather
together outside Jarman and proudly display
their caps upon completion of Convocation.
1909
(.Above) Senior Class oflficers Sara Bassett.
Monica Sober. .Angie Bottoms and Bryan Lee
begin the ceremony with a toast to the
senior class from the 1899 yearbook. The
Normal Liaht.
1905 The Rotunda Athletic 1909 I.M.P.S 1912 There were 1912 Hiner is buih
is constructed Association was fomied several secret Dedicated: Mar\
organized organizations. The
Black Cars. The
KA.X.K..rheFA.X.G.S.
and Mil Omeoa
Clay Hiner
Original purpose:
The Training
School
Comocation ^^ 25
Battle ofRed vs. Green
When many Longwood students hear the words "Color Wars," vivid pictures of
students drenching each other with brightly colored paint leap to mind. Color Wars,
an event unique to Oktoberfest, begins the weekend festivities. Mortar Board
members oversee and officiate the event as well as help determine the winner.
As many spectators, including honorary Spirit Leaders from the faculty and stafflook
on, the red team comprised of students graduating in even years and the green team,
made up ofthose students graduating in an odd year, eagerly took the field in
anticipation ofthe games. Many relay games, such as tug-of-war, spinning on a bat,
and making a pyramid, were played before the final and most famous event ofColor
Wars, the paint slinging began. Wheeler Lawn became a huge canvas ofred and
green paint as each team tried to cover the other in their respective colors.
Participants used plastic cups to splash the other team with colored water from huge
trash cans. The teams lined up on either side ofWheeler Mall and waited for the
signal to begin. Once they did begin, chaos ensued as everyone tried to avoid getting
paint on them, while slinging it at the opposite team. In the end, the red team of
sophomores and seniors was victorious.
(Above) Some participants resorted to
tackling methods in order to cover their
opponents with paint.
(Right) As the real battle began, everyone
tried to throw as much paint as possible on
members of the opposing team.
1914 1914
DID YOU
KNOW?
1914 The name of
the school changes
to State Normal
School For Women at
Fannville
1914 The secret
society of S.S. was
formed
1914 Barlow Building built
Dedicated: Mary Belle Barlow
Origanal purpose: School
Laundry
26 Student Life
^ fJil
(Left) The red team lined up Uj eagerly
cheer on their team member* in the relay
games.
(Below) Honorary Spirit Leader* look on a»
the teams competed against each other.
(Topi .^ group of freshman girls. co%ered in
red and green paint gather together after the
games end.
(Bonomi In the end. whole trash cans were
dumped in a last ditch effort to win Color
Wars.
1915 1916 1920
1914 The Senior class
presents the school with
''Joanie on the Stonie
"
1915 Lyrics for the
first Alma Mater
were written by
Jennie Tabb
1916 The secret
society BOMO
formed
The Rotunda
began publication
19:0TlieO\\XS
are formed
Color Wars :003 W^ 27
(Right) The Longwood Klowns, chosen by
Mortar Board for their school spirit, prepare
to entertain the crowd with their skit.
(Below) Matt Scannell, lead singer of Vertical
Horizon, performed with his band as the
headliner for the weekend.
(Top) Senior members of the Longwood
Ambassadors. Angela Atkins and Amanda
Denne, take pies to the face at the
Ambassador booth.
(Bottom) Another booth available allowed
students to smash old computers to take out
some frustrations.
1920 1921 1923
DID YOU
KNOW?
Women's
Basketball team
starts 1920-21
1921 The secret
societies the ZT's
and "Que Vadis
Ignoramous are
formed
1923 A fire broke out
in the South Wing
behind the Rotunda,
closing school for
two weeks
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Here's to Longwood
Beginning with the Alzheimer s Walk and a Block Party on
Thursday, the festivities continued into Friday with Color Wars and
the fiattle ofthe Bands. Bands including Woodbum Road and the
crowd-pleasing Broken Lighter performed in the event sfK^nsf^red
by WMLU. Saturday was the day so many students eagerly
anticipated. This year, the annual parade was cancelled due to the
closing ofPine Street. Traditional performances by the Spirit
Leaders and Klowns, as well as the Longwood Cheerleaders and
Blue Heat Dance Team still took place. Booths were set up by
many on campus organizations who sold various items such as
hamburgers and hot dogs, drinks, and candy to help them raise
money. Main stage bands Virginia Coalition, Darren Jesses ofBen
Folds Five, Lonehawk, Sister Hazel and Vertical Horizon
entertained the crowds long into the night.
.^-*Sft
(Left) The Spirit Leaders perform their
traditional spirit dance while wearing their
lederhosen during the opening ceremony of
Oktoberfest.
(Above) One of the many Longwood
Clubs. BASIC Gospel Choir performs on
the stage set up behind the Smdent
Union.
1924 1925
During the 1923 South
Wing fire students carried
Joanie on the Stonie out of
the Rotunda to save her
from the flames
1924 School name
changed to The State
Teachers College at
Fami\ille
Black-w ell Dining
Hall built 1925
Dedicated: Dean
Herbert Black^\ell
Original purpose:
DininsHall
French Hall bui'.:
1925
Dedicated:
Ra>Tnond French
Original purpose:
2\"m and dormitory
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(Right) The staff are lined up to serve
students their well deserved breakfast.
(Top) A balloon artist
entertains the breakfast crowd.
(Bottom) Happily doing her
duty, who wouldn't be with
KrispyKreme?!
1925 1926 1927
Longwood
History
The first school
orchestra was
formed.
The "Joan Circle" was
formed in 1 926 by Alpha
Delta Rho, the honorary
fraternity for leadership.
It is now the Mortar
Board.
April 9, 1927 The Joan of Arc statue,
"Joanie on the Pony," was given to
the school by Alpha Delta Rho. At
its dedication on the Colonnade, the
statue was presented by its creator,
Anna Hyatt Huntington, America's
leading woman sculptor at the time.
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Teachers Turn to Serve
Students worked hard all semester long and their hard work was finally put to
the test during exam week. Realizing exam week was a more stressful week
than normal, the faculty and staffgraciously put together this most deserving
night for students. Midnight Breakfast. It has become one of the most
anticipated traditions at Longwood. To help relieve some of the frustration and
stress, the Dining Hall prepared a delicious breakfast for students with a few
twists. Instead of .student workers, members of the Longwood faculty and staff
proudly wore aprons and gloves to serve the students they teach. Breakfast
was served around midnight on the Sunday night before exams. One of the
reasons Midnight Breakfast was so popular is because the food is always
exceptionally tasty. Huge numbers of students attended .Midnight Breakfast, so
most knew they had to arrive early to beat the crowds. The breakfast gave
Longwood students an opportunity to eat and hang out with their friends while
temporarily forgetting about the week ahead. Sophomore Ashley Holcomb
summed up the event, "It is so much fun and the food is always delicious! It is
also a great stress reliever." Definitely a great night for all of the students.
Thank you, faculty and staff!
(Abo\e) The lines are out the door for this
middle of the niaht meal.
1928 1930 1930
North Cunningham
Built: 1928
Dedicated: John A. Cunningham
Original Purpose: Senior
Dormitory
In the 1930's a form of freshmen
initiation started called "Ratting." It
was organized by sophomores \\'ho
dressed as "nightmares" from a
Charles Adams cartoon. For a week
the freshmen were required to do
whatever the sophomores demanded.
The Honor Code
was formalK"
instituted.
The Mathematics
Club was organized
and listed 85
members.
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(Right) Peter Goggin hanging out in his room,
strums away on the guitar.
(Below) Members of Phi Kappa Tau gather in
their chapter room in one of the residence halls.
(Top) Many students often retreat to the
hallways or stairwells of their building in order
to gain a little bit of privacy.
(Bottom ) Tyler Zarfoss hacks away at his
computer, the staple of any college student's
life.
1934 1935 1936
DID YOU
KNOW?
To increase enrollment
during the Great
Depression, the school
launched its first student
recruitment drive, hiring a
field agent.
The state
authorized the
school to confer
Bachelor of Arts
degrees.
Lancaster Building
Built: 1936
Dedicated: Dabney S. Lancaster
Original Purpose: Library
It is now the administration
building.
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Livin' It Up
l.ongwood University is a residential eampas. TTiis means most ofthe student
population lives on campus in University spons(jrcd housing. Lach residence hall
has many programs, developed by f<esident Assistants or RAs, U) help first year
students and uppcrclassmcn feel more at home at Longwcxxl and get to know other
people on their halls. Programs range from Game Nights to Fcxxl Nights and
sometimes the whole hall will attend a play or other campus event together. These
activities help form strong friendships that often continue long after a student leaves
Longwood. Therearea variety of living opportunities on eampas. Curry and
Frazier, Longwood's high-rises, and the Cunninghams offer coeducational housing.
"I think Curry is one of the best places to live on campus. We have AC and ten
floors full of people to mingle with. I love it!." said Kara Lindsey. a freshman
resident of Curry. The Colonnades are Longwood's oldest on-campus housing,
while ARC is the newest Both of these buildings afso offer coed living
arrangements. Wheeler and Stubbs offer girls an all-female living option, though
Stubbs houses mainly sororities. Lindsay Wohlford. a member ofASA said 'i like
living in Stubbs, because it is in a good location and if I ever need anything, my
sisters are right there."
(Left) Suitemates Hollee Higbea and Caitlyn
White help each other get ready for the day.
(.\bo\e) .\my .Mien. Leah Nunn and Matt
Babbbin take a break from class and bomewoA
to hana out in Curr\'.
1939 1941 ioa.1
Main Cunningham
Built: 1939. opened for
the 1940 fall semester
Dedicated: John Cunningham
Original Purpose: Dormitory
It functioned for a time as
administrative offices during
World War II.
The college
celebrated its
100th anniversary
in 1939.
During World War II. war work
absorbed all spare time outside of
class or stud\ing. Bandage rolling
became the Wednesda} e\ening
acti\'it\'. War time rationing on items
such as sugar and gas became a part
of life.
For the war etfon. all
students that could,
knined. The facult>'
decided that knitting in
class was permissible
but nor in chapel.
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(Right) Joan Adams. Tori Barnett.
Catherine Kelly, Katie Thomas and Emily
Fisher spent break in Myrtle Beach and
Charleston, SC.
(Below) Jessica Paul takes the helm
during her Spring Break.
(Top) Emily Conkey watches as her friend
Caycee Goad gets a tattoo.
(Bottom) Many people spent spring break at
the beach including Lindsay Rogers, who is
soaking her feet in the wet sand.
1945 1946 1946
Longwood
History
After World War II,
17 male veterans
registered for the
fall semester.
Dr. Jarman retired after
being President of the
school for 44 years.
Dr Dabney S. Lancaster
succeeded Dr. Jarman as
president of the State
Teachers College. He
served from 1946 to
1955.
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Breakin' Out
For college students, Spring Break is seen as a much needed
vacation from classes and unending homework. For some students.
Spring lireak was a time to go to the beach and party, for others it
was simply a vacation from a hectic and stressful life on campus.
Spring Break was greatly anticipated and planned out months in
advance, "it was nice to get a break from all the work, even if I had
to spend most of the week working," said freshman Ryan Ru.ssell
when asked about the much needed time off. This year's vacation
spots included Miami, Myrtle Beach, Nags Head, Charleston, New
York City, West Palm Beach, Mexico and many others. Many
students chose to stay at home and spend their time off with family
and friends. Some students spent the break doing volunteer work to
help others, traveling to work projects and on mission trips.
Lindsey Rogers and Jessica Paul, along with their boyfriends, spent
Spring Break at the beach. "We went to Flilton Head South
Carolina for a week for under S200 per person. The beach was nice
even though it was a little cold. I even got to put my feet in the
ocean. We had a blast!," said Lindsey.
JHHniHRIIiBUH
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(Left) Looks like the boys are winning
this battle! Nick Tuddle plays Battle of
the Sexes with his friends in the hotel on
break.
(Above) Erica Schmeits. Julie Pfeiflfer
and Regan Houston look out over
Panama Ciu from their balconv.
1947 1949 1040
Admissions standards were raised,
thus becoming the first Virginia state
supported school to have a selective
admissions policy. Dr. Lancaster also
made the fourth year of high school
an entrance requirement at a time
when many Virginia high schools still
did not have a twelfth grade.
March 4. 1949
The terrible east wing
fire destroyed a building
identical to Grainger
Hall, as well as the
auditorium on the first
floor.
In the fire. Joanie on the
PonN" was unable to be
remo\ ed. Close to the
flaines. the statue
glowed red from the heat
of the blaze, causing her
to lose her sword.
The school name
changed from State
Teachers College to
LonsAvood Colleae.
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Roll Up Your Sleeves
The volunteer spirit has been an integral part ofLongwood. The world has always
needed people to help others and at this college lots ofpeople have given their time
and eflforts generously. Volunteer programs were available for anyone to help out
in such as Tri-Country Life Learners, theYMCA, helping at local churches, tutoring
and Habitat for Humanity. Many ofthe volunteer students have come from the 2
1
Greek life organizations on campus. They worked to help the Ronald McDonald
House, MS Walk, Hole in the Wall Gang Camp, Up Till Dawn, Relay For Life,
Campus Clean-Up, Adopt a Highway and many other important causes. Many of
the Greek life volunteer events are open to participation for any student on
Longwood s campus. With imagination, the volunteer spirit has gone beyond
established programs. Two years ago, Joy Walsh and other students took kids from
the community trick-or-treating in the dorms. They saw several children did not
have costumes. The next year Joy and a friend sponsored a costume drive for local
children who did not have costumes. They raised money through area businesses,
sold cupcakes and asked the college community to rummage through closets and
donate unused costumes. The 100 costumes collected were made available at a
school sock hop before Halloween. The faces of children who did not have any
costumes lit up as they picked one. The next fall Joy and her friends planned an
even bigger costume drive. Lighting up someone's face and offering possibilities is
what it is all about. There are always volunteer sign-ups in the Dhall. . .so keep a
look out and get out in the community!
(Above) Alpha Phi Omega, including members Nicole
Wooster. Helen Daniels, Alex McCabe and Amanda
Denne provide staffing and leadership for the
Weyanoke District Boy Scouts Pinewood Derby.
(Right) Danny Grimes, Melody Faulkenberry
( front ), Sarah Williams, Matt Daniel, Brooks
Lenhart and Jen Tilbury (2nd row) dress up for
the Hallween Party at the Brookveiw and Holly
Manor Nursing Home.
1949 1951 1955
DID YOU
KNOW?
The state authorized
the school to grant
Bachelor of Science
degrees in Business
and Music Education.
Stevens Building
Built: 1951
Dedicated:
Edith Stevens
Original Purpose:
Science Hall
Jarman Auditorium
Built: 1951
Dedicated: President
Joseph L. Jarman
Original Purpose:
Auditorium
June 30, 1955
Dr. Francis G. Lankford
became president of
Longwood College.
He served until
Febuary 3, 1965.
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(Ix-fU lirooks l,cnhiin, Matt I^nicl and Sarah
Wjllams rcaxl to the residents at Br(M>kvdw
Nursing Home.
(Below) ZTA sisters at the 2(X)4 Poker Run
Moloreyele Ride benefit to raise money fwZTA
alumni Jackie Yeatts, '78 (center). The event
raised V4,70().
(Topi Melody Faulkenberr. hangs -keletons for
the LC\'-Vs Dav of the DeadCelebrarion.
(Bonom) Jennifer Tilbury volunteers hertime at
iheLCVA.
1958 I960 1061
South Cunningham
Buih: 1958
Dedicated:
John Cunningham
Original Purpose:
Dormitory
Crafts House
Purchased by college in 1958
Dedicated: Worthy Johnson Crafts
Original Puipose:
Home Management House where
senior Home Economic majors
lived, with the responsibility to
run a home for a semester. It is
now the Admissions Office.
Wheeler Dormitory
Built: 1960
Dedicated: Leola WTieeler
Original Purpose: Dormiton.
Her GNinnasiimi
Built: 1961
Dedicated:
01i\ e Theresa Her
Original Purpose:
G\"m
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(Right) Students gather
listening to bands during Spring Weekend.
(Top) Members of Intervarsity play a wet
and wild game of Oozeball.
(Bottom) Say cheese! Friends strike a
pose.
(SIFOtlKI
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1962 1963
Longwood
History
Dr. Fred Wygal was the
acting president of
Longwood College
from 1962 to 1963.
Graham Building
Built: 1962
Dedication:
Samuel L. Graham
Original Purpose: Police,
Housekeeping and Laundry
Cox Dormitory
Built: 1963
Dedicated: Mary W. Cox
Original Purpose:
Residence Hall
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Let the Games Begin
Monopoly anyone? Since "Hoard Games" was the theme for 2fX)4's Spring
Weekend, clubs used Candy Land, Life, Jumanji and Monopoly as some ofthe
booth themes. Beta Fkta f3eta won first pri/e in the b<xjth competition with their
Jumanji theme, having plants for sale, colorful signs and hanging monkeys and
chimpanzees. Some ofthe many items available at bcxnhs were belts sold by
Alpha Sigma Alpha, bracelets, with beads representing life, .sold by Crossroads
and the Sigma Kappa's sold Coke floats. This years Spring Weekend T-shirt
with the Monopoly Man on it was a big hit. but to the disappointment ofmany,
they were not for sale. Students won shirts as stage prizes or caught them as
they were thrown into the crowd. The CCC pleased the palette of the Chili
Cookoffjudges, winning the competition and S300. WMLU's Bandfesi this
year included Something Corporate, Carbon Leaf, Yellow Card, Adelyn, The
Format, Wakovia Bank Robbers and Sleeping at Last. Spring Weekend. April
1 6 and 1 7, was beautiful and sunny, perfect for everyone to enjoy the traditional
fun activities ofbooths, Oozeball and bands put on by Lancer Productions.
(Left) Monopoly anyone? Spring
Weekend's campus poster.
(Above) A line of conga dancers winds through
Spring Weekend festi\ities.
1965 1966 1966 1Q6-
Dr. Heflin Newman
became President.
Stubbs Residence Hall
Built: 1966
Dedicated: Florence H. Stubbs
Original Puipose: Domiitor>'
Lankford Student Union Building
Construction Date: 1966
Dedicated: Francis G. Lankford
Original Purpose: Student Union
Lankford opened September 1967
Dr. \\\gal once
again became
acting president
in Julv 196".
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Brock Commons Opens
A huge celebration took place on April 24, 2004 for the official opening of Brock
Commons Plaza. Over 1.600 people including faculty, students, alumni,
community and friends gathered for the dedication and ribbon cutting. Leading
the ribbon cutting was Joan ('64) and Macon Brock, for whom Brock Commons
is named, in honor of their generous gift to the University. The 265 foot long
ribbon stretched in a square around the new plaza and 100 of Longwood's
community from President Cormier to students, faculty and staffhelped cut the
ribbon with their "Dollar Tree" scissors as the Brocks led the way. Built over
the last two years. Brock Commons replaced Pine Street and its hills and is a
level promenade that extends from one end of campus to the other. Designed
with building entrances that now open onto the Commons, with a pavilion and
columns, it is landscaped with trees, plants, grass and enlivened by sculpture and
fountains. It also has a parking garage underneath. It will become the central
thoroughfare of the Longwood campus. The day was beautiful for the special
occasion and students and kids enjoyed it, playing in the new 24-jet dancing
fountain. Another waterfall fountain on the plaza was built to honor Chi's 100th
anniversary. The party continued after the dedication with a picnic on the
Commons and music from student bands Woodbum Road and Junction, and
Longwood's BASIC Gospel Choir. It was a wonderful ending and beginning
after two years of construction and hard work. It was time to have fun.
(Abo\e) The new lawn is the perfect place to
enjoy the music of the bands and singing
groups.
(Right) A large crowd is gathered for the
opening ofBrock Commons, as Dr. Cormier
officially opens the celebration.
1967 1968 1969
DID YOU
KNOW?
Wygal Building
Built: 1967
Dedicated:
Fred O. Wygal
Original Purpose:
Department of Music
Dr. Henry I. Willett,
Jr. became the 21st
President on
December 1, 1967.
serving until August
1981."
McCorkle Building
Built: 1968
Dedicated: Thomas
A. McCorkle
Original Purpose:
Science Laboratory
Curry Residence Hall
Buih: 1969
Dedicated:
Jabez Monroe Curry
Original Purpose:
Dormitory
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(Bottom) The fountain commemorating Chi s
100th anniversan w^s built with donations from
Chi alumni.
1970 1971 19-
Frazer Residence Hall
Built: 1970
Dedicated: Robert Frazer
Original Purpose:
Dormitory
Bedford Art Building
Built: 1970
Dedicated: Virginia Bedford
Original Purpose:
Art Department
The first African
American student
was admitted to the
school.
Co>Tier Building
Built: 1972
Dedicated: Mr. & Mrs.
Martin Co>Tier
Original Purpose;
Home Economics
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(Right) Senior torch bearers AngaHse Henry and
Aja Brooks stand around the bonfire with
torches.
(Below) JeffKozloffunveiled as one of the 2004
Chi members.
/il%'
(Top) The newly revealed senior members of
Chi light the bonfire.
(Bottom) Emily-Anne Story stands ready to
light the bonfire.
Longwood
History
1972
Wynne Building
Built: 1972
Dedication:
John P. Wynne
Original Purpose:
Department of
Education
1976 1976 1979
Longwood became
coeducational with
the first resident
male students.
The ROTC
program was
established.
Lancer Gymnasium
Built: 1979
Dedicated:
Longwood Mascot
Original Purpose:
Sports Facility
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Longwood's Spirit 200-t
The Bonfire was ready to be lit in Wygal's parking lot. Students waited for the
year end ritual to begin and upperelassmcn explained to freshmen the long-
running tradition. Then eame the Chi banner earried by junior bearers Will
I lolman and l.sra Kazanaglu. Aeeompanying them were those ehosen and
honored by CI II to be torch bearers. The senior torch bearers were Aja Brooks,
Amanda Collins, Angalise Henry, Bryan Lee, Miss Kitty and Dan Youngsma.
After them walked the procession of bareheaded senior Chi members, finally
revealed. The Chi seniors were Matt Akers, Cassie Damon, Jessee Helbert, Dee
Herger, Eric Jack, Jeff Kozloff, Mary Millage, Wendi Strickland, hmily-Anne
Story, Adam Sunukjian and Andrea Walker. In their Chi robes, w ith torches in
their hands, they walked in a circle around the stacked wood and then lit the
ritual fire. The traditional Chi song was chanted as they walked. Sachets were
thrown on the fire and Chi members called out people's names to receive a Chi
commendation for their contribution to the school and the reason for their being
honored. The bonfire ashes were collected and bottled to be given to those who
received CHI commendations, after the fire department put out the fire.
^
( Left) The Chi Burning is the annual event
when members of Chi commend students,
faculty and staff for their contributions to the
Longwood Commimity.
(.\bove) Jessee Helbert and the otber members
of Chi circle the fire at the beginning ofthe Chi
Bumina.
1984 1989 \QQ\
Dr. Janet Greenwood, as the 22nd
president, became the first female
president of Longwood and the first
female president of a 4-year state
supported school in Virginia. She
served from 1981 to 1987.
Longwood House Longwood celebrated The new librarv-
was designated an its 150th anni\ersar>' opened.
historic landmark. March 5. 1989.
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2004 The World Awaits You
Wheeler Mall was packed with family and friends ofthe 867 graduates for
Longwood s 1 65th commencement on May 8, 2004. The commencement speaker was
Julian Bond Chairman ofthe NAACP. Talking about justice and telling graduates the
"world is waiting for you, be sure you give it your best," Bond's speech ended a year
long commemoration of the 50th amiiversary of the Brown vs. Board ofEducation
Supreme Court ruling, and Farmville s part in that historic decision. He told graduates,
"You must place interest in principle above interest on principal.. .it is not enough just to
do good." Class President Monica Sober in her farewell address, humorously
reviewed the class's unusual distinction ofa natural calamity a year beginning with
freshman year. With the fire, a tornado, the drought, hurricane Isabel and an
earthquake, the class truly lived its motto "Living On The Edge." Monicajokingly said
the incoming freshmen, and not the Class of '04. could take responsibility for the
hordes of cicadas. As the 749 undergraduates and 1 1 8 masters degree graduates went
to receive their degrees, they walked beside the new science building framework. As
the graduates move into a new phase of life, Longwood was moving into a new stage
of construction and growth which has been such a part ofcampus life for the 2004
class. After graduating, five Army ROTC cadets were commissioned as Second
Lieutenants, who will all go on active duty. Bringing humor into the celebration was
Brandon Page, ordering Domino's pizza with his cell phone from his row of black
cap and gowned classmates. With nostalgia, dignity and excitement for the future, the
Class of2004 completed their tenure at Longwood.
( Above ) After years of hard work and
camaraderie, Longwood University graduates
solemnly participate in their graduation ceremony.
the culmination of their undergraduate days.
(Right) The excitement of this long awaited
day is evident as the Class of 2004 processes
into the graduation ceremony.
1992 1996 1999 2000
Longwood
History
ARC Residence
Hall built.
Dr. Patricia Cormier
became president of
Longwood.
Dr. Jane Goodall,
famous primate
scientist, visited
campus addressing
a packed audience
in Jarman Theatre.
January 2000
The new Dining Hall,
designed to seat 1500,
opened. It was the
first building on
campus to utilize
geothermal heating
and cooling.
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(Ix'ft) A new Longwood graduate hold* hi*
diploma proudly.
(Below) Class President Monica Sober
speaks to the senior class citing the list
of natural calamities "attributed" to the
senior class that began with their fre«hman
year.
(Topi .At graduation. ROTC Cadets Leanne
Fowlkes. Joe Masserini. Carey Grubbs.
Melody Faulkenberry and Greg .\ndrc»s are
commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the
U.S. .\rmy.
(Bottom) Graduates listen to
Commencement speaker Jidian Bond before
receiving their degrees.
2001 2002 2002 200? 2004
The Great Fire of
April 24, 2001
destroyed the
historic heart of
the campus.
Longwood College
became a University.
Dr. "Patch" Adams
visited Longwood
in 2002.
"Joanie on the Pon\"" .Apnl 24. 2004
statue sent to he Brock Commons
restored in 2003 opened, a campus long
from the effects of pedestrian a%enue,
t\\ fires. transforming the look
of LongwooA
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Seniors ^^ 49
Tara Adams Kristin Anderson Alison Austin
Christine Baccante Trudv Berrv Lamont Brand
Josh Brown Ann Bruce Eron J. Billiard
50 ^3) People
Jennifer Carey Allison Carroll Leigh Anne Christian
^ fl^bkr
^ *^
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Emily Conkey Mark Connelly Julie Cou^hlin
Stephanie Covington Rachel Crews Man- Rachel C?vss
Seniors,©51
Kn'stal Janese Dabnev Amanda Denne John E. Early IV
Christopher Eliot Chris Falwell Jeanina Ferri
Melissa Ferrigno Rebecca Fletcher Teresa Marie Ford
52 "^^ People
Carol Renee Franklin Jonnie Fravel Laura Gardner
Azaria Gattew Daniel Gaiivin Christopher Glaze
Melanie GresoiT Lindsey Griffin April K. GriffiTh
Seniors ^^ 53
Holly Grizzard Rebekah Cropper Carev L. Grubbs
James R. Hanson Melanie D. Hazlewood Pamela Lvnne Headier
Jessee Megan Helbert Robert Henderson Angalise Henry
54 ^S^ People
Laura Beth Herr Amv Hicks Amanda Hoal
Danielle Houston Gre^ Johnson Hannah Kaufman
Laura Kibler Jennifer (Jen) Knaub JeffKo-loff
liors ^^Saiior 55
Stephanie Lane Justin Lankford Donecia Lawson
4j||^^A fr""'^' ^^^
Leslie Linebern' Ann Marie Lisi Samantha Claire Long
Lauren Lowe Maria Elena Maculaitis Eric P. Marsteller
56 ^W People
Dan Mazzio Ashlev Dawn McCormick La Vonne Mehrens
Zelalem Melakii Deirdre Milligan Elizabeth Xfin^ee
Renee Mitchell Brent Morris Harden Morris
Seniors WTw 57
Kim Moss JerlilMyrick Jeff Newton
S. Rene Norton Kevin O 'Brien Laura Owen
Enitan Oyewole Lakisha Page Jodi Nicole Pierce
58 (Q) People
Cecil C. Pilson Scott Pnintv Kelly Putman
Courtney Redmond Anna Richardson Bobbo Row e
Angela Blair Russell Nadivali Salaam Ian U' Sale
Seniors ^^ 59
Keira Saunders Marv Sawver Mike Schmeltz
Kevin Seamster Paul Sharp Anne Sheldon
Monique Shelton Jason Shiflett Richard Sitch
60W People
David Smiley Ebonv Smith Nicole Smith
Monica Sober Nathan Spencer Lori Sprost}-
Lisa Squicciarini Shante 7 Stark Emily—Anne Stoi'\-
,®Seniors ^Iw 61
William Taylor Dora Teal Mellete Teferas
LeeAnn Tew Sasha Trent Teneka Trent
Lindsay Tiit^viler Michelle Venable Rebecca Vernon
62 TO' People
Andrea Walker Andrea Way Jean-\4arie Weaver
Andrea Wilkinson Emilv Williams Lindsay Williams
Sarah Williams Adam Woods Krla Yarbroush
Seniors 63
Kvle Yeatman Andrew Young Lauren Young
64 W' People
Last Night
Nathan C. Spencer
07 May 2004
Silence enfolds us all, but for me,
bedridden and wide-eyed,
the rancorous thoughts of my mind
addled by momentousness
Float
inside this cranium like
so many medicine balls in a cage
Clang there's one, ricocheting off the side;
Noise so loud, makes me want to run and hide.
Brings a tear to my eye, but no.
Wait.
That's a memory I see.
It's a previous me, similarly.
First night in a jungle of new.
Prepared and ready to miss the cue
That led me to tonight.
Here's the thing,
I had no warning.
No way to realize
These bricks, fences and skies
Would learn to fill my eyes
With home.
When did strangers' random nights of glee
Suddenly become time of quality
Spent with family?
It's a mystery.
And despite this all, I drift to sleep.
Ready to form a last memory to keep
One last night before we leap
Into life.
Dedicated to the Longwood University class of2004 on the e\e ofgraduation.
Congratulations on a job well done.
Seniors \i^ 65®,
Seniors
2004
(A
TsdeneyaAbate
Computer Science
Alexandria, VA
r Clinton Richard Abbate
I Political Science
I Richmond, VA
"Patricia Marie Ackiss
Liberal Studies
Portsmouth, VA
» Adoma AlaiaAdae
Lfiusiness Administration
I Alexandria, VA
Bradford ScottAdams
Computer Science
Richmond, VA
Catherine Leigh Adams
Liberal Studies
Petersburg, VA
TaraAdams
History
Ellington, CT
Activities: Alpha Sigma
Tau, Kappa Delta Pi,
Vagina Monologues,
Walt Disney World
College Program
Alumni Association
Uthman Adediran
Business Administration
Arlington, VA
Lauren June Agee
Liberal Studies
DiUwyn.VA
Stephen MatthewAkers
Biology & Chemistry •
Salem, VA
,
Vanessa Marie Albis "''^^.'
^jj^iness Administration ^utw^mt'^
fSandston, VA
Brandi Lee Allen
Liberal Studies
Chase City, VA
Bradie Elizabeth Alley
Liberal Studies
AltaVista, VA
Broolcs Morrison Altman
Business Administration
Richmond, VA
Jaime Staples Alvis
Political Science
Franklin,VA
Carlye Maier Ames
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Jennica Mapp Ames
Biology
Exmore,VA
Leah ClaireAndary
English
Leesburg, VA
Jeffrey Barrett Anders
Business Administration
Reston, VA
Kathryn HarrisAnderson
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA
KristinDawn Anderson
Communication Studies
Madison, VA
Activities: Sigma Sigma Sigma
Nakisha Marie Anderson
Business Administration
Lynchburg, VA
Robert Peyton Anderson HI
Liberal Studies
Farmville,VA
Gregory B. Andrews
Business Administration
Fredericksburg, VA
Activities: ROTC
Myra Jane Andrews
Liberal Studies/ Elementary Ed
Richmond, VA
Activities: Intervarsity
Walter Eugene Anglin
Business Administration
Woolwine, VA
Daniel James Ansell
Business Administration
Ashbum, VA
Joan Louisa Applegate
Biology
Covesville, VA
Curtis Drew Arney
Business Administration
Fincastle, VA
Jamie Lynne Arthur
Liberal Studies.
DeWitt,VA
Michelle Elizabeth Ash
Psychology
Suffolk, VA
Garnett Susan Ashworth
Anthropology
Tappahannock, VA
Angela Nicole Atkins
Modem Languages
Salem, VA
Activities: Women's Cross
Country 2001, Ambassadors,
Alpha Phi Omega, Intervarsity,
Alpha Lambda
Delta, Lambda Iota Tau,
Student-Athlete Advisory
Council 01, Modem Language
Club President 01-02, Sigma
Delta Pi, Co-president 03-04,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi
Kappa Phi, Kappa Delta Pi
Ashley Heather Atkins
Mathematics
Farmville, VA
Thuy ThanhAn
Economics
Richmond, VA
Alison Adrianna Austin
Communication Studies
Norfolk, VA
B
Essence Herasingh-Babiker
'
Communication Studies
Sterling, VA
James Daniel Worth Baca
Physics & Computer Science
Alexandria, VA
Christine Elizabeth Baccante
V & P Arts - Theatre
Fairfax,VA
Activities: Theater
AUanGotthardBach
Business Administration
Ashland, VA
Stacy Mae Badgley
Mathematics
North Garden,VA
Michael Mason Bair
English
Stafford, VA
Rebecca Elizabeth Baker
V&PArts-Art
Sandston, VA
Tiffany Lee Baldwin
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Jason Randall Ballard
Psychology
Harrisonburg, VA,
Roy William Ballard
Sociology
Farmville,VA
Stephanie Lynn Banton
Liberal Studies
Chesterfield, VA
Melissa RelfBarbour
Social Work
Evington, VA
Elizabeth Carol Barkley
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Joshua Edward Barlow
V & P Arts - Art
Bumpass, VA
Francis William Barron ID
Business Administration
Great Falls, VA .
Claudette Elizabeth Barry
Sociology
Purcellville,VA
Meaghan Deirdre Barry
Physical Education
Annandale. VA
Sara EUzabeth Bassett
Business Administration
Woodbridge, VA
Sarah Walsh Batease
English
Sterling, VA
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Brent Douglas Batcman
Economics
Fredericksburg, VA
Kristen Joy Beatty
Therapeutic Recreation
Clifton, VA
Courtney Michelle Bega
History
Hopewell, VA
Stephen Gerald Benn
History
Alexandria, VA
Korin Lynn Bennett
History
Randolph, VA
Lisa Marie Bentley
Anthropology
Herndon, VA
Anne Morgan Berry
Business Administration
Newport News, VA
Truddy Berry
Graduate Student
Sociology/ Criminal Justice
Lansing, MI
Activities: ODK, LAE,
CAA,UA
John Jacob Besley
Liberal Studies
Mineral, VA
Alan Michael Biggio , - ,t^Ci
Liberal Studies "^^
Bedford, VA
Montrice Shontay BiWingsley
Psychology
Virginia Beach, VA
Kelly Ann Bishop
Liberal Studies.
GlenAUen,VA
Christopher Robert Bittner
V & P Arts - Art
Ashbum, VA
Heidi Marie BIy
Liberal Studies
Centreville, VA
Sharon Mitsue BIythe
English
Evington, VA
Anna Klizabeth BcKlendorl'
Liberal Studies
Orange, VA
Morgan Colleen Boehning
Sociology
Virginia Beach, VA
Christopher David Bonham
Business Administration
Chester, VA
Latoya Michell Bonney
Biology
Hot Springs, VA
Kai Alexander Bosselait
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
"rAngela Kelly Bottoms
Psychology
Chesterfield, VA
Seth Hunter Bowen
Business Administration
Skipwith,VA
Amber Gayle Bowers
Liberal Studies
Newport News, VA
Brenda Faye Bowers
Political Science
Powhatan, VA
Sarah Caine Bowers
V&PArts-Art
Hampton, VA
Marvin LeeBowma
Sociology
Clover,VA
Jennifer Dyan Brace
Liberal Studies
Chesterfield, VA
I
^!
I Ann Carter Bradshaw ;
V & P Arts - Art
Rice,VA
f Eric N. Braithwaite
Business Administration
Winchester. VA
Lamont Brand
History
Cherokee. California
Matthew Taylor Brann
Business Administration
Warsaw, VA
Robert Patrick Brashears
Ixonoiiiics
Midlothian, VA
Kathryn Marie Brennan
Social Work
Greatlalls.VA
Kmily Bridges
Modern Languages
Clifton. VA
Dana Lynne Brittle
Physical Education
Waverly, VA
Aja Marie Brooks
Communication Studies
Chesapeake, VA
Amanda Marie Brown
Liberal Studies
Newport News, VA
Joshua Aaron Brown
Business Administration
Forest, VA
Stephanie Marie Brown
Liberal Studies
Bealeton, V/^ W
Ann Bruce
Liberal Studies
Sociology Minor
Mechanicsville. VA
f Activities: Zeta Tau
I
Alpha
Emma Elizabeth Bry ant
Biology
Wingina,VA
Kathleen E.Buckley
01!^ Sociology
186 Fredericksburg. VA
Melissa Marie Buckley
Liberal Studies
Midlothian. VA
Darren S. M. Budlong
History
Richmond, VA
Michael Quang Bui
ChemistPi'
West Point VA
KronJ. Bulbird
Llernentar) liducation
Virginia Beach, VA
Activities; Intcnarsity
I^nce Clay Bunting
V & P Arts - Art
Chincotcague, VA
Laura Beth Burgess
Political .Science
Lynchburg. VA
Michele Lynn Burnett
Biology
Keysville.VA
Kelly P2ileen Bums '
Social Work
Gaithersborg. MD
Cmi1y Elizabeth Bun-
Sociology *«^ V.
Glen Allen. Vi^
Beverly Lee Borrell
Liberal Studies
Reedville.VA
4^ Lauren Elizabeth Butler
jLBusiness Administrati n
i^-gcottsviJle.VA
Victoria Anne Butler
Liberal Soidies
AppxDmattox, VA
Laura Cal%ilk) ] •
Liberal Studies [ >
Manassas. \ A
Mattiiew A\ton CampbeD
Business .•Xdministration
Keys\Tlle,\A -
Michael Steven Campbell
V & P Arts - .Alt
Lynchburc. \.\
Jennifer Lynnette Carey
Business Administcanon
Richinond. \ A
Acti\ities: Alpha Kappa
Alpha Soa^rity Inc.,
NAACP
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Adam Thomas Carnegie
Business Administration
Suffolk, VA
"i ?
Erin Carissa Carter
' V & P Arts - Music ^<
Glen Allen,VA 3 I
! Kiraberly Faith Carter
I
Liberal Studies
I Baskerville, VA
SharrondaDevia Carter
Therapeutic Recreation
Danville, VA
f TVacy Lee Carter
Political Science
Midlothian, VA
i Matthew Wesley Casella
Therapeutic Recreation
Midlothian, VA
Rebekah Elizabeth Cemoch
Liberal Studies
^New Baltimore ,VA
*^ Joann Chae
Sociology
Falls Church, VA
Kittina "Miss Kitty" Chappell
Communication Studies
Psychology Minor
" Chester, VA
' Activities: Orientation Leader
Morgan Ashlee Childress
t Biology
Mechanicsville, VA
Brooke Nicole Preas Childs
Business Administration
Chesapeake, VA
Leigh Anne Christian
Communication Studies,
Sociology Minor
Monroe, VA
Activities: Worship Band-
Intervarsity, Lambda Pi Eta
Anthony John Cinalli
Sociology
. Centreville, VA
Beau Derrick Cislo
V & P Arts - Theatre
Chesapeake, VA
Brooke Ann Clark
Social Work
Phenix, VA
Jermaine Andre Clark
Business Administration
Charlotte Court House, VA
Karl Beth Clark
Business Administration
Manassas, VA
Maurrie McKinniey Clark Jr.
Business Administration
Afton, VA
Nicole Antoinette Clark
Business Administration
Victoria, VA
Sara Beth Clarl
V &P Arts - Art
Manassas, VA
Shannon E.Clark
Business Administration
Keysville, VA
rbi«Pi^
t
^
Darlene Melissa Clevinger
Business Administration
Victoria, VA
Activities: Ambassadors, Mortar
Board, Intervarsity
Duane Ivan Coats Jr.
Business Administration
Stafford, VA
Jamie Kendrick Cobb
Sociology
Franklin, VA
Dorothy Cockrell
Biology
Wicomico Church, VA
Christen Elizabeth Colecchi
English
Richmond, VA
Erin Lee Colegrove
Communication Disorders
Yorktown, VA
Berkeley Harrison Coleman
Communication Studies
Hamilton, VA
Dustin Michael Coleman
Liberal Studies
Chester, VA
Sarah Ward Coleman
Social Work
,
Crewe, VA
Amanda Gail Collins
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA Jfck
Courtney Dawn Collins
Sociology
Richmond, VA
Cristin Elizabeth Collins
Liberal Studies
Chesapeake, VA
Jennifer Lee Colvin
Psychology
Orange, VA
Emily Jane Conkey
Psychology
Falls Church, VA
Activities: Alpha Delta Pi,
Resident Assistant,
Cameratas, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Jeremy Landon Conkle
Biology & Chemistry
Irvington, VA
Bianca Maria Conn
Political Science
Newport News, VA
MarkEdward Connelly
Business Administration
Concentration Marketing
Warrenton, VA
Activities: Soccer, Sigma
Phi Epsilon
Brian Hartley Conrad Jr.
Political Science
Williamsburg, VA
Jennifer Lynn Cook
Business Administration
Dumfiies,VA
Daniel Lee Cope
Business Administration
Amherst, VA
Crystal Lynn Coppedge
Liberal Studies
Jetersville, VA
Shelley Marie Cosner
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA
Christopher Paul Costanza
Physical Education *!&(*'
Sterling, VA
(ussell Thomas Cote
Physics
Virginia Beach, VA
Julie Ann Coughlin
V & P Arts - Art Education
Richmond, VA
Activities: Presedent .-
Kappa Pi, NAEA, Resident
Assistant, Orientation
Leader, Peer Mentor, Senior
Meiitor, WMLU
Stephanie Ryan Covington
English
Bowhng Green, VA
Activities: Senior Council,
Kappa Delta Phi, Mortar
Board, Phi Kappa Phi
Carol Marie Crank
Physical Education
Fredericksburg, VA
Activities: Sigma Sigma
Sigma
John Leslie Crawley IV
Sociology
Yorktown, VA
Rachel May Martin Crews
Business Administration
Concentration Marketing
Farmville, VA
Mary Rachel Cross
Art Education
Matthews, VA
Activities: National
Art Education Assoc.j
Dance Teacher,
Phi Kappa Phi
Paula Marie Crouch
Social Work
,
Stafford,VA
Michael Q. Cruppenlnk
Psychology
Hopewell, VA
Justin McRae CulUvan
Business Administration
Williamsburg, VA
1
a
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Laura Jennifer Curtin
Psychology
Vienna, VA
Joelle Florence Cutro
Psychology
Broad Run, VA
Kimberly Ann Cypress
Business Administralion
Boydton, VA
D
Krystal J. Dabney
Business Administration -
Accounting
Dillwyn.VA
Activities: Delta Sigma
Pi, Commuter Student
Association, Dean's
Student Advisory
Board, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi
Jennifer Ruth Dalton
Liberal Studies
Salem, VA
Raymond M. Dalton
Business Administration
Roanoke, VA
Timothy J. Damazyn
History
Suffolk, VA
Cassandra D. Damon
Mathematics
King George, VA
Anthony L. Daniel Jr.
Business Administration
Blackstone.VA
Carly Blair Daniels
V & P Arts - Theatre
Chesterfield, VA
Huston Lanier Daniels
Communication Studies
The Plains, VA
Jaime Doryn Davis
Communication Disorders
White Marsh, VA
Jennifer Alicia Davis
Liberal Studies
Woodbridge, VA
Owcn Christopher Davis
V&PArts -Theatre
Hcrndon, VA
Benjamin J. A. Deets
Psychology
Portsmouth, VA
Kathleen Alison DeHart
Anthropology & History
Burke, VA
Rhiannon M, Dembic/ak
Business Admini,stration
Stratford, CT
Amanda C. Denne
Business Administration-
Managmeni
Fairfax, VA
Activities: Longwood
Ambassador, Alpha
Phi Omega
Lacy Arlene Detwiler
Liberal Studies
Fredericksburg, VA
Shalonda Yvette Dews
Business Administration
South Hill, VA
Douglas Martin Dickerson
Psychology
Chesapeake, VA
Melanie Lynne Dixon
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Charles Ray Dodson
Liberal Studies
Glen Allen, VA
Shawn T.M.Doran
Business Administration
Richmond, VA
Michael Scott Doremus
Computer Science
Fredericksburg, VA
Kelly Diane DuBose
Psychology
Staunton, VA
Chasity Sheri Duncan
Business Administration
Chesapeake, VA
Kelly Jeanne Dyer
Physical Education
Glen Allen. VA
E
AdalrcWade Kanes
Physical Hducation
Amelia, VA
Robert Andrew Karley Jr.
Business Administration
isjorkfolk, VA
Christopher Robert Early
Business Administralion
'^ Baskerville,VA
John E. Early IV
English
Charlottesville, VA
Activities: WMLU, Music
Director (2), DJ (4)
Shenica Renee Edmonds
Social Work
Suffolk, VA
Alvie Edwards III
Business Administration
Chesterfield, VA
Sarah Ellen Eichstadt
Business Administration
Huntersville. NC
Gary Martha Elder
Liberal Studies
Pamplin. VA
Christopher Stewart Eliot
Mathematics & Secondar*
Education
Leesburg, VA
Activities: Intervarsity,
Alpha Phi Omega
Katie Marie Elliott
Liberal Studies
Grema,VA
Carmen Elizabeth Ellis
Liberal Studies
Bedford. VA
Katherine Ljime Ellis
Liberal Studies
Chesterfield. VA
Nicholas Eli Elmes
Communication Studies
South Boston. VA
Sara Judith Elmore
Sociology
Fredericksburs. V.\
Karen .Marie Emch
English
Reston, VA I
^^aul TaylorEmanoo
^kC'ompurer S.icncc
Stafford, VA
Juliette .Sarah Knfield
Psycholog)
Springfield, VA
James Huest^>n Erie
Sociology
ChesterfieU, VA
Tracy Ann Eubank
Liberal Studies
^^
Richmond, VA ^B
Christopher Edward Evans
Business Administration
Fairfax, VA
Jennifer .\nne E\ axis •
Business .Administrate
PurcellvillcVA
I
^4
WlyBethFadool -^
^kCommunication Studies
South Hill. VA
Christopher B. FalweD
Business .Administration
Lynchburg. \.A
Jason Douglas Fargo
Sociology
RuckersvilJe. \.A
Meredith Martin Farley
Liberal Studies
Colonial Heights. \A
Lonnie Owain Farmern
Business .Administration
Chesterfield. \A
Michael A. Fams^vo^th
Physics
L\ nchburg. \'.A
Matthew Ferry Farrell
Business .Administration
Hemdon. \.A
Maryanne Nicole Fary"
\' & P .Ans - .An
.Ark.NA
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Melody Leigh Faulkenberry
Communication Studies,
Phsychology Minor
Chesapeake, VA
Activities: ROTC
Kate Melissa Feldvary
Liberal Studies
Roanoke, VA
Eric David Fennell
V&PArts-Art
Fredericksburg, VA
Kriisty Lee Ferguson
Liberal Studies
Colonial Heights, VA
Sean Vincent Ferguson
Sociology
Alexandria, VA
Jeanina Ann Fern
Liberal Studies
Chesapeake, VA
Activities: Alpha Sigma
Alpha, (Ritual chair &
Secretary), Intervarsity,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi
Kappa Phi, Mortar Board
Melissa Ferrigno
Special Education
Richmond. VA
Activities: Alpha Phi
Omega, Peer Helpers,
Catholic Campus
Community, Unity Alliance
Alaina Marie Fife
Liberal Studies
Steding,VA
MelissaAnn Fine
Psychology
Chesterfield, VA
Kevin Todd Fisher
Liberal Studies
Louisa, VA
KacieAnn Flanigan
Psychology
Virginia Beach, VA
Jason Allen Fleming
Business Administration
Leesburg, VA
Rebecca Jo Fletcher
Political Science j
Richmond. VA '^.
Activities: Relay For Life
G
Brian Matthew Floyd
Business Administration
Chesterfield, VA
Charles Benjamin Fonville
V & P Arts - Art
Newport News, VA
Nicole Denise Ford
English
Newport News, VA
Teresa Marie Ford
V & P Arts-Art-Photography
Mechanicsville, VA
Activities: Kappa Pi.
NPHC. BSA. Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority. Inc.,
NAEA, NAACP
Emily Faye Forehand
History
Chesapeake, VA
Keysha La Verne Foster
Business Administration
White Mash, VA
Benjamin Thomas Fox
Business Administration
Eastville,VA
Meghan Marie Fox
Therapeutic Recreation
Manassas, VA
Carol Renee Franklin
Business Administration-
Accounting
Concord, VA
Activities: Accounting
Association
Haley Nichole Franklin
Liberal Studies
Hurt,VA
JonnieYvonne Fravel
Liberal Studies -
Teacher Education
Fredericksburg, VA
Activities: S - LATE.
Ambassadors, Kappa
Delta Pi, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi,
Lambda Iota Tau
Brian Alexander French
V & P Arts - Art
Fredericksburg, VA
Patrick Thomas Gadsby
Business Administration
Norfolk, VA
Jeremy Nathaniel Gaines
Sociology
Palmyra,VA
MariaLynn Gambone
Business Administration,
CUfton,VA
Matthew Ryan Garber
V & P Arts - Music
Farmville, VA
Iain Phihp Gardner
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Activities: Alpha Phi Omega
Laura Marie Gardner
Political Science
Economics Minor
Fredericksburg, VA
Activities: Rugby, Resident
Hall Assistant, FrazerHall
Council President, Blue
Heat Dance Team
Priscilla Anne Garrett ,
Liberal Studies
Chester, VA
Azaria Teferi Gattew
Business Administration
Springfield, VA
Daniel Robert Gauvin
Marketing
Farmville,VA
Activities: Phi Kappa
Tau, SGA, Longwood
Ambassadors, University
Disciplinary Board, Senior
Class Committee
Catherine Elizabeth Gayer
V&P Arts -Theatre
Arlington, VA
Nancy Christian Gearhart
Liberal Studies
Mars, PA
Teresa Gail George
Sociology
Burkeville, VA
/i
Bryan Patrick Gibbons
Communication Studies
History Minor
Manassas, VA
Activities: Ambassadors,
Mortar Board,
Orientation Leader
Lindsey Louise Gibson
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Deborah Marie-Charlotte
Gilbert
Business Administration
Farmville,VA
Michael Thomas Gillis
Business Administration
Chesterfield, VA
Camilla Moleda Gioi
Sociology
Fairfax,VA
ChristopherJordan Glaze
Computer Science &
Mathematics
Fairfax, VA
Activities: Resident
Technology Associate,
Pi Mu Epsilon
W. Kenneth Glascock II
Business Administration
Farmville, VA
Anna Lenae Glick
Liberal Studies
Dayton, VA
Virginia Callahan Gobble
Liberal Studies
Moseley, VA
Melissa Maxine Goins
Liberal Studies
Dillwyn,VA
Kari Sarina Goldstein
Communication Studies
Reston, VA
Bryan DavidGood
Business Administrafion
Ashburn, VA
Shawon LaTonyaGough
Biology
DiIlwyn,VA
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Veesa T. S. (lOugh
Social Work
Dillwyn.VA
William Matthew (iraham
Liberal Studies
Chesapeake, VA
Brandon Jason Gray
V & P Arts - Art
Phenix, VA
Garrett Stevenson Green
Physical Education
Fredericksburg, VA
Landon Blake Green
Business Administration
Randolph, VA
Megan Ann Greer
Liberal Studies
Callaway, VA
Melanie Gregory
Liberal Studies - Elementary
& Middle Sch. Education
Danville, VA
Activities: Baptist Student
Union
Shannon Clifton Grey
Business Administration
Monroe, VA
Lindsey Renee Griffin
Liberal Studies/ Elementary Ed.
Chesapeake, VA
Activities: Alpha Delta Pi,
Kappa Delta Pi, Omicron
Delta Kappa, Phi Kappa
Phi, Resident Assistant,
Orientation Leader
April Kathleen Griffith
Sociology Minor Spanish
Lancaster, VA
Activities: Criminal Justice
Fraternity, Modem Language
Club, Intramural Volleyball
and Softball, Study Abroad -
Fall 2003-Valencia, Spain
Daniel Ted Grimes
Communication Studies
Woodstock, VA
Holly Lynn (irizzard
Liberal Studies l-Jemcnlary l-^d
Lawrcnceville, VA
Activities: Delta Zcta,
Desk Aide
Jon-Paul William (drizzle
Business Administration
Farmvillc, VA
Rebekah .Joseph (iropper
Business Administration
Ruckersville, VA
Activities: Longwood
Ambassador
Carey Lee Grubbs
Psychology
Sterling, VA
Activities: ROTC
Sarah Pennington Guthrie
V & P Arts - Music
Farmville,VA
H
Albert James Perry Hahn
Business Administration
King George, VA
Amanda Lyim Hale
Anthropology
North Tazewell, VA
William Clayton Haley
Biology
Roanoke, VA
Rebecca Jean Haluska
V & P Arts - Music
Keswick, VA
Justin Merland Halvorson
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Cristin Lynn Hamlett
Mathematics
AltaVista, VA
Louisa Bowen Hammond
Biology
Tappahannock, VA
Darryl Adrian Hampton
Physical Education
Burke, VA
Brian Kelly Hanes
Business Administration
Dillwyn,VA
Kara Marie Hannah
Social Work
Harrisonburg, VA
James K. Haason
Business Administration
Harboursville, VA
Activities: Sigma Phi
Epsilon
David William Harmcyer
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Kachael Nicole Harmon
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Elizabeth Ann Harper
V & P Arts - Theatre
Crewe, VA
Jessica Lynn Harper
Communication Disorders
Callao, VA
Laura Elizabeth Harrison
English
Richmond. VA
Ashley Morgan Hart
V & P Arts - Art
Midlothian. VA
*-
--
Robert Evans Hart
Business Administration
Richmond. VA
Susan L}im Hart
Therapeutic Recreation
OIney, MD
Br} ant Edward HartzeD
Mathematics
Burke, VA
Lindsay Christine Harvey
Business Administration
Powhatan. VA
Scott Michael Hasinger
Biology
Richmond. \A
Carri Ann Hatchett
Business .Administration
Richmond. VA
Sarah Jane Hawley
Modem Languages
Culpeper. VA
Sh^innon Kain Hayes
Liberal Studies
Lccsburg, VA
Wendy Carieen Ha> nes
Psychology
Carsfjn, VA
Kelly I^igh Hay.£lette
Busmess
Administration
Virginia Beach. VA
.Melanie D. Hazlewood
Liberal Sludic-
Chase City. VA
Activities: Kappa
Delta Pi
Pamela L\ nne Headley
Liberal Studies.
Elemetary Education
Callao. VA
Activities: Baptist
Student Union. Kappa
Delta Pi. Alpha
Lambda Delta. Phi
Kappa Phi.
Honors Program
Jessee .Megan Helbert
Special Education
R^hlands. VA
Acti\ities: Sigma Sigma
Sigma. Kappa Delta Pi.
Council For Exceptional
Children. SEC
Kyle HeUer
History
Sterling. V.A
Kristie Ann Helmick
Sociology
Mechanicsville. VA
Robert Henderson
History & Pohticai
Science
Alexandria. VA
Activities: Board of
Visitors Student
Representative.
L..A.S.E.R. Phi
.\lpha Theta.
Lonew ood Patriots
/
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Angalise O. Henry
Social Work
Arlington, VA
fc Activities: BSA, NAACP,
Alpha Phi Omega, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority,
Peer Helpers, Blue Heat
i Dance Team
^
Carla Renee Henry
I Business Administration
; Mineral,VA
K LauraAnn Henry
p English
Fairfax, VA
Eric Richard Hepburn
Business Administration
Manassas, VA
Michael Edmond Herbert
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
Nadme Marie Herger
History
Newtown, PA
Karen LynnHemdon
Liberal Studies
Virgilina, VA
Laura Beth Hen-
Business Administration
Clifton, VA
Activities: Ambassadors
Steven Dane Hertel Jr.
Computer Science
LMechanicsville, VA
Kendall E.Heskett
Jberal Studies
ichmond, VA
Paul Joseph Hetterich
Biology
Richmond, VA
Pist
y Hicks
istory
Prince George, VA
K'tia Matece Hicks
Therapeutic Recreation
Richmond, VA
Laurence Austin Hicks
History
Evington, VA
Shaina Renee Roach Higgins
Liberal Studies
ChantiUy,VA
Christina Marie Hill
Liberal Studies
Burke, VA
Karen Elizabeth Hill
Therapeutic Recreation
Cheverly, MD
Sean Michael HiU
Physical Education
Centreville. VA
Michele Lee Hiltz
Business Administration
Lorton, VA
Anne Michelle Hines
Physical Education
Smithfield,VA
Matthew Francis Hines
Communication Studies
Silver Spring, MD
Elizabeth Theresa Hirsch
Liberal Studies
Triangle, VA
Erin Nicole Hirschi
History
Virginia Beach, VA
tchcock WMelissa Deane Hi
Liberal Studies
Quinton, VA
Amanda Hoal
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Activities: Sigma Kappa,
Vagina Monologues
Aaron John Hodukavich
Economics
Arlington, VA
'^
Timothy RobertHogan
Sociology
Gordonsville, VA
Stuart James Hoge
Business Administration
Woodbridge, VA
Andrew Harrison Holbrook
Biology ^'^^
Virginia Beach, VA
Alyssa Gay Holland
History
Chester, VA
Carlos Derrell Holland
Business Administration
Farmville, VA
CrystalDawn Holmes
Liberal Studies
Springfield, VA
TiffanyYvonne Holmes
Psychology
'"'
Prince George, VA
Almarie Hopkins
Political Science
Chesapeake, VA
Danielle Houston
Therapeutic Recreation
Springfield, VA
Activities: TRO,
Wellness Advocates
Kathleen Elizabeth Howard
Liberal Studies «b
Reston, VA
RogerLee Howard
Political Science
Spotsylvania, VA ».
Leigh Anne Hudsi
Sociology
& Anthropology
Hudgins, VA ^^- 'p'
Emily Jaye Hufiman
Business Administration
Salem. VA
Natalie Nicole Hughes
V & P Arts - Art
Afton, VA
Anne Louise Hunsberger
Biology
Oakton, VA
Clinton Heath Hunter
Computer Science
Concord, VA
Jason Lee Huskey
English
Prospect, VA
Amanda N. Hutchison
Biology
Fredericksburg, VA
KevinAnthonyImbert
Physical Education
Lovettsville, VA
Dorsey Rufus Jackson
Business Administration
Newport News, VA
Emily Rimer Jackson
Computer Science
Saxe, VA
Inga Marie Jackson
Business Administration
Lynchburg, VA
Rory Kathleen Jackson
Liberal Studies
Springfield, VA
SonjI Lynette Jackson
Social Work
Crewe, VA
Robyn Lynn Jamerson
Social Work
Scottsville, VA
David Qulnn James '
Physics
Charlottes#le, VA
Harry O. James
Physical Education
Mechan^^^^l^^^
Michail'Nelson Jarvis
V & P Arts - Music
Nokesville, VA
Richard John Jemiola
Business Administration
Chesapeake, VA
Alison Lynn Jeter
Business Administration
Petersburg, VA
Courtney Allison Jett
V & P Arts - Theatre
Orange, VA
Chante' Nicole Johnson
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
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Gregory Kicardo Johnson
Business Administration
&Malh
Norfolk, VA
Activities: Longwood
Student Investment
Fund, Wellness Advocates
Tabitha Nicole Johnson
Business Administration
Charlottesville, VA
Laura Eileen Johnston
Therapeutic Recreation
Leesburg, VA
Bonnie Lee Jones
Liberal Studies
Reston, VA
Evita Venita Jones
Psychology
Sterling, VA
Jennifer Kay Jones
Liberal Studies
Stafford, VA
Jessica Rene Jones
Political Science
Martinsville, VA
,ykia Chanel Jones
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA
Amy Louise Jordan
Liberal Studies
Mechanicsville, VA
Jane Reed Julian
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
K
Jerry S. Kaczmarczyk
Business Administration
Virginia Beach. VA
Hannah Kaufinan
V & P Arts - Art -
Interior Architecture
Gettysburg, PA
Activities: Alpha Gamma
Delta, Kappa Pi
TheodoreW. Kaufmann Jr.
Computer Science
Mechanicsville, VA
Kzekiel Spencc Keel
Business Administration
Ringgold, VA
Justin Curtis Keeler
Physical Education
Petersburg, VA
Annette Lee Morris Keene
Liberal Studies
Church Road, VA
Nancy Lynn Kelminski
Psychology
Fredericksburg, VA
Anna Elizabeth Kennedy
Business Administration
Chesapeake, VA
Erin Rebecca Kennedy
Business Administration
Crozet, VA
Laura Lynn Kibler
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
Activities: AMA
Andrew Hiller Kirk
Business Administration
Pulaski, VA
Michael Brandon Kirtley
Physical Education
Fredericksburg, VA
Timothy James Kiser
History
Stafford, VA
Scott Andrew Kline
Liberal Studies
Fredericksburg, VA
AdrianaKnapp
Sociology
Reston, VA
Jennifer Marie Knaub
Liberal Studies
Fredericksburg, VA
Activities: Sigma Kappa
Sorority, The Vagina
Monologues
Jeff Colin Kozloff
Computer Science
Berryville, VA
Activities: Alpha Phi
Omega, Habitat for
Humanity, Alternative
Spring Break
^\
Eleanor Virj^inia Krebs
Liberal Studies
Manassas, VA
(iregory David Krehely
Computer Science
Chesapeake, VA
Nicole M. Kretsos
Liberal Studies
ScottsviIle,VA
Kelly Marie Kroniser
Liberal Studies
Midlothian, VA
Kimberly Anne Kuehn
Communication Studies
Stafford, VA
5f
Joseph Jacques L'Etoile
Business Administration
Warrenton, VA
George Ernest Lac^r.
Political Science
Powhatan, VA
Stephanie Dawn Lane
Liberal Studies-Special Education
Chesapeake, VA
Activities: Longwood
Ambassadors, Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship, Kappa
Delta Pi, Council For
Exceptional Children
Ashley Elizabeth Lankey
Liberal Studies
AChestertleld, VA
Justin W. Lankford
Biology
Franklin, VA
Hillary Kathryn Lantz
*"SB Business Administration
Woodbridge, VA
Lindsey Faye LaRosse
Business Administration
New Florence, PA
Barbara Elizabeth Lauer
Liberal Studies
Amelia. VA
SiAA
I>onecia I^wwni
Biology-Frc-Fhysical Therapy
Dolphin, VA
Activities; Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc., Peer Mentor
Lindsey f>ean l^vne
IVA '1 ' [
Bryan ChrLst<ipher I>et
Cf;r'''-:---;a'i',r. Studies
Bu.silie-.-, M.;- •
Franklin
ActlMtIC
Vice Prc->cui;i]i.
->Oy-v ire- jrer.
WMLU Program DuuMt,
Orientation Leader
reta Ann Lee
Communication Studies '
Chesapeake. VA
Rebecca DawTi Leinart
Liberal Studies
Windsor. VA
Alexander Leland 1\
Business Administration
Chesapeake. VA
Elizabeth 'Brooks' Lenhart
Communication Studies
Journalism Minor&
Professional Writing
Chase City, VA
Activities: Lambda Pi Eta -
Historian '
KdlyRivaLeTard
Communication Studies
Delaplane. VA
Stephanie Leigh Letterman
Liberal Studies
Appomattox. \'.A
.\ndrew Stephen Lewis
Histop.
Jackson. MI
Ebony Davena Lewis
Social Work
Washington. EXT
Jennifer Morgan Lewis
Biology
Tabb.VA
Shelley Nicole Lewis
Liberal Studies
Stonv Creek. \"A
?,
{
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Tabatha Denise Lewis LaurenAnne Lowe Yoshiko Makita
Communication Disorders Biology Communication Studies Karen Matney
Montpelier, VA Roanoke, VA Greenville, PA Liberal Studies
Activities: Beta Beta Beta, Cumberland, VA
Matthew Hubbard Liakos Alpha Delta Pi, Mortar Ryan Hamilton Marable
Business Administration Board, SAFE History David ScottMauch
Chesapeake. VA Chesterfield, VA Business Administration
Jennifer Nicole Lowrj' Virginia Beach, VA
Sara Elizabeth Liedtke Business Administration Susan Maroney
Business Administration Mechanicsville, VA Business Administration Crystal Chong May
Centreville, VA Chesapeake, VA Biology
Matthew Richard Luhrs Richmond, VA
Leslie Kirsch Lineberry Computer Science Eric Paul Marsteller
Exercise Science Leesburg, VA Business Administration DanMazzio
Glen Allen, VA Hampton, VA Sociology
Activities: Cross Country, Deirdre L. Lupton Activities: RHA-Secretary, Norfolk, VA
Phi Epsilon Kappa, Lancer EngUsh Walt Disney World Activities: SGA-Vice
Alliance, Longwood Amherst, VA College Program President, Colonnades
Exercise Science Association Alumni Association, RA, Senior Class 2004
Michael Benson Lupton Frazer Hall Council -
Ann Marie Lisi Business Administration Vice President, Phi Chad Jason McConville
Liberal Studies, English Minor Woodbridge. VA Beta Lambda, Walt Business Administrafion
Fairfax Station, VA Disney World College Millwood, VA
Activities: Sigma Kappa 01-04, Program Representative,
Recording Secretary 02-03, M Community Advocacy Ashley D. McCormickHousing Chair 01. Wind Alliance Social Work
Symphony 01-04. Samuel Allen MacArthur Appomattox, VA
Intramural Softball Business Administration
Ashley Elizabeth Martin Acdvities: Alpha
Virginia Beach. VA Biology Delta Mu -President,
Jennifer Lynn Litsas Springfield, VA Phi Kappa Phi,
Liberal Studies Lorien Eleanora MacAuley Research Assistant
Fairfax, VA Biology
Manassas, VA
Graham Robert Martin
Business Administration William D. McCormick
Nicholas Christian Lockard Fairfax, VA Business Administrafion
Business Administration John Cameron Mackercher Gladstone, VA
Roanoke, VA
Kristina Marie Loerch
Communicafion Studies
Arlington, VA
Megan ElizabethLohman
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Samantha Claire Long
Liberal Studies, English Minor
Manassas. VA
Activities: Fr: Colonnades
Hall Council President: Soph:
Students of VA Education
Assoc. Activities Chair; Jr-Sr:
Students of Virginia Education
Association President
Stephanie Erika Loveday
Biology
Farmville, VA
DustinAvery Lowe
Sociology
Louisa,. VA
^.
Business Administrafion
Chesapeake, VA
Maria Elena Maculaitis
Exercise Science
Red Bank, NJ
Activities: Kappa Delta
Sorority, Field Hockey, Lancer
Alliance, Wellness Advocate,
Peer Education, Longwood
Exercise Science Association
Shannon L. Magalski
Liberal Studies
Woodbridge, VA
Jennifer Lee Maginnis
Business Administration
Burke, VA
Carl Magnusson
Psychology
Linkoping. VA
DeebaMahmoud
Psychology
Waynesboro, VA
Jill Dianne Martin
Liberal Studies
Richmond. VA
Christopher Ryan Maslyn
Biology
Chesapeake. VA
Kate Walsh Mason
V & P Arts - Art
Charlottesville, VA
Tameka Dashelle Mason
English
Petersburg, VA
Joseph Leslie Masserini
Mathematics
Farmville, VA
Leanne E. Fowlkes
Masserini
Biology,
Middletown, VA
Toni Marie Matkovich
Business Administrafion
Wheeling. WV
CatherineM. McDonald
Sociology
Richmond.VA
KatherineMae McDonald
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Hannah Beth McElheny
History
Meherrin. VA
Erin Brooks McGill
Social Work
Fairfax, VA
Jamie Lee McKenna
Liberal Studies
Gaithersburg, MD
Kristen Marie McTavish
Liberal Studies
Manassas,VA
Jennifer Nicole Medlin
Psychology
Mechanicsville, VA
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LaVanne Mehrens
Sociology
Yoiktown.Va
Amanda Beth Mekalian
Communication Studies
Mechanicsville, VA
Zelalem Belay Melaku
Business Administration -
CIMS
Alexandria, VA
Monica Elaine Menia
Psychology
Norfolk, VA
Jared Lee Merritt
Economics
Gouldsboro, ME
Clyde B.Metzgerin
Physical Education
Mechanicsville, VA
Willnett Tasha Mickens
Liberal Studies
Fredericksburg, VA
Lara Colette Miller
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach,VA
Deirdre Milllgan
Liberal Studies-Special Ed.
Stafford, VA
Nicholas Thomas Mills
Biology
Farmville, VA
Elizabeth Ann Mingee
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA
Activities: Intervarsity,
Sigma Sigma Sigma,
Greek Judicial Board
Marianne Rae Minton
V & P Arts - Music
Mechanicsville, VA
Renee Michelle Mitchell
Business Administration
Hurt,VA
Activities: Delta Sigma
Theta, Hall Council,
Mentor, Desk Aide,
Basketball
Wilson Park Moody III
Business Administration
Orange, VA
Jordan Scott Moore
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
Brent Coleman Morris
Computer Science
Mathews, VA
Activities: Resident
Technology Associate,
Phi Kappa Phi
Carrie J. Morris
Liberal Studies
Charlottesville, VA
Cherie W. Morris
Liberal Studies
Charlottesville, VA
Hayden Morris
Liberal Studies
Midlothian, VA
Activities: Alpha Delta Pi ^
Robert Morris
Business
Administration
Richmond, VA
Christopher J. Mort
Computer Science
Burke, VA
Kristel Dorene Moser
V & P Arts - Art
Roanoke, VA
Kim Moss
Physical Education & Exercise
Science, Coaching Minor
Lynchburg, VA
Activities: Basic Gospel
Choir, Ambassador 4 Christ,
Women's Basketball Club
Gregory J. Moulthrop
Economics
Chantilly,VA
Laura E. Muller
Liberal Studies
Ashland, VA
Phoebe Munson
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
f.>eslie Murphy
Liberal Studies
Chesapeake, VA
Erin L. Myers
Communication Studies
Winchester, VA
Jamie Elisa Myers
Liberal Studies
Roanoke. VA
Jerlil Myrick
Biology
Farfaix, VA
Activities: Delta
Sigma Theta,
Chemistry Club
1
iE.Nadeau
hysical Education
chmond. VA
Michael Nedelman
Business Administration
Vienna, VA
Carrie Marie Nelson
V & P Arts - Art
Nokesville, VA
Kristine Leah Nelson
Liberal Studies
Stafford, VA
Michael Allan Nemcosky
Business Administration
Chesapeake, VA
Amy Renee Nemeth
Sociology
South Hill, VA
Heather Leigh Newton
Liberal Studies
Scottsville, VA
Jeffrey Newton
Business
Administration
Fredericksburg, \A
Activities:
BetaGamma
Sigma, Judicial
Board, Farm\ ille
k
l.«witNich4>lsIII
Business Adminihtration
Richmond, VA
Shafaali Nohria
'lies
..ri.VA
Kari ElizalK'th .Nortb
K
Sabrena Rene N«>r«*»n
Business Ad
Managmcnl (^. .
Lynchburg, VA
Activities: RHA. BSU-
Baptist Student Union,
BetaGamma Sigma,
ARC Hall Council
.Andrea Kay Ntjseck
Business .Admmi^iraliori
Burke. VA
Paula Kay Nusbaum
English
Alexandria, VA
O
Fire Dept.
.\neliz Obando EscalTi
Liberal Studies
Lorton. V.A
Kathleen Miriam O'Brien
Libera] Studies
Falls Church. VA
Ke^in Patrick O'Brien
Physics
Gloucester. VA
Casey Ellen O'Doimell
Psychology
Fredericksburg. \A
Sean Thomas O'Doimell
Business .-Xdministration
Mechanicsville. \A
NOchaelRyanO'G]
Psychology
.Arlington. VA
Heather Reed Olin
Liberal Studies
Midlothiaii. VA
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Samantha Kathleen Oliver
Liberal Studies
Midlothian, VA
Courtney Kaye Olson
Communication Studies
Lynchburg, VA
Ryan Scott Orr
Business Administration
Burke, VA
Kali Alta Owen
Biology
Chester, VA
Laura Owen
Liberal Studies
Dumfries, VA
Activities: Blue Heat
Dance Team: Captain- 1.5 yrs.
Alpha Phi Omega: Pledge
Educator-3 semesters
Walter Steele Owings Jr.
Business Administration
Richmond, VA
Enitan Oyewole
Liberal Studies
Riverdale, MD
Activities: Chi Alpha
Campus Ministry
P i
Matthew Garnett Paciocco
Business Administration
& Economics
Richmond, VA
Brandon Scott Page
Business Administration
Roseland, VA
Lakisha Michelle Page
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA
Activities: Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc.
Michael Wray Parrish
Business Administration
Chesterfield, VA
Maitrik Nilesh Patel
Computer Science
Farmville.VA
Emily Southall Payne
Biology
Keysville.VA
Kristie Michelle Payne
Liberal Studies
Charlottesville, VA
Matthew TVavis Pearman
Physical Education
Powhatan, VA
Johnathan Lane Pearson
Business Administration
Hopewell, VA
Stephanie Christine Peck
Business Administration
Woodbridge, VA
Jodi Anne Pentecost
Liberal Studies
Chester, VA
Paul Jeremy Petersen
Business Administration
Blacksburg,VA
Alison Marie Peyton
Liberal Studies
Norfolk, VA
Julie Ann Pfeiffer
Business Administration
Farmville,VA
Leonard E. Phillips IV
.
Communication Studies
* Richmond,VA
Jodi Nicole Pierce
English - Secondary Education
Mechanicsville, VA
Activities: Kappa Delta
Pi, Chi Alpha
Cecil Covington Pilson
Physical Education,
Coaching Minor
Annapolis , MD
Activities: Student Assist.
Woman's Lacrosse Coach,
Roller Hockey Club - Defenseman
Marie Bazile Pittman
Psychology
Glen Allen, VA
Jacquelyn B. Ponton
Social Work
Buckingham, VA
Ann Marie Porada
Physical Education
Midlothian, VA
RobertAndrew Porter
V & P Arts - Art
Burke, VA
Leslie Marie Potts
Sociology
Springfield, VA
Eric Wayne Pratt
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA
Danielle Brook Preston
Sociology
,,f
Farmville, VA ?2i ^
Nicole Lynn Principino
Communication Disorders
Yorktown, VA
Adam Reid Proctor
Business Administration
Omaha. NE
Scott Matthew Prunty
Business Administration-
Accounting
Virginia Beach,VA
Activities: Rugby (Pres.),
Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Accounting Assoc.
Jason Juron Pryor
Sociology
Hampton, VA
Kristen Ashley Pugh
Business Administration
Forest, VA
Shailynn AnDrea Puryear
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Kelly Maureen Putman
Psychology
Centreville, VA
Activities: Ambassadors,
Big Sibling Program, Peer
Helpers, Psychology Club
Q
George Allen Queen III
History
Blackstone, VA
Jennifer D. Quick
Liberal Studies
McKenney, VA
Susan Kay Quick
Liberal Studies
Rice,VA
Alison Brooke Quinlan
V & P Arts - Theatre
Emporia,VA
R
;>
Melissa Leigh Raby
Modern Languages
McKenney, VA
«
Kimberly Donna Range
Business Administration
Fairfax, VA
Allison Eileen Ray
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Lauren Elizabeth Reagan
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach,VA
CharnitaN. Reamon
Communication Studies
Newport News, VA
Brandi Adia Redd
English
Chesapeake, VA
Katherine Elizabeth Reddii
Communication Studies
Locust Grove, VA
s
I5^^
Courtney Genevieve Redmond
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA
Activities: Walt Disney World
College Program Alumni
Association, Intervarsity, Walt
Disney World College Program
Representative, The Virginian
Yearbook - Clubs/
Organizations/Greeks Editor
Christopher B. Reed
V & P Arts - Art
Virginia Beach, VA
Mason Sherard Reese
Business Administration
Kenbridge, VA
Kelly Lynn Reiley
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA
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Amber Dawn Richard
Liberal Sludies
Williamsburg, VA
Elizabeth Ann Richards
Ccmmunicalioii Studies
Sterling, VA
Anna Loft Richardson
V & P Arts - Theatre
Slafford. VA
Activities: Theatre,
Alpha Psi Omega
Tia Nicole Richardson
Biology
El]icottCity,MD
Elizabeth Ann Riggs
Psychology
Colonial Heights, VA
Rachelle Dinae Rios
V & P Arts - Art
Virginia Beach, VA
Adam Marshall Roach
V & P Arts - Music
Phenix, VA
Andrea Louise Robbins
V & P Arts - Music
Staunton, VA
Blake N. Robertson
Biology
Gloucester, VA
Loren R. Robertson
Communication Studies
Fairfax, VA
Lisa Marie Rodenbaugh
Political Science
Chesapeake, VA
ChristopherAmes Rogge Jr.
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
Paul Ryan Rollins
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Christina Marie Romers
Psychology
Sandston, VA
Patricia Laura Root
Liberal Studies
Gambrills, MD
Dale Wayne Ross
Anthropology
Richmond, VA
David Anthony Rouble
Political Science
Woodbridge, VA
Kathryn Morgan Rountree
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Patricia Helen Rousis
Liberal Studies
Roanoke, VA
BobboRowe
Therapeutic Recreation
Falls Church, VA
Activities: Intramural
Softball, TRO,
Intervarsity
Jamie Marie Rudzenski
Business Administration
Manassas, VA
Manda Elizabeth Rumbaugh
Liberal Studies
Yorktown, VA
Angela Blair Russell
Biology
Chesterfield, VA
Activities: Blue Heat
Dance Team, Tri Beta
Nadiyah Bajah Salaam
Business & Marketing
Midlothian, VA
Activities: Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc., NPHC,
American Marketing Assoc.
Black Student Association,
Greek Summit Committee,
Longwood Peer Counselor.
NAACP, Virginia Access
Program Counselor
Ian Wallace Sale
Biology - Pre Med
Williamsburg, VA
Activities: SGA, SEAL,
Senior Class
Larry Leon Sanders
Business Administration
Petersburg, VA
John Henry Sargent IV
Business Administration
Winchester, VA
Keira C. H. Saunders
Communication Studies
History Minor
Great Falls, VA
Activities: The Virginian-
Yearbook 2(XJ2-fM,
Yearbook F:ditor2(XJ2-fJ4,
Intervarsity fIVj,
Strategic Planning
Committee
Mary Elizabeth Sawyer
Liberal Studies
-
Elementary Education
Sterling, VA
Activities: Delta Ze;
Sorority HErica Rae Schmeits
Communication Studies
Disputana, VA
Michael Christopher Schmeltz
Sociology
Springfield,VA
Stacey Nicole Schmidt
Business Administration
Berlin, NJ
Kristiana Renate Schrader
Liberal Studies
Manassas. VA
Heather Marlaine Schw artz
Liberal Studies
Locust Grove, VA
Michael David Scott
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA
Kevin Glenn Seamster
Business Administration
Phenix. VA
Nicole Rene Seay
Business Administration
Virginia Beach. VA
Matthew J. B.Seniw
Business Administration
New port News. VA
Natalie Nicole Shaban
Liberal Studies
Midlothian, VA
Louis Carl Shackdrorc
Business Administration
Newpf^rt News. VA
Paul Sharp
Communication Studies
Minor-Politic Science &
Outdfxjr (Education
Gordonsvillc.VA
Activities: Audio-Visual
Club- Vice Pres., Longwcxid
University Jeep Club
Daniel J. Shaogh
Economics
Culpeper, VA
tieldon IAnne Louise Sheldo
English & Anthropology
Farmville, VA
Activities: Long Dt.stance
Runner, Prim-tech Gub
.Jan Alaina Shelton
Social Work
Mechanicsville. VA
N fonlqueYvonne Sheiton
Mathematics & Secondary
Education
Charlottesville, VA
Activities: Field Hockey
200004,
Pi MuEpsJlon 2002-04
Allison Leigh Shepard
Psychology
Fredericksbui^g, VA ^
f.
Lisa Michelle Sheppard
Business Administration
Charlottesville, VA
John Samuel Sheridan III
Liberal Studies
Clifton, VA
Jason Chase Shiflett
Computer Science
Charlottesville,VA
Lindsey Margaret Shonhor
Business Administration
DaleviUcVA
Sara .\nn Shomak
Psychology
Colonial Heights. \ .A
Kassandra Dianne Shugars
Psychology
Hamilton,VA
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Edward Waters Sidebottom
Psychology
Charlottesville, VA
Jessica Lin Sidell
Psychology
Petersburg, VA
Ryan Robert Siiber
Business Administration
Richmond, VA
Leigh Ann Simon
Social Work
Springfield, VA
Richard Lee Sitch
Business Administration
Concentration Computer
Information Systems
Colonial Heights, VA
Activities: Intervarsity.
Business Honor Society,
Chi Alpha,
Soccer Team-freshman
Kelly Marie Slye
Communication Studies
David Eugene Smiley
Business & Marketing
Staunton. VA
Activities: Alpha Sigma
Phi. Delta SigmaPi
BlakelyAdam Smith
Business Administration
Tappahannock, VA
Carman Aiiza Smith
Business Administration
Petersburg, VA
Ebony Siobhan Smith
V&PArts-.\rt-
Graphic Design
Palmyra. VA
Activities: Women's
Basketball. Ambassadors,
Movers & Shakers,
Mortar Board
Elizabeth Lovelace Smith
Biology
Chesapeake, VA
Eric Matthew Smith
Business Administration
Newport News, VA
Jessica Thern Smith
Communication Studies
PurcellvillcVA
Michael Anthony Smith
Economics
Richmond. VA
Nicholas Wayne Smith
Business Administration
Chester, VA
Nicole Louise Smith
V & P Arts - Art
Virginia Beach. VA
Activities: Alpha Gamma
Delta
Sallie Elizabeth Smith
English
Pound. VA
Stefanie Joyce Smith
Psychology
Capeville, VA
Rebecca Lee Snoddy
Biology
Arvonia, VA
Courtney Beth Snopkowski
Psychology
Richmond, VA
Monica LjTm Sober
Sociology
Mechanicsville, VA
Activities: Senior Class
President. Honor Board
Chair, Delta Zeta Sorority.
Mortar Board. Omicron
Delta Kappa. Leadership
Honor Society, Order of
Omega Greek Honor
Society, SGA
Nathan Cole Spencer
English & Psychology
CollinsvUlcVA
Activities: Alpha Phi
Omega, Movers & Shakers
Lori Sprosty
Liberal Arts
Henrico County. VA
Activities: Alpha
Phi Omega. SGA, SVEA,
Big Sibling. Student Union
Advisory Board,
University Disciplinary
Board
Ik
Craig Andrew Spruill
Physical Education
Mechanicsville, VA
Lisa Anne Squicciarini
Sociology
Norfolk, VA
Activities: Sigma Kappa,
RA 2001-03, Big Sibling,
SGA, Senator, Alpha
Lambda Delta. Psi Chi
Jennifer Lynn Stanley
Business Administration
Moseley, VA
Marcus Scott Stanley
Business Administration
Virginia Beach, VA
Jamie Michelle Staples
Business Administration
Salem,VA
Shante'l Kenisha Starke
Business Administration
Finance Concentration
Lawrenceville, VA
Activities: Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
Phi Beta Lambda
Amanda Irene Sterling
Liberal Studies
Centreville,VA
Ashley Dawn Stickman
Business Administration
PurcellvillcVA
Ashley Elizabeth Stiebeling
Psychology
Richmond, VA
Hope Elizabeth Stiles
Mathematics
Farmville,VA
Jennifer Marie Still
Psychology
Yorktown, VA
Monika Marie Stinson
Psychology
Poquoson. VA
Jessica Beth Stoner
Liberal Studies
-,»^
Chesterfield. VA
r
Emily-Anne Story
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Activities: KDPi Honors
Program, Phi Kappa Phi,
Baptist Student Union,
Hull Scholar, Alpha
Lambda Delta,
Ambassadors
Wendi Kay Strickland
Psychology
Chesapeake, VA
MichaelAnthony Sullentrup
Business Administration
Columbia. SC
Ashley Michelle Surett
Therapeutic Recreation
Chester, VA
Katherine Elizabeth Sutton
History & Anthropology
Leesburg, VA
Wesley Logan Tadlock
Business Administration
Powhatan, VA
Chariotte Elizabeth Takeweii
.
English
Spotsylvania, VA
Clarence WilliaS^aylor Jn
Business Administration
New Canton. VA
Kristy Elizabeth Taylor
Sociology
Lorton. VA
MatthewWesley Taylor
Communication Studies
GlenAUen,VA
Rebecca Scott ikylor
CommunicationrDisorders
Cranford, NJ |
William TayloH
Business Admiliistration-
CIMS Concentfation
New Canton, VA
Activities: Cunningham's
Hall Council-Treasurer,
Audio-Visual Club
'\
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Dora Elizabeth Teal
Art - Interior Architecture
Chesapeake, VA
Activities: Deha Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc-Chapter
President, Resident
Assistant, Black Student
Association - Secretary
Mellete Nigusu Tefera
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA
LeeAnn Tew
Liberal Studies
Fork Union, VA
Activities: Longwood
Ambassadors, Kappa
Delta Pi, Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship,
Mortar Board
Crystal Annette Thacker
Liberal Studies
Charlottesville, VA
Stephanie Nicole Thomas ^
Chemistry
Orange, VA
-**
Aimee LynnThompson
- Liberal Studies
Colonial Heights, VA
Whitney Leigh Thompson
Physical Education
t'^ Reedville.VA -tti^1
LeeAnnThornton
Business Admiqjstration
Roanoke,-VA_,^- J
-
Justin Richard Thorpe
Physics , "-"--
Manassas, ^A"" m
iT
Ashley Blaire Thow
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Erin E. Throckmorton
V&PArts-Art
Scottsburg, VA
Jessica Marie Tignor
V & P Arts - Music
Mechanicsville, VA
Jennifer Carol Tilbury
Communication Studies
Woodbridse, VA
Julie Anne Tilbury
Liberal Studies
Woodbridge, VA
Amanda Brooke I'insley
Liberal Studies
Richmond, VA
Kristal Patrice Tinsley
Physical Education
Charlottesville, VA
Casey Devon Titus
Business Administration
Manassas, VA
Elizabeth Ney Tolson
V & P Arts - Art
Mechanicsville, VA
..
Justin Lawrence Trawick
Communication Studies
Photography Minor
Leesburg, VA
Activities: Woodburn Road
Sasha Trent
Community Health Education
Meherria, VA
Activities: Lancer Alliance
Teneka Nicole Trent
Business Administration-
Managment Concentration
Fredericksburg. VA ,1 1«
Activities: Alpha Kappa ^k •
Alpha Sorority, Inc., Hall
Council, Greek Judicial
Board
.^*^~^^
i
StephanieAnnIro^to
Biology
Pt. Pleasant. NJ
, Lindsay Carol Tdtwiler
Psychology
Hamilton, VA "*
Michael Thompson VanDyke
Business Administration
Burke, VA *,
Lewis Carrington Vaughan
Business Adniinistration
DunnsviHe^VA
Willard Allen Vaughn
Psychcjiogy
Midlothian, VA
Catherine F^lizabeth Vega
Communication Studies
Midlothian, VA
Michelle Venable
Communication Studies
Charlotte Court House, VA
Rebecca Vernon
Elementary Education
Bassett, VA
Activities: Baptist Student
Union
Denise Renee Vick
Business Administration
Richmond. VA
Stephanie D. Vickrey
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach. VA
Irene Vlasidis
Business Administration
Midlothian, VA
Jacob T. S. Von Reyn
Economics
Manassas, VA A
i* w
.Megan Elizabeth Wade
Liberal Studies
Matoaca. VA
Jonathan Andrew Wagner
Sociology
Grafton.VA
Jessie Gray Wagstaff
Liberal Studies ^
Burkeville.VA '
*^
Virginia Lee Waldmann
Liberal Studies
Forest. VA
Andrea Chanelle Walker
Social Work
Farm\ ille. VA
ctivities: Alpha Delta
Mu, Orientation Leaders,
'ederation of Student
Social Workers.
Commuter Student
Association. Mortar
Board
Keith William Waikei
Business Administration
Manassas, VA
Claire Walker \Nallace
V & P Arts - Art
Salem, VA
Stacie Fern Wallace
Liberal Studies
Chase City. VA
William Glenn Wallace
Business Administration
Springfield, VA
Artemesia Kiku Walters
English
Troutville, VA
Amanda Rae \\alton
English
Casanova, VA
Whitney Asber Warren
Business Administration
Glen Allen. VA
Mark Douglas Waters
Business Administration
Mechanicsville, VA i
Tanya LdlaniW alley
V&P.Ans-An
.Amelia.VA
Margaret Jane Waugh i
AnthropoV>g\
Virginia Beach. \'.A
.Andrea Jeanne ^^ ay
Communication Studies
Manassas. VA
.Activities: The Mrginian
( \ earbook t-Student Life
Editor. Th^vm- Edita^"
-• >>•>
Jean-Maiy4imxn^
Psvcholosv Tr^3|T"
Mrginia Beach, sA
Activities: .Alpha Delta Pi
Carrie Le.AimaW eiland
Anthropology
Lynchburg.\^
^f; Deborah Suzanne
Jl^ .Weinstein
~ i£li>h
folk.VA
»c
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Evan Jeffrey Weinstein
Business Administration
Toronto. ON
John Niem-Yuhn Wen
Physical Education
Burke, VA
David Bartholomew Werdann
Business Administration
Piscataway, NJ
Natarsha Regina West
Business Administration
Buckingham, VA
Sarah Rhoads Weston
V&PArts-Art
Urbanna, VA
Vanessa Leigh Wharton
Liberal Studies
Springfield, VA
Paradee Mae Wheeler
Political Science
Portsmouth, VA
Tiffany Lynne Wheeler
Physical Education
Fredericksburg, VA
Jessica Renee Whirley
Sociology
Meherrin, VA
Elizabeth O'Shea White
Liberal Studies
Dale City, VA
James Roland White Jr.
Business Administration
Mechanicsville, VA
JustinAdam White
Business Administiation
Clarksville.VA
Katherine Rose White
Liberal Studies
Windsor, VA
Laura Lynn Whitehurst
Physical Education
Chesapeake, VA
Kedrick Nevin Whitmore
English
Springfield, VA.
Kimberly Dawn Whittaker
Business Administration
Port Royal, VA
Sarah Wilbourne Bowen
Business Administration
Skipwith,VA
Zachary Lee Wilhide
Political Science
Emston,VA
Kathryn Rose Wilkens
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach, VA
Andrea Lee Wilkinson
Business Adininistration
Chantilly.VA
Activities: Field Hockey,
Alpha Phi Omega
Lindsay Williams
Liberal Studies
Charlottesville, VA
Activities: Longwood
Ambassadors
Emily WilHams
Communication Studies
Portsmouth, VA
Activities: Lancer
Productions, Sigma
Sigma Sigma
Mary EUzabeth Williams
Liberal Studies
Chester, VA
Melissa Ann Williams
English
Spotsylvania, VA
Sarah Elizabeth Williams
Communication Studies
Hampton, VA
Activities: Alpha Gamma
Delta-President, Ambassadors,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Orientation
Leader, Lambda Pi Eta, RHA Vice
President
Vicki Morgan Williams
V & P Arts - Music
Dillwyn,VA
Courtney Paige Willis
Liberal Studies
Stafford, VA
Jennifer Erin Willoughby
Sociology
Prospect, VA
Amanda Gail Wilson
Business Administration
Chase City, VA
Catherine Gray Wind
Communication Studies "
Urbanna, VA
Nicole Elisabeth Wingo
English
Hemdon, VA
William J. Winston ra
Business Administration
Richmond,VA
Alison Blair Winters
Communication Disorders
Lynch Station, VA
Cristan Lee Wood
Physical Education
Ashland, VA
Kimberly DianeWood
Physical Education
Madison Heights, VA
William L.Woodfinm
Business Administration
Mosely, VA
Kimberly Nicole Woodlen
Business Administration
Gloucester, VA
Adam Young Woods
Business Administration-
Concentration Computer
Information Systems
Richmond, VA
Lyndsey Marie Worrell
Liberal Studies
Virginia Beach,VA
Vickie Wright
Liberal Studies
Charlotte Court House, VA
LindsayAnn Wyatt
Psychology
Deltaville,VA
Kristin Rose Wydra
Biology & Psychology
Casselberry, FL
KylaYarbrough
Art Education - Graphic
Design Concentration
Ashbum, VA
KyleAllenYeatman
Business Administration
& Political Science
Montross, VA
Activities: AMA, KDPi,
BetaGamma Sigma,
Honor Board, Pi Kappa Ph
\
James Richard Youker
Communication Studies
Hopewell,VA
AndrewYoung
Communications &
Technical Theater
Lynchburg, VA
Activities: Audio-Visual
Club
Lauren VirginiaYoung
History
Minor: Anthropology
& German
Midlothian, VA
Activities: Alpha
Lambda Delta (Historia
Delta Phi Alpha - Secretary
Treasurer, Phi Kappa Phi,
Phi Alpha Theta,
Longwood Scholar,
Longwood Honors, Histor
Club, Omicron Delta Kapp(|
Honors Society
Daniel JonYoungsma
Business Administratioi
i
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Andres Javier Zamora
V & P Arts - Art
Fairfax, VA
Misty Dawn Zaryczny
Sociology
Bedford, VA
fJ^
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Juniors
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Juniors ^Ust^ 85
Joan Adams
Victoria Batalo
Andrea Brenner
Megan Camden
Eboni Corprew
Courtney Crawford
86 ^^ People
Tiffany Dcnby
Amy Eskridgc
Sarah Farmer
Rebekah Fisher
Frances Floyd
Caycee Goad
Jenny Graham
Wendy Guill
Maureen Hains
Juniors:
The Beginning ofthe End
Becoming a Junior marked the beginning ofthe end for college students. As we
began the last two years ofour college education, many things changed. Some of
us began to live offcampus, some began looking for intemships andjobs, but
everyone had to declare a major. From that point on, the discipline ofour studies
became more intense. This was when we had to take five business, science, or
teaching courses all in one semester. And those ofus who had never taken 1
8
credits were in for a big surprise. However, this was a time when we became
more and more familiar with our advisors, professors, and those who worked in
our major's department. Although the work became more intense, no one let us
fall. Juniors leamed the value ofa good roommate who would listen, and late
night phone calls to friends, because youjust couldn't take school an>'more. As
the end ofour higher education drew nearer, we realized that real life wasjust
around the comer.
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Megan Halsey
Latia Hancock
Shara Harris
Shannon Harrison
Keith Harrop
Jen Higgins
Heather Hodges
Regan Houston
Cheri Jarvis
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Courtney Kappel
Kimberly Kirkey
Kathy Knight
Jacob Krekorian
Jacky Kurrus
Mara La Fratta
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Joni Lacks
Megan Langley
Jason Lankford
Christopher Leech
Amber Mader ^|
Laura Markham
Jennifer Martin
Teresa Martin
Megan McConnell
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Todd McLaughlin
Lisa Mikus
Jonathan Miller
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Ruth Prillaman
Tiffany Rice
Phil Richards
Brooke Rives
Nicole Roach
J.D. Rome
Reneka Ross
Allison Sauveur
Kimberly Schade
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Alexis Schaeffcr
Misty Shillings
Elizabeth Short
Crystal Storey
Katrell Thompson
Lindsay Tuck
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Kristin VanDerlaske
Joy Walsh
Jessica Walton
Bethany Warren
Zach Webb
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Regina Wright
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DR. JARMAN AND HIS AUDITORIUM
as told by Dr. James Jordan I
Dr. Jarman was President ofLongwood College from 1902-1946, the longest continuous
presidency of any college or university in the Commonwealth ofVirginia to the present day.
Dr. Joseph Leonard Jarman, much loved by students, was said to dress in pixieish, impish
fashion, often with a bow tie, starched white shirt, dark blue suits, with vests he fa\ ored, his '
white hair parted in the middle. Those who knew him well say he carried with him ver\
frequently a large cigar, which he held in his fingers or manipulated in his mouth but was
-f
'
almost never seen to actually light. He called all his students. The Longwood "Goyles,"
apparently he pronounced the word in that way, and they loved him as he loved them. The
students had a song, "What'sWrong with Dr. Jarman?" which they would sing regularly to
him and the chorus was, '"'There's nothing wrong with Dr. Jarman, nothing in the whole
wide worlds Dr. Jarman died in 1949, a result of ill health, old age and the strains of being
President of the college for nearly half a century. In 1950 the largest building on campus
was dedicated Jarman Hall in his honor, as had been planned for several years. So Dr.
Jarman himselfwas never actually inside Jarman Hall, never saw a dramatic production and
in fact probably did not know the auditorium was going to be named for him since it was
kept a secret during his lifetime. It was to be a great surprise, to be sprung on him at the
dedication. But tradition has it that Dr. Jarman could not be kept away from the building
even though he had passed on to the other side, and so in the balcony as you stand on the
stage ofJarman Hall and face the balcony, on the left hand side in the second row, second
seat, there is traditionally placed a program for each evenings acti>ities in Jarman Hall and
a red rose. For it is said. Dr. Jarman favoring the long cigar, would often temper this
masculine symbol by having a red rose in the blue vest of his suit. It is said when the red
rose and program are not put in "his" seat, that second row balcony seat, ver> bad things
happen during those productions in the auditorium, including lights malfunctioning, the
curtain refusing to open and close. And after 1954 when a huge organ was installed in the
stage, bolted to its own elevator that went up and down, it is said that on those instances
when the rose and program were forgotten, often the organ would rise up on its own through
the center of the stage on its elevator and sit there playing a mournful tune, as a result of
the thoughtlessness of the stage crew in placating Dr. Jarman in his seat. I never saw the
organ, having been removed before I came in 1978, though I have talked to teachers in the
music program at Longwood who said they knew the organ to often have a will of its own.
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Shane Benson
Brittany Berry
Kyle diddle
Hannah Born
Tim Bovill
Tricia Boyer
Michelle Bright
Abby Bruce
Amanda Buerke
Sophomores Establish
Higher Status in
Longwood Society
As the Sophomores arrived at school inAugust, the familiar feeling ofLongwood set in,
unlike the year before. This time things were not so hectic because they knew exactly what
to bring and the most effective ways to get it into theirnew rooms. Now the Sophomores
are no longer the "low man on the totem pole." The new Freshmen class took o\ er tliat
spot as the Sophomores gained a sense ofsuperiority, to some extent. Sophomores were
officially allowed to bring their car, adorned with an oi"ange decal, to campus. Tliis in some
way designated them into theirnew higher status. Instead ofwaiting for parents to pick them
up or working to find a ride home or to other destinations. Sophomores could walk to "the
cage," Wynne, etc. As the year ended the Sophomores were able to pick out their college
ring and replace the old high school one that they had been weaiing. They now look at
Longwood as their"home away fi"om home." Sophomores, tliough still inexperienced, ha\ e
found their niche in the Longwood environment. A feeling ofaccomplisliment set in because
they were almost halfway through their college career and have now finally found \\ here tlie>'
belong in the Longwood community.
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Kristen Casalenuovo
Linda Chaney
Kaitlin Church
Bethany Colecchi
Victoria Cox
Haley Crookshanks
Emily Cruppenink
Kristina Cummings
Michelle Davis
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Katherine Eraser
Stephanie Gattis
Brian Goh
Robert Griffith
Allison Hacker
Rachel Harper
Ashley Harris
Matthew Harris
Leslie Hartz
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Jennifer (Icnnesscc
llollec Higbca
Chelsea Higgs
Ashley Holcomb
Sommer Jones
Lianna Kaker
Catherine Kelly
Maria Kelly
Jaclvn Lauer
Sophomore (^p) 1 03
Audra Long
Katie Love
Billie Jo Marsden
Shani Mason
Tara McDonald
Molly McKeon
Emalee McMullin
Rebekah Miller
April Mislan
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liric Moore
Christen Nichols
IJizabeth O'Dell
Sarah Orleans
Angela Owens
Susie Owens
Keisha Patrick
Malcolm Patterson
Ashlev Pavne
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Heather Pink
Jenny Rechtman
Kristin Rimer
Teresa Roach
Laura Robb
Whitney Roberts
Scott Robinett
Shannon Robinson
Jennifer Sanders
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Ashley Stultz
Patrick Sullivan
Jan Tenpas 1\'
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Katie Thomas
Heather Thompson
Stephanie Todd
Heather Tomplcins
Katy Tompkins
Philip Townsend
Jacquehne Trotman
JoeVaHcenti
Michelle Walcefield
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Kalhcrinc Wamtr
David Weber
Marie Wright
Jodi Young
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THE CUNNINGHAMS
as told by Dr. James Jordan
The Cunninghams, central as they are geographically on our campus, also hold a central place in the tales of the
past on our campus. The Cunninghams were built separately. Main Cunningham was built first and originalh
called the Junior Dorm, followed by North Cunningham 10 years later, and finally South Cunningham in the
1940's. They formed the heart of our campus sitting as they did facing what was called The Laborator> School
across Pine Street, which is our Hiner Building. The stories of the Hams are many; two are particularly
interesting. One is that in the great Josiah Chambers survey, the land that became Longwood College slowl>
over the years, Cunningham's are clearly listed on lots 123-139. Each one of those lots was acquired as time went
by, by the administration of the college, except for lot 123 which sits today under the front doors ofNorth
Cunningham. There's a huge Chinese elm tree growing on the corner by the front door ofNorth Cunningham and
the roots of those trees, as we all know, are wrapped around the bodies of people buried on that hillside. There is
aWall ofHonor on which are listed the 22 Presidents ofour institution from 1839-until our present president. Dr.
Cormier. Directly behind this Wall ofHonor is a cemetery. It is listed on the plat as lot 123 and on that plat is
stated, "Not Sold, being the family burying ground." In that hillside underneath the Chinese elm and underneath
the front steps ofNorth Cunningham are a large number ofthe Chambers family buried in the ground. Wliich
may give rise to what rises through the floor ofthose rooms in North Cunningham. That man w ho is said to sit up
from the floor wearing a woolrich shirt and looking Uke a pioneer or mountain man from the olden da> s. who is
said never to say anything to people who see him, but only look at them and then to either slow ly sink through the
floor or to lay back down on the floor and disappear. Indeed it seems most belie^ able that it is one of the
chambers sitting up and trying to see why the building was put on top ofhim and his family, w hen the lot had never
been sold, being the family burying ground. Then ofcourse there is the story ofMain Cunningham room 333
which is said to have more paint put on it summer after summer by the painting crew than any other room on
campus, because ofthat red line which appears on 3 ofthe 4 w alls in Main Cunningham 333 about six inches from
the ceiling. As we all know, there is the story of the young lady who is alleged to have succumbed to despondency
and taken her own life in that room long, long ago. She left a message ofw arning to other Longw ood students not
to drift into such despair by putting a message on the w alls, w hich no one w ould ever forget, since in fact she had
used her own blood to paint that message.
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Fresh Faces
You have graduated high school and are ready to take that next step, college. You
have traded in home life for a dorm. You are leaving home, sheltered by family, to
venture out on your own. Move in day is stressftil; people pointing you in all
directions, making you wonder what you are doing here and where you are going to fit
in. You leave your family and friends, you are on your own. Scared, yet anticipating
what is to come. The first day you feel lost, you are never going to make it to any
classes on time. After a few weeks, you begin to realize college is not that bad. You
become familiar with professors and their definition ofwork. After first semesteryou
start to feel better about things. You begin to discover new things like the intricacies of
'Roommate 101,' registering on WFN, that D-hall food really is not that bad, and there
is always the cafe. You have made friends, enjoy going out to school events, parties,
the breaks and the newfound fian ofcollege life. In college you discover your own
freedom and begin to develop into your own person. The end offreshman year is
about finding out your purpose and where you belong.
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Amy Allen
Jennifer Arthur
Lvnn Attermever
Alisa Banks
Carolyn Barron
Matthew Beach
Carolyn Beard
Courtney Blessed
Donna Bolte
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Jessica Boster
Bobby Brown. Jr.
Elizabeth Capino
Sally Carmichael
Patricia Carroll
Erin Case\
Jennifer Clapp
Giancarlo Coello
Ratie Cole
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Brittany Conner
Lisa Cooke
Caroline Crank
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Bethany Griffin
Amanda Hamilton
Kathleen Heefner
Sarah Hemmesch
Angela Hendricks
Chris Hobeck
Freshniv 115
Danielle Holley
Gregory Hopkins
Meagan Hudgens
Jennifer La Fratta
Robert Leslie
Keith Ryan Lichliter
Lyn McClenathan
Rebecca McCormick
Lisa McCoy
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Sara Mcllor
Lindscy Miller
Michael Minnich
Kelly Moore
Tamra Morris
Megan Murphy
Kelly Nagle
Paul Nelson II
Katherine Newman
Freshmen 117
Holly Overstreet
Stephanie Parrish
Brittany Pearson
Glenn Pierce
Samantha Pinner
Rachel Poore
Alicia Raymond
Karen Reynolds
Nicholas Riccobono
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Tabitha Stell
LaToya Storrs
Brandon Taylor ,^
Ashley Theado
Tyrel Vaughn
Mallory Wakefield
Erin Walsh
Cassidy Warner
Patrick Weir
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Michelle Welch
Amber Wilkinson
Daniel Wray
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JOAN OFARC
as told by Dr. James Jordan
Joan ofArc became the patron saint of Longwood CollegeinAugust of 1914. It was that year that Joanie on
the Stonie arrived on campus and was installed in the Rotunda where she sat for years and years until the
Great Fire of 2001. The other Joan, Joanie on the Pony, arrived in 1927 and she has always sat on the
Colonnades, in one place or another, until the Great Fire of 2001. Joanie on the Stonie, was carved by
French sculptor Henri Chapu in 1870 and named "Toaw Listening To The Voices.'''' It is said when our
replication of the statue came to Longwood, it came on the train in the summer of 1914. It was taken off the
baggage car and sat at the Farmville train depot, which thousands of students passed two times every day.
on their way to and from Stanley Park. There it sat for the summer of 1914. It must have been a low priorin
for the administration, as they never got around to moving it up on campus. This displeased the young ladies
of the college very much who took it upon themselves to move Joanie up to the campus. For that purpose,
they got, legally or illegally, a baggage cart. A baggage cart painted red and green, like that one. is chained
to the wall of the Farmville train depot to this day. They moved the statue Joanie onto the baggage wagon
and began to pull her up what we now call Randolph Street, which goes right up to the Rotunda, right beside
what is now our Confederate Monument. In those days, Randolph Street was called Spring Street because a
spring ofwater came out from under the street and made it rutted and muddy all the time. The tradition is
that the young ladies of the college, we don't know how many, were pushing and pulling the baggage w agon
and steadying the statue on it. They got up to High Street, unloaded the statue and put Joanie inside the
Rotunda. Years earlier they had done the same thing with the college bell and they had a terrible accident
when the college bell fell off the baggage cart and badly injured one of the students pushing. It was felt
because Joanie is our patron saint, there was no accident with the statue. She was installed in August 1914
in the Rotunda where she sat in placid solitude until the winter of 1914. At that time, Longwood girls dated
Hampden Sydney boys in a more restricted and bureaucratic way. When a date was arranged w ith a
Longwood woman, Hampden Sydney boys had to sign in on Tuesday for the weekend date. Then on Friday
or Saturday, the boy would receive permission to meet their date from the Secretary of the Home whose
t' office was in the Rotunda. As the story goes, that winter a number ofHampden Sydney boys decided Joanie
looked sad sitting on her stonie and a road trip would do her good. For that purpose they arranged the road
trip. Late one night, as the story goes, they removed her from the Rotunda, took her in a motor > ehicle they
had secured to Hampden Sydney where she sat on the Via Sacra apparently directing traffic the rest of the
night and next morning until she was seen by a grow nup at Hampden Sydney. Joanie w as rescued from her
indignity on theVia Sacra, the main road down the center ofHampden Sydney campus, and w as safely
returned to the Rotunda. For a number of years thereafter it is said she was chained to the floor so any
future road trips would be difficult. It is good Joanie does not make road trips today. Indeed, she is t
important to be traveling in those dangerous ways and means too much to Longw ood students to have her
taken from her sacred place in the heart of the Rotunda.
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®r. (Patricia (p, Cormier
(president
Longwoocf Vniversity
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Facult\& Staff 25
Vice Resident dE
Assistant <Dean ofStudentJ^airs
office
(Left to right) Elsie Angus, Dr. Tim Pierson, Dr. Laura Bayless, Anita Harris
126 W People
Academic
affairs
(Left to right) Linda Ford, Dr. Wayne McWee, Sandra Bollinger, Eva Philbeck
Faculn& Staff ^W 127r®i:
Academic Support
Center
Front: Rebecca Sturgill (Left to right) Back row: Carolyn Watkins,
Susie Rood, Courtney O'Hara
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Administration
& finance
(Left to right) Kerri Bouldin, Jennifer Conkwright, Kathy Worster
Facultv & Staif ^W 129©i:
^Cations
(Left to right) Nancy Shelton, Vacelo Moore, not pictured Nora Perkins
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jArt (Department
(Left to right) Mark Baldridge, Dr. John Burke, Kelly Nelson,
Randy Edmonson, Chris Register, Mara Scrupe, Martin Brief
(not pictured) Dr. Claire McCoy, Anna Cox
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Co[[ege of
Arts oi Sciences
(Left to right) Cynthia Thompson, Dr. Joanna Baker, Dr. David Cordle
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(Boo^tore
(Left to right) Jane Glass, Kathi Christian, Jim Lehman, Louisa Lackey
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(Business
qZ (Economics
(Left to right) Front Row: Claire La Roche, MeHnda Fowlkes, Linda Lau,
Cheryl Davis Row 2: Glenn Dardick, Frank Bacon, Mitchell Adrian, Abigail
O'Connor, Melanie Marks, Cheryl Adkins Row 3: John Gaskins, Roy Creasey,
Lucinda Sinclair, Robert Dame, Sally Gilfillan, Linda Wright Row 4: Drew
Harris, Bennie Waller, Raymond Brastow, MaryFlanigan Back Row: MSG
Jim Carver, Ronald McPherson, Roman Cech, David Lehr
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Career
Center
(Front to back) Mary Meade-Saunders, Ellen Masters, Nadine Garrett, Patsy Scruggs
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Cdsfviering ^
Student Jiccounts
(Left to right) Marlene Walton, Terry Harris, Linda Morgan
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Communication Stucfies
eZ! THeater
(Left to right) Front row: Naomi Johnson, Becky Creasey, Pam
Tracy, Bill Stuart, Eric Koger Back row: Paul Schreiner, Cecelia
Culler, Patt Ness, Pam Arkin, Gene Muto
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office of Conferences,
Scfiedufing, o^ SpeciafEvents
(Left to right) Front row: Brenda Ferguson, Donna Simpson,
Back Row: Nan Rist, Matt Garber
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CounseCing
Center
(Left to right) Bettty Newman, Wayne O'Brien, Maureen Walls-McKay
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(Dining Services/
(Left to right) Front row: Michael Lysaght, Jeremy Lucas, Jeanie Campbell, Angle Morris
2nd Row: Greta Oliver, Betty Copelan, Monice Tucker, Samantha Paige, Joyce Morris,
Chinita Ray 3rd Row: Donnel Word, Thelma Foot, Sally Saunders, Harriet Brown, Tina
Harris 4th Row: John Bolder, William Hicks, Henry Scott, Steven Jones, Inez Blow,
Robert Hawkes, Reginald Hargrove, Norm Rose, Floyd William, Molly Brown, Merady
Jackson , Belinda Miller, Lisa Dinsmore, James Copeland, Kenny Lee, James Copeland,
Lucian Johnson, Barbara Hancock, Charles Smith, Charles Monroe, Deborah Harris
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9/Lanagement
(Left to right) Front Row: Joan Price, Tommy England, Zane Traylor. Doug
Poulston, Jimmy Gaines, Earl Dodd, Louis Leonard, Pinkey Baldwin, Donald
Kellum, Earl Swink, Gary McQueen 2nd Row: Dick Bratcher, Darlene
Ferguson, Shelly Farley, Jayne Fanshaw, Bobby Simmons, Andrew Podesta. Ed
Vitale, David Pennell, Charles Skates, David Fowlkes, Todd Worsham. Willie
Walker 3rd Row: John Ellison, Donnie Smith, Kevin Nagy, Larry Alger. John
Cooper, Mike Frank, Margie Crenshaw 4th Row: Jane Crawley, Meh in Moore,
John Ross, Ray Covert, Jack Bolan, Tony Crawley, John Clements 5th Row
:
Jim Simpson, Larry Gray, James Davis, Mike Montgomery, Charles Stein
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TinanciaC
Aid
(Left to right) Front row Karen Schinabeck, Gayle
Covington
(Left to right) Back row Anne Vaughan,Linda Webster,
Rosa Thomas, Michael Barree,
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(Left to right) Front row: Loretta Coughlin, Dr. Susan Lynch, Dr. Chrys Kosarchyn
Back Row: Sharon Menegoni, Meg Frederick, Dr. Glenda Taylor, Dr. Chuck
Blauvelt, Dr. Lisa Olenik, Dr. Cathy Roy, Chris Freeland
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history, ^ofiticaC
Science
€C (pfiiCosophy
(Left to right) Dr. Deborah Welch, Dr. Scott Cole, Eric Moore,
Dr. David Coles, Philip Blaker, Dr. Willam Harbour
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Anita Harris, Richard Chassey
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Department: Sheryl Smith, Pauline Cater, James Harris, Barbra Raskins, Bobbi
Roberts, Martha Goode, Nancy Brockington, James White, Donna Turner, Margie
Crenshaw, Deborah Watkins, Faye Blanton, Sarah Henry, Thomas Stokes, Richard
Shuart, Caleb Spradley, Jake Randolph, Rose Spague, William Woodson, Ellen
Williams, John Brown, Marvin Bigelow, Carrie Herndon, Erin Sims, Janet
Leonard, Linda Hughes, Juliette Enfield, Debra Fajohn, James Ford, Ronald
Foster, Maggie Randolp, Chistina Poist, Leslie Baldwin, Mike Schmidt,
Deshaunda Holman, Mary Scott, Ricky Wesley, Barbara Riddle, Elizabeth White,
Maria Sweat
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(Left to right) Patricia Davis, Carol Coulter, Brenda Nagy, Debby
Cooper, Melissa Pennington (not pictured) Nancy Scruggs
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Information and
InstructionaC T^ecHnoCogy
Services
Department: Barbara Barnard, Trudy Baugh, Bill Benninghove, Linda Bickford, Richard
Bratcher, Jason Brooks, Sean Chapman, Blake Duffey, Paige Epps, Jon Erikson, Moffatt
Evans, David Hamilton, John Hudson, David Jarrett, James Jordan, Michael Kelly, Alison
Kendrick, Mark Kendrick, Sherman Langhome, Chris Langner, Jackie Lehman, William
Lynn, Mike Mariannino, Ken Martin, Dot McMillian, Mark Mitchell, Frank Moore, Rick
Neller, Cindy Owen, Kim Redford, Bobby Riddle, Bob Smith, Karen Stokes, Crystal Taylor,
Greg Tsigaridas, Billy Tucker, Joanne Worsham, Lucie Zehner
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(Left to right) TaShana Braxton, Chariie Harrison, Allison Hacker, Hannah Born.
Tiffany Smith, Erin Millbaugh, Brian Burton, Jeromy Runion, Alicia Mallory,
Morgan Suthard, Samantha Sokoup, April Lockley, Steve Hertel, Mikaela Bizer,
Nikieya Blackman, Joe Hagy, Ashley Dow, Matt Levine, Katie Barnes
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Department: Dorothy Baker, Linda Baldwin, Stephanie Barker, Bridgette
Clark, Virginia Cook, Betty Hike, Cynthia Elliott, Rebecca Fisher, Ruth
Gowin, Tammy Hines, Patricia Howe, Linda Howerton, Elizabeth Kocevar-
Weidinger, Mildred Mason-Flippin, Sharon McCaslin, Mary Nash, Dana
Owen, Evelyn Sims, Florence Southall, Ibrahim Stwodah, Suzanne Swisstack,
Lydia Williams
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(post office
(Left to right) Front row: Pee Wee Baldwin, Barbara
Simons, Joseph Lammay Back: Alan Franklin
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office ofthe
(president
(Left to right) Back row: Brenda Atkins, Jeanne Hayden
(Front) Fran Arehart
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(^ InvoCvement
(Left to right) Front row: Olivia Acosta, Susan Sullivan, Angie
Worrell, Lori Crowe Back row: Malvin Eanes, Jeff Gore, (not
pictured) Sarah Schoper
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Day of
Acceptance
Walk is a special time when the pledges become full sisters and brothers. It is a
time shared with everyone in the fraternities and sororities, along with other
students of Longwood University. Each fraternity and sorority comes out to
show how much they are together as a group. They show how much they are like
brothers and sisters with each other and how each of the new members that are
welcomed today will be loved. Not only is it an exciting time for the pledges,
but also an exciting time to see how many sisters or brothers will be received.
This is an event that is done at the beginning of each semester. During the fall it
was held behind the dining hall where the fraternities and sororities were all
together for this big day. In the spring the sororities and fraternities held this
event on different days. It was such a cold day when the sororities held their
walk that there was snow on the ground. The fraternities held their walk on a
night that was just a little warmer, but still very cold outside.
Jjffiilif]
(Above) The sisters shirt a pledge to welcome her to the sorority.
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ri,cfl; Fratcmitick and
Mirorilici wait u> ixx who
will be joining the f/rcck
community.
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(Above) To which
fraternity will each of
these boys go?
(Above) Brothers give an
enthusiastic welcome to a new
member.
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First Ever at
Longwood KA
^ ,afs
The girls of Kappa Delta have been very
active this past year with their four
philanthropies and the sisterhood they share.
In December, they had local Girl Scouts and
their parents in the chapter room for cookies,
hot chocolate and made reindeer ornaments
with the girls. In the spring they hosted their
annual Shamrock Run, which supports the
prevention of child abuse in America. Anyone
can participate in the run that goes around the
perimeter ofcampus three times. This year
there were not only Longwood students
running, but also faculty and even some
Hampden-Sydney College-students. Farmville
sorority members went to the Richmond
Children's Hospital with local bikers for the
Teddy Bear Run. Local cyclists who had put
teddy bears on the back of their bikes, would
throw them in a bin, and later that day they
were given out to children in the
hospital. As ifthat was not enough,
they still had time to give $25,000
to the Orthopedic Foundation. They
also enjoyed time to hang with their
sisters for dinners and their annual
date party. Stacey Lutts said, "My
sisters are outgoing and non-
stereotype sorority girls who get
involved with every aspect of
Longwood." The opening ofBrock
Commons was a little more special
for the Kappa Delta's because Mrs.
Brock, in addition to being an
alumnus ofLongwood, is also a
Kappa Delta. The sorority did a lot
this year, following in the tradition
of service since they became the
first sorority at Longwood in 1897.
(Above) Back row: Whitney McCahill, Brooke Lineberry, Phoebe Munson, Kelly Fischer. Sarah Robertson, Kathy
Farmer. Amanda Bumette, Desiree Stoerkel. Danielle Liles, Ashley Dow 3rd row: Lisa Morrow. Christina Stewart, Hily
Becher. Theresa Naumann, Tracy Carter. Brooke Stephens, Rachel Luper. Katie Barnes, Jonie Ginda 2nd row: Stacey
Lutts, Brittany Wood, Jennifer Mayo, Sarah Longo, Ashley Brown, Jordan Lowrance, Bridget Friedrich, Lauren Bittner
Front Row: Liz McDonald Britni Dawson, Crystal .Atkinson, Nicole Matthews, Caroline Townsend, Whitney Raffo,
Lucv Roberts, Sam Perry
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(t,cft) Sisterhood i* ready
shown during the setting
up of the Shamrr>ck Run.
(Above) The smiles and
balloons of the KD's keep
the ninners motivated
while they run for a good
cause.
Nickname: KD's
Founded: Longwood College. 1897
Founded at Longwood: October 23,
1897
Colors: 01i\'e Green and Pearl
National Philanthropy: Richmond
Children's Hospital
(Above) Bid Day is very exciting time
for these girls who have become sisters
of Kappa Delta.
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Faithful
Unto Death
Eight young women, inspired by their Greek-
lettered friends at Hampden-Sydney, founded
the Alpha chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma at
Longwood in 1 898. Since then the sorority
has prospered. Haley Franklin, a sister of the
sorority said, "The great thing about Tri-Sigma
is all of the spur-of-the-moment things we do,
it's awesome having someone that will drop
anything to go for a random trip to Wal-Mart,
or a shopping trip to Lynchburg!" Tri-Sigma's
national philanthropy is the Robbie Page
Memorial. This memorial was created in
1 95 1 when the son of a former national
president died of polio. The memorial
supports play therapy for terminally ill
children, helping to provide support for
playrooms, libraries and programs for
children undergoing long-term hospital care.
The memorial is partnered with two hospitals
in the United States, one in Dallas",
Texas, and the other in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. Sigma's from all
chapters travel to the hospitals to
participate in play therapy. Sigma
Sigma Sigma is the only sorority to
establish its own foundation,
supported and maintained entirely
by sisters. Along with the Robbie
Page Memorial, Sigma Sigma
Sigma sisters help sponsor different
activities on campus, such as Spring
Weekend, Oktoberfest, and
fiindraising events around campus.
"Sigma Sigma Sigma is a part of
Longwood's community because we
participate in community service
events and support other
organizations on campus," says
president Crystal Wickham.
(Above) (Left to right) Row 1: Keleah Souers-Beck, Crystal Wickham, Kara Shelton, Kari Goldstein, Tori Batalo. Amanda
Goetz, Megan Aldrich Row 2: Geri Scherck. Stefanie Johnson, Carol Crank, Amanda Kregiel, Tricia Rousis, Jessee Helbert,
Bridget Binns, Hanna Wojcik Row 3: Kelly Sellick, Kathleen Hawkes, Lisa Bentley, Rachel Payne, Amber Groves, Erin
McGill, Bonnie Jones, Jane-Amy Blue, Marie Wright, Amanda Torrence, Sarah Urban, Susan Sullivan Row 4: Kimberly
Kieloch, Jenny Cook, Haley Franklin, Jessica Paul. Lindsey Rogers
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(Left; l.indMry Rogers
and Sarah Urban cut
l(«rtc at Spring 'M Lip
Sync.
(Above) After a great game of
Oozeball. Kelly Sellick, Jessee
Helbert and Rachel Payne get
cleaned up.
Nickname: Tri-Sigma. Sigmas
Founded: Longwood College. 1898
Founded at Longwood: Apnl 20,
1898
Colors: Royal Purple and \Miite
National Philanthropy: Robbie Page
Memorial Play Therap>"
(Above) Haley Franklin, Jane-Amy Blue, and
Kristin Anderson set up Tri-Sigma's booth at
Oktoberfest to raise money for the Robbie Page
Memorial.
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One of the
First ZTA
Zeta Tau Alpha was one of the
four founding sororities at
Longwood University. It was
founded on October 15, 1898.
These girls follow the mission
of the sorority of making a
difference in the lives of their
sisters, doing service for
others, and their own
leadership throughout the
school. From the beginning
they were actually known as a
fraternity even though they are
sisters with each other. The
founders thought it would
distinguish them from the
other ones that were
associated with the
fraternities. To this day, they
are still considered a
fraternity, in keeping with the
tradition. Each year on
October 15"' the sisters
celebrate Founders Day by
wearing turquoise and gray
ribbons under their badges to
show they remember the day
they were founded at
Longwood University. One of
the great times they shared
with others was when they
performed at Lip Sync. These
girls showed how much they
loved being a part of Zeta Tau
Alpha.
(Above) Zeta Tau Alpha at Fall 2003 Walk.
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M.cft) "Wc L'A'C our
/eta sinter*," Zcta
iMcmbcrk honor tcnior* at
l.ip Sync.
( Abo\ e I A couple of sisters
nui to meet their t»e» sister
while the rest of Zeta cheer
her on.
Nickname: Zetas
Founded: Longwood College. 1 898
Founded at Longwood: October 15.
1S98
j Colors: Turquoise Blue & Steel Gray
National Philanthrop\": \\bmen's
Breast Cancer Foundation
(Above) The Zetas with their new members.
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Friendships
Through
the Years ASA
Alpha Sigma Alpha was
founded on November 15,
1901. "The purpose of the
association shall be to
cultivate friendship among
its members, and in every
way to create pure and
elevating sentiments, to
perform such deeds and to
mold such opinions as will
tend to elevate and ennoble
womanhood in the world."
Thirteen more chapters were
installed within the next
couple of years, but the
Alpha chapter was the only
one that stayed active in
those years. Mrs. Sharp, an
ASA sister, after becoming
national president of Alpha
Sigma Alpha created a
memorial for the founders of
the Alpha chapter at
Longwood University. To
this day, their national
philanthropy is the Special
Olympics. This chapter
stands for their sisterhood of
friendship, a heritage that is
shown through their history,
and opportunities through
leadership in the community.
(Above) Alpha Sigma Alpha at the fall 2003 Walk.
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(IxU) The cjuntry girln
'/I Alpha Sigma Alpha
howing their love for
'heir nisterf.
(Above) The girls of Alpha
Sigma Alpha showing support
for their sweetheart during Best
Man on Campus.
Nickname: ASA's
Founded: Longwood College. 1901
Founded at Longwood: N"o\ember
15, 1901
Colors: Crimson and Peari WTiite
National Philanthropy: Special
Ohnipics
(Above) Showing off the beautiful
belts at Spring Weekend sold to
raise money for Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
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Sisters
Helping All
AXT
The members ofAlpha SigmaTau have really
shown what it means to be in a sorority. In
the fall they had their Cocktails, where they
were able to spend time together as
sisters dancing with their dates.
Throughout the year they spent time
cleaning up the road in Adopt-a-
Highway and went to Madeline House
to help the poor. March 29-April 6th
these girls had their annual Swing-A-
Thon. This was their event for cystic
fibrosis where they sat on a bench for a
week and collected money from people
who walked by them. During this time,
at least one sister was always sitting
there, even though they had their
schoolwork to deal with. Another big
successful event they did was a Mock
Rave. In this event, they had skittles
that were the date drug and screws that
were STD's, that were handed out to
people that joined them for this
event. Then the police came to
break it up like a rave would be
broken up. When the Longwood
police came, they sat down with
everyone to explain things about
STD's and what is out there they
need to watch out for while going to
parties and raves. In the spring they
had their annual formal, which was
loved by all that attended. Tiffany
Truitt and Becky Winner said,
"Formal is a good time to get away
from school but stay with the
sisters." After all they accomplished,
they had a weekend where they
were able to show their parents what
it meant to be sisters ofAlpha Sigma
Tau. Throughout the year they were
always there with smiling faces.
^ 1
(Above) Front row: Kristin McRae, Alexis Spicer, Gary Bannon, Steffan Tucker, Jessica Mala 2nd row: Melissa Esposito, Jenn Craig,
Kelly Kameros, Lindsay Duncan, Eva Goitia 3rd row: Katie Jayne Hinchman, Becky Winner, Allison Hazlewood, Rachel Blair, Tiffany
Truitt, LynnAttermeyer, Erin Wilson Back row: Molly McKeon, Katie Harrison, StaceyAllanson, Jenny McGuigan, Caroline Crank, Tara
Adams, Erin McDonald, Frankie Beatty, Amanda Hale
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(Left) The sMe» of AST
waiting for tiie new Tau
babies during Walk.
(Above) AST sweettieart
serenades a sister at
Best Man on Campus.
Nickname: AST's
Founded: Central Michigan
Universin-. 1899
Founded at Longwood: May IS. 193:
Colors: Emerald Green and Gold
National Philanthropy: The Pine
Mountain School
(Above) Sisters strut their stuff during the spring formal.
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Together
again a z
Delta Zeta is a social sorority
but it is looked upon as more
than just a time to party.
Through her years as a sister
of DZ, each girl will grow in
many ways from gaining new
friendships to becoming
better students. The national
organization really wants the
sisters of DZ all over the
country to be able to have a
place where college girls can
come together and have
lasting friendships that go
beyond their college days. No
matter if they are a DZ for
only one semester or have
been a sister since the first
minute they were allowed to
become one; everyone is
treated the same. The Alpha
chapter was founded in 1902
by six women. This sorority
has grown so much since then,
even this past year. It is one
of the largest sororities in the
country. When the seniors
graduate, they have not only
the sisters at Longwood, but
the many sisters all over the
United States that one day they
just might run into.
(Above) 2003-2004 Delta Zeta Sisters
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ri^ft) The (creanu from
the DZ Mcten (how how
much they love Best Man
on Campu*.
(Above) The ballons and shoots
of the new sisters names bring
them a step closer to being a
life long DZ.
Nickname: DZ"s
Founded: Universin ofMiami.
1902
Founded at Longw ood: August 2 1
.
1956
Colors: Pink and Nile Green
j National Philanthropy: Gallaudet
Uni\"ersit\"
I
(Above) Lip Sync is one of the
last things these girls had to do
during their first semester as a DZ.
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Friends from
the Heart SK
Sigma Kappa's mission
statement states it is a social
organization of women
committed to promoting the
ideals of lifelong friendship,
intellectual and spiritual
fulfillment and service for
the greater good. These
ideals could be seen through
the sisters at Longwood
University as these girls
walked around campus with
each other. From the time
the girls become sisters, until
forever, they are always a big
part of Sigma Kappa's family.
They were involved with many
things around campus from
SGA, Greek J-board, Greek
Council and many other
organizations. There was
always a smile on the faces
of these girls towards their
sisters or anyone else they
came across on campus.
They have shirts that look
like Superman and here at
Longwood, they really are
super Sigma Kappas. Every
year they strive to achieve
excellence among the
members of the chapter. Not
only did they achieve that at
Longwood but they made sure
their fellow sisters at other
schools around the country
keep to their standard. Their
symbols of a dove and a heart
show how much these Sigma
Kappa's really have a big
heart.
(Above) 2003-2004 Sigma Kappa Sisters
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fLcft) Sigma Kappa
having fun at the fall
Walk,
(Above) In the hot weather
of Spring Weekend and
after the chili cookoff.
these sisters know their
Coke floats will be a bh.
Nickname: Sigma Kappas
Founded: Colby College. 1874
Founded at Longwood:
September 19. 1959
Colors: Lavender and Maroon
National Philanthropy:
Alzheimer's Disease
(Above) Two sisters welcome
their new member at Walk.
Sigma Kappa 71
Holding Up
Traditions
^"•^«^>
The members ofthe Longwood
University chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta really showed
their love for the organization.
The heritage that comes with
being a sister was evident
through the Alpha Gams
everywhere on campus. This is
an international sisterhood that
has continued to live by its
founding words. The sorority
wants the sisters to continue
lifelong learning, as a way to
grow each and every day,
through the sisterhood. When
the sisters graduate from
Longwood they will always be
sisters ofAlpha Gamma Delta
and are expected to have an
active involvement with the
ATA
sorority. The members are to
maintain the ideals of the
sorority and contribute to their
community and the world as an
alumnus. These traditions go
back to five organizational
meetings in 1 904 at which the
name was selected for the
sorority and the first badges
were given out. In October
1 959, the heritage and traditions
began at Longwood and have
been passed down to sisters
throughout the years. Today,
the Longwood sisters ofAlpha
Gamma Delta, pass on to each
new member their heritage and
history, and what they are
expected to pass on to the
sisters that follow them.
Ik i n
(Above) 2003-2004 members of Alpha Gamma Delta
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(Left) The Alpha Oamma
Ocltas running U> Walk,
to find out who will
become new (i«ter*.
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(Above) The sororit>'
enjoys the excitement
durine Walk.
Nickname: Alpha Gams
Founded: Ssracuse Uni\ ersin. 1 904
Founded at Long\\ood: October. 1959
Colors: Red, Buff, and Green
National Philanthropy: Jmenile Diabetes
Foundation
(Above) There is no doubt who is the Best Man
on Campus for the Alpha Gams.
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The
Gentlemen
These guys really stepped up
to the name of the
"gentlemen's fraternity." No
matter where you looked,
they were always doing
something for someone,
from opening a door for a
girl, giving flowers to
sororities, helping faculty
members move, or just being
all around good guys. Randy
Cooksey said, "The values
that this fraternity stands for
are what I have been brought
up on all my life."
Valentine's Day is a day for
showing who you care about and
there is no secret behind what
(I>KT
these guys do. Every year they
go into Stubbs and decorate it
for all of the sorority girls to
see. After graduating from
Longwood, you are still a
brother for life. Demonstrating
that, this year one of the big
projects they did was started by
one of their alumni. Every year
the Girl Scouts try to sell as
many cookies as they can and
this year through their alumni's
niece. Phi Kappa Tau bought 50
boxes of cookies. They sent
them over to our troops serving
in Iraq. To go with the cookies,
the fraternity wrote messages of
support to the soldiers.
(Above) 2003-2004 Phi Kappa Tau
Greeks
(Left) The fraternity
spends time together
paintbaJling.
^Bt'^'^^^^a
Sfi^
(Above) Two Phi Taus
hanging out at the
LighttTouse Caie.
Nickname: Phi Taus
Founded: Miami Universit>' of
Ohio. 1906
Founded at Longwood: 1 992
Colors: Old Gold and Han ard Red
National Philanthropy; The Hole in
the \\ all Gang Camps
(Above) The Phi Kappa Taus
entertain with style at Lip Sync.
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Small but
strong ZOB
The Longwood chapter of Zeta
Phi Beta might be small, but
they are very active all around
the area. Nakkia Williams said
she joined the organization
because of "the principles it
stands for and their auxiliary
groups." They went to the
State Conference in Newport
News which is held every two
years and here they won the
award for most prompt
chapter in the Eastern Region.
That is an honor these girls are
very happy they received. Not
only did they go to
conferences, but they helped
out in the community around
them. The women ofZPB
went into Prince Edward
County Schools twice a week
to teach students how to step
in an event called Unity Two
Steppers. Though they are
busy, they still have time for
the Adopt-a-Highway
Program. For Oktoberfest
they sold Beanie Babies to
support the March of Dimes.
They were very successful in
the sales and had a fun time
doing it. Newly initiated
member Audrey Henderson
says that Zeta Phi Beta is
about, "who gets business
done, not just what people say
about it, like who goes to
which parties."
i*W*
(Above) Audrey Henderson (left) and Nakkia Williams are ready to show off their step program at Spring Weekend.
i7e® Greeks
i
n.cfu Nakkia Williamk ((eft;
and Audrey ML'nd«;rs</n at the
Zcta Phi Beta Oktoberfcst
booth.
(Above) Many on campus
come out to watch Zeta
Phi Beta's Probate.
Nickname: Zetas
Founded: Ho\\"ardUni\ersiu. 1920
Founded at Longwood: April 12. 1994
Colors: Royal Blue and WTiite
National Philanthropy: Parent Qiild
Trainina Program
(Above) Zeta Phi Beta sisters show
the bond they share.
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New Guys on
the Block
SigmaNu is the newest iratemity
on Longwood University's
campus. The founders ofthis
iratemity are still students of
Longwood. These guys are very
proud ofwhat they have
accomplished in bringing Sigma
Nu to Longwood University.
They worked hard to get their
charter and have been doing great
things since then. Once they were
recognized on campus, the next
thing was getting a chapter room
for all the brothers to hang out and
bond like real brothers. They
started the year offright by helping
their fellow sorority sisters move
into their dorms. They held
fraternity activities together
including camping out, a ropes
course, and going to Richmond
XN
Braves baseball games. Along
with that, they went out into the
community to work with the
Special Olympics at the Fuqua
School to help referee the games.
At the end ofthis year the Sigma
Nus held a Cow Plop. This was a
fundraiser held for a Sigma Kappa
who was in a car accident that
needed a service dog. For this
event people purchased squares
ofland and when a cow was
tumed loose, the cow "picked"
the winner by marking a square
with a cow pie. In the end they
raised $973 which was enough to
buy a service dog to assist their
fellow Greek to get around.
Sigma Nu has shown a great
example ofputting others first.
(Above) 2003-2004 Sigma Nu Brothers
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^Left) Sigma Nu
brothers take pan in the
Lip Syrrc tradition.
(Above) Brothers of Sigma Nu at
the tall Walk.
Nickname: Sigma N'us
Foimded: Mrginia Militan" Institute.
1869
Founded at Long\\ cod: Colony Status
Colors: Black and Gold
National Philanthropy: L.E..\.D.
Program
(Above) Cool glasses, cool music, and a new
Sigma Nu brother entertains during Lip Sync.
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Gatekeepers
of the Greeks
The Pan Hellenic Council is a governing
body ofrepresentatives from nine
historically white sororities on
Longwood's campus. It acts as a
coordinating body for sororities in an
effort to further the ideals ofmaintaining
the highest possible academic, social, and
moral standards. The activities and
responsibilities ofthe Council are to clarify
Pan Hellenic procedures, to disburse
information about sororities and the
fraternity/sorority system, to promote
intemal and external leadership
development, to establish and coordinate
recruitment rules and the overall program,
to serve the University and local
community, and to promote good public
relations about fraternity and sorority life
to the campus and community. Longwood
currently has nine Pan Hellenic sororities:
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta,
Alpha SigmaAlpha, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Sigma Kappa,
Sigma Sigma Sigma, and Zeta Tau Alpha.
The friter-Fratemity Council is the
collegiate representative body for
fraternities at Longwood under the North-
American friterfratemity Conference.
Longwood approved the formation ofthe
council during the fall of 1 980. Each
fraternity elects a representative to the
council, and the officers are elected at
large. The council has many fiinctions
which include, coordinating and organizing
friterfratemity activities, to promote a
sense ofpurpose consistent with the
educational aims ofthe University into
each fraternity, to promote intemal and
extemal leadership development, to
accept appropriate responsibility for the
behavior oftheir members, and to
establish and enforce the standards
governing recmitment and initiation.
Longwood currently has six fraternities
that participate in the council: Alpha Chi
Rho, Alpha Sigma Phi, Phi Kappa Tau,
Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
(Above) Left to right; Margie Rowson. Cassandra Maloney, Sarah Robertson. Shannon Tooley, and Brie Wellman
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(l-cft) l^ft Ui right: Brandon Tcrpolillj, Drew
hlfcrvin. Kandy Oxilcocy, Adam Sunukjian, Will
llolman and Scott Smith.
(Above) Members of the Panhellenic Council reciting
the pledge before their meeting.
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The Gatekeepers
of the Greeks
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council was founded on
Longwood's campus in the
mid 1900's. The Council
serves as the official
coordinating agent of the
nine national historically
African American
sororities and fraternities.
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council is designed to
assure that member
organizations cooperatively
work together while
maintaining their distinct
individual identities. It is
also an organization with a
profound commitment to
provide community service
and to uplift and promote
general public welfare.
Longwood's NPHC
sponsors Oktoberfest and a
spring step show each year,
two of the largest regional
step shows. Longwood
currently has six Pan-
Hellenic sororities and
fraternities. Sororities are
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta
Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta,
and Sigma Gamma Rho.
Fraternities are Alpha Phi
Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma.
(Above) Left to right: Row 1: Megan Clark, Teneka Trent, Shante'l Starke, Bianca Leonard, Michelle Wright Row 2:
Morgan Carey, Nadiyah Salaam, Shavvon Gough, Kimberly Wood, Sheryl Davis, Eboni Corprew Row 3: Teresa Ford,
Donecia Lawson, Justin Wilkes, Ashley Pollard.
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I.cft; National Pan-Hellenic Council
ncmbcrs wait U) bring their ideax to the
/thcr mcmbcro attention.
(Above) Shante'l Starke (left). Eboni Corprew. and Sheryl
Davis listen as council members discuss upcoming Greek
events.
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And the
Winner Is • • •
BestMan on Campus was an event
sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha as a
fund raiser for their philanthropy,
Breast Cancer Education and
Awareness. It was a night when
students could leave theirhomework,
tests, and stress ofcollege forjust a
couple ofhours. The entertaining
Greek competition was open for
everyone to enjoy. Each of the
sororities chose someone to be their
contestant for BestMan on Campus.
Run like a pageant, it was a time for
the guys to shine. The first category
was formal attire, where they came
out in everything from a traditional
tuxedo to a white suit, with matching
white cane and hat. Then it was time
for typical pageant questions. They
were asked "on the spot" questions
by the masters ofceremony. All of
the pageant contestants came up with
great answers thatwon them valuable
points. The most entertaining part of
the night was the final competition,
the talent category. The crowdnever
knew what they were going to see
but they knew it was going to be
great. Therewas everything from lip-
syncing, to dancing and singing, and
a song written for the crowd. Just
as they were about to announce,
"And the winner is ...," the fire alarm
went off. The gym was evacuated
and the crowdheadedtowards Curry
Hall. They gathered everyone there,
complemented the greatjob done by
all the contestants and announced
who the winners were. It was
another fian and eventful night at
Longwood.
(Above) Another contestant showing his dance moves to win over the judges.
Greeks
(Above) This cowboy and cowgirl won oser the crowd witli the words of Tim McGraw.
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The Fun of
Being Greek
Bid Day was over, the new members
had bonded with their sisters and
brothers, and the day had come when
they could show offtheir performance
abihties. For one night, during the fall
and spring semesters. Lip Sync was
held in Jarman Auditorium on
Longwood's campus. Lip Sync was
a chance for the new members of
campus fraternities and sororities to
perform for their brothers and sisters
and the student body. Performances
included song and dance numbers with
rap, pop and country mixes. Some
Greek members even chose to perform
small skits based on their favorite
television shows. Lip Sync can be an
amazing bonding experience for the
whole Greek community. When asked
about it, freshman and new member
of Sigma Sigma Sigma Jessica Paul
said, "It was an amazing bonding
experience formy new member class
and me! It was the most amazing
experience ever! It taught us how to
work together as a team and respect
each other for who we are. It was
incredible!" Although it could be
nerve-racking and stressful for those
students performing, when it was all
put together you had an incredible
show. At the end ofthe performances,
Greek members held up signs saying
how much they loved having their
newest sisters and brothers. Jessica's
words sum up the night. It was a fun
evening, for everyone in the audience.
i.
(Above) Club Sigma really showed how they could get down.
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ifj:(t) Alpha Signui Phit
i.-ntcrtain the crowd at
l-ip Sync.
(Abo\e) Dancing the night away
to "Dim- Dancing' while adding
points to ASA's final score.
(Above) These guys know what will win
them points with the judges.
LipS>Tic ^^ 187
Clubs & Organizations
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The Voice of the
Students
(Below) Left to right: Three members of SGA, Monica Sober, Daniel
Wray and Anna Collins.
The Student Government
Association is comprised
ofa group ofstudentswho
help improve the student
body. Throughout the
year they would find out
what could be done to
better the Longwood
community. LaurenLowe
wanted to be a part of
SGA "to become more
structurallyinvolved^yith
Longwood and it was a
good experience forme."
The SGA both sponsored
and cosponsored forums
throughout the year. The
most popular forum this
yearwas the Presidential
Forum held this past fall
.
They met every Tuesday
to discuss issues brought
up by the students, as
well as debate these
issues until they came to
a consensus. Members
of the SGA helped
decidehowmuch money
organizations received
each year. The reason
Ian SalejoinedSGA was
"to impact the students,
let the students speak
their mind." It reflects
everyone in the end.
(Above) To help build confidence and
group unity, members spend the day
caving.
(Right) The SGA swears in the new
Disciplinary Board at the last meeting
of the year.
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(Above) Left-right: Brandy Edwards, Daniel Wray, Dan Mazzio. Stephanie Seaborn. Monica Sober,
and Lisa Rodenbaugh listen to the issues facing Longwood.
t.\bovet Vice President
Ian Sale listens intently
to the concerns of the
student bodv.
(Above) 2003-2004 Executive Board
Left-right: Anna Collins, Bryan Lee, Ian Sale, Mike Smith, Lori Sprosty
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(Above) Left to right: Laura Soulsby, Kiistina Buck and Joany Applegate showing students how
J-Board Jeopardy is played.
_A\ 7/^
(Above) J-Board members show
Longwood RA's what goes on during a
hearing.
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(Above) 2003-2004 Judicial Board members
Clubs/ "sanizations
(Below) Honor Board members listen to both sides of the ease before
making iheir deeision. Keeping
Longwood's Honor
Code
Honor Board and Judicial
Board are boards on
Longwood'scampus that
educate students on what they
didwrong and show them how
to get on the right track. The
boards are made up of
Longwood studentswho were
chosenthrough an application
process to enforce the Honor
and Judicial codes. Honor
Board oversees cases involving
lying, stealing,andcheating.
The board is composed ofeight
studentswho sit one night a
week. Throughout the year
HonorBoard sponsorsmany
events, includingHonorand
Integrity Week, mock hearings
and freshmen orientation. The
board members also speak to
freshmen seminarclasses.
Judicial Board overseesmany
di fferent types ofcases, but
mainlydrug and alcohol abuse
cases. The board participates
inmanyeventsoncampus. This
past year the board members
sponsored J-Board Jeopard)'
and the game was open to all
studentsw ho wanted to
exercise theirknowledgeof
Longwood Judicial Board. The
boardmembers also
participated inmock hearings
for Resident .-XssistanthopefUs.
(Above) Members of the Honor
Board await the next case.
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Top ofthe Class
(Below) During the festivities, after all the hard work of Oktoberfest,
Ebony Smith and Emily-Anne Story, congratulate each other on a great
job.
The Geist Chapter ofMortar
Board, Longwood's honorary
leadership society, once again
hosted a successful
Oktoberfest. The members
are chosen based on
excellence in leadership,
scholarship, and service.
Rising seniorswho are in the
top thirty percent oftheir class
and have aminimumGPA of
3.0 are eligible for
acceptance. There are
roughlytwenty-five to thirty
memberswho are tapped into
the society to promote
Longwood spiritthroughout
the year. Mortar Board is
mainly responsible fora
successful Oktoberfest, as
well as the SpiritWeek
preceding the great
celebration. Oktoberfest is a
longstandingLongwood
tradition and a favorite time
formany Longwood students
and alumni. Originallynamed
"Circus,"withthe cultivation
ofMortar Board, the
celebration took on a German
theme. Mortar Board added
new aspects to this year'
s
festivities. In addition to the
booths on Stubbs Lawn,
Color Wars, and a revamped
Battle ofthe Bands, the
weekendwas kicked offwith
an Alzheimer' s Walk and a
town-wide block party on
Main Street. Also, in
continuationoftheGerman
themed celebration, a
Biergartenwas added for
those oflegal drinking age.
Main Stage ChairmanMonica
Sober noted ofthe Biergarten,
"I think it helped Oktoberfest
a lot. Since the Decade ofthe
Nineties Reunionwas that
weekend, there were many
people there to attend the
Biergarten andmany seemed
to enjoy themselves."
(Above) Hard work payed off for
Monica Sober as she posed with
members of Vertical Horizon
between shows.
(Right) Mr. and Ms. Oktoberfest, Bryan
Lee and Nicole Wingo, being crowned
before they lead the Alzheimer's Walk
to the Block Party on Main Street.
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(Above) Mortar Board sponsors and sells an Oktoberfest t-shirt. The
2003 shirt was one of the best selling shirts in Oktoberfest history.
lAbovel Stephanie Co\Tngton poses
with the lead singer of Sister Hazel
while taking a break fiom the hectic
dav.
(Above) Some of the 2003-2004 Mortar Board members
Mortar Board 95
(Above) Prospective students rely on
Ambassadors, like Hilary Palmer, to
help them find out all they can about
Longwood University.
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(Above) Left-right Front row: Amanda Denne, Rachel Turner. Amanda Hutchison, Mikaela Bizer. Angela Paul,
Emily Miller, Darlene Clevinger, Tameka Mason Middle row: K'tia Hicks, Emily-Anne Story, Angela Adkins,
Chamita Reamon, April Mislan, Rebekah Gropper. Alexis Schaeffer. Lindsay Williams. LeeAnn Tew, Jenny Graham
Back row: Matt Barns (advisor), Stephanie Lane, Dan Gauvin, Julie Youngsma. Kristen Mapp, Stephanie Banton,
Laura Beth Herr, Kelly Putman, Chris Leech, Ebony Smith, Andrew Stevens
(Below) Jenny (irahiini showing off the new Uroek ('(immons that
future students will be enjoying. Uniting the Pasty
Living the Presenty
Guiding the
Future
The Longwood Ambassadors
organization has been a large
part ofthe Longwood
community since its beginning
in the fall of 1982.
Throughout the years
Ambassadors have promoted
the general welfare of
Longwoodby giving tours to
potential students and their
families, as well as working
closely with Longwood
alumni. "Being able to see the
people I have given tours to
become a part ofthe
Longwoodcommunity," is
why seniorAmanda Denne
became a Longwood
Ambassador. Thejob ofan
Ambassador does not end
after the tour, but it continues
throughout the yearby helping
students around campus. The
Ambassadors organization
also works closely with the
faculty and staffof
Longwood. Only those who
show the true spirit of
Longwood are selected for
the organization because
Ambassadors strive to show
their Longwood spirit through
alltheiractions. They truly
reflect the citizen leaders that
Longw ood stri\es to
produce. AsK'tiaHicks,a
graduating senior states. "I
became an .Ambassador
because ofmy love for
Longwood."
(Left) .Ambassador Cowgirls. April
Mislan and Lindsay Williams, show
their Longwood spirit by dressing up
for a meetina.
(.\bove) Members of the Executive
Board and Senior .Ambassadors
Lee.Ann Tew and Stephanie Lane
proudly show the Oktoberfest booth.
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A Longwood
Tradition Restored
(Below) Section Editor Courtney Redmond (right), reads a story written
by staff writer Ashley Stultz.
Being rebuilt along with the
Rotunda was Longwood's
yearbook. A long standing
school tradition, the yearbook
has been absent for ten years.
This is the first edition of
Longwood's yearbook, The
Virginian to be printed since
1994. It was a long, involved
process but with the work of
many students, administration
and faculty, the effort to
restore Longwood's yearbook
became a reality. It could not
have been done without, first
and foremost, Keira Saunders
who has been Editor for two
years, 2002-2004. The first
year was spent organizing,
obtaining administration
approval and SGA funding,
purchasing equipment, finding
workspace and creating a
staff. This year, 2003-04,
production of the renewed
yearbook began. Assistant
Editor, Catherine Kelly gave
invaluable help guiding staff,
proofing and organizing.
Faculty advisor Ellen Masters
guided the new staff in the
two year long process. The
people that brought the
yearbook to life were the
leadership and staff of The
Virginian. Starting from
scratch, they had to let the
school and students know
there was a yearbook. The
staffhad to be persistent
contacting organizations,
teams and offices since there
had been no requests for
yearbook pictures and
information in recent memory.
By the end of the year, staff
writers, photographers,
section editors, and editors
had chronicled the events and
memories of 2003-04 for
everyone to enjoy. The
yearbook has shared a new
beginning along with the
school. With the work
accomplished the past two
years as a foundation, The
Virginian looks forward to
the future.
(Above) Keira Saunders. Editor, is
always available to help staff.
(Right) Jenn Higgins bums the midnight
oil.
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Above) Assistant Editor Catherine Kelh-
Tops a picture for the yeaitiook.
(Above) 2003-2004 yearbook staff of The Virginian
(Left to right) Front Row: Angela Owens, Catherine Kelly - Assistant Editor, Jenn Higgins, Keira Saunders - Editor
Row 2: Rachel Curling, Heather Thompson. Shannon Robinson. Joan Adams Row 3: Ashley Stultz, Courtney Redmond.
Caycee Goad
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(Below) Left to right: Kelly Anne Wolcott, Sara Lee and Michelle Wagner
enjoying a hike to Crabtree Falls.
Beta Beta Beta
Beta Beta Beta is a
national honor society for
all biology majors. To
become a member, one
must be a biology major
with a 3.25 GPA. Eleven
students were recently
initiated into the honor
society. They have weekly
meetings and also do
activities as a group
outside of the Longwood
campus. They went as far
as the Roanoke Science
Center to see a forensic
anthropology exhibit.
They also spent time
together going to Crabtree
Falls which Michelle
Wagner said, "was a great
time of hiking in the
beautiful area of Virginia."
They also cosponsored the
Big Bang which brought a
speaker to campus. During
Oktoberfest, they sold
pumpkins to decorate and
honor society tee shirts.
Kali Owen said, "I loved
selling the tee shirts that
had the top ten reasons to
be in Beta Beta Beta."
During the Christmas
season, they traditionally
put Christmas cards on
professor's doors in
appreciation of all the hard
work they have done for
them and they also
sponsored a great
Christmas party. For
Spring Weekend the group
sponsored their plant sale.
(Above) BBB ends the year with an ice
cream social during exam week.
(Right) The group wins first place
with their Jumanji theme in the
booth competition at Spring
Weekend.
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(Above) Left to right: Beta Beta Beta members, Sara Lee, Kelly Anne Wolcott, Joany Applegate and
Michelle Wagner "hold up the mountain."
(Above) Several members spending the
day at the Roanoke Science Museum
seeing the Crime Scene Invesrigarion
Exhibit.
(Above) 2003-2004 Beta Beta Beta Members Left to right. Front Row; Casey Dertzbaugh. Leanne Fowikes, Laura Wooldndge.
Sara Lee, Krystal Freels Back Row: Ryan Dunn. Joany Applegate, Kelly Anne Wolcon. Erika Honon. Man Lusk. ,\lbert Tuono
Not pictured: Matt Akers, Emma Bryant, Eboni Corprew, Christina Downing. Lindsey Evans, .^drienne Hampton. Michael Joyce,
Whitney Long, Angela McAulay, Cat Melvin, Chelsea Norton, Blake Robertson, Sara Saunders. Michael Spence. Michelle
Wagner, Charles Wilkerson, Dr. Don Merkle, adviser
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(Above) Kari Clark takes a break during
the spring retreat at Twin Lakes State Park.
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(Above) Left-right Back row; Kari Clark, Matt Gillette, Kelly Putman, Jacky Kurrus, Jennifer Holliday, Sarah
Woiteshek, Lindsey Gibson Middle row: Sara Clark, Dr. Jason Robertson. Dr. Maureen Walls-McKay, Pam Higgins,
Wayne O'Brien, Laura Holliday Front row: .^ngalise Henry. Erin Fogle. Melissa Freigno, Cecilia Gibson
(Below) Matt Gillette hanging out at the peer helper program.
Students Helping
Students
Most college studenls deal
with stress from classes and
theirother responsibilities.
Members of Peer Helpers
are dedicated to helping their
fellow students overcome
personal and emotional
difficulties. ErinFogle
describes the group's work
by saying, "I enjoy being a
peer helper because we work
for the students to educate
them about health related
topics that arise during their
college careers." Since its
foundation in 1 989, Peer
Helpers have sponsored and
directed programs advocating
student health. Student
members are directly involved
with every program. Four
advisors, Pam Higgins, Jason
Robertson, Dr. Wayne
O'Brien, and Dr. Maureen
Walls-.McKay, assisted the
members during the year.
Mrs. Higgins and Mr.
Robertson bring experience
from Student Health and
Wellness, while Dr. O'Brien
and Dr. Walls-McKay both
work with the Counseling
Center. Each year, the group
reviews and updates their
programs, which can be
presented to both residents
andotherindi\idual
organizations. The
presentation educates
students about health risks
that commonly arise in college
and how to avoid them.
Before a student becomes a
peer helper, he or she must
go through a semester of
training to ensure that the
member is prepared for the
job.
(Left) During fall retreat. Sarah
Woiteshek. Laura HoUiday and
Angalise Henr>' bond while having
fun and eausina trouble.
(Above) The group cookout
during a barbecue at Twin
Lakes State Park.
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Building a Legacy
(Below) Laurie Berstene and Paul Emerson attempting to finish up
the painting in the bathroom.
After struggling foryears to
get aHabitat forHumanity
Chapter here at Longwood,
three students, Jeff Kozloff,
Kari Clark andRyan Maslyn
can be credited for its
success. Longwood Habitat
forHumanityCampus
Chapterwas founded in June
of2002. Since then Habitat
forHumanityhas helpedbuild
fourhouses for families that
are in need. Longwood'
s
Chapterhas a partnership with
the Farmville Area Habitat for
Humanity Affiliate. There is a
seat reserved on the Farmville
Area Affiliate Board for a
Longwood chaptervolunteer.
Together the two groups plan,
buildandchoose the families
that will receive ahome. This
year there were one hundred
volunteers forLongwood'
s
chapter ofHabitat for
Humanity, but only ten to
fifteen volunteersworkedon a
site at a time. "Habitat for
Humanity brings out the best
in Longwood. We have
created a tie between the
school and community. I've
seen the ties between the two
communitiesgrowand
dramaticallyimprovethrough
this organization," says Jeff
Kozloff, a founderof
Longwood' s chapter.
Habitat forHumanity is a great
opportunity tomeetnew
people, learnnew skills and
make a difference in
someone's life. All the
chapter requires fromyou is
an open heart.
.>.^J(,>J
(Above) Volunteer Nate Spencer puts the
finishing touches on a window in the most
recent Habitat house.
(Right) Trying to stay clean, Amanda
Denne starts painting a room in a
Habitat house.
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(Abo\e) Sarah Woiteshek. and
Kari Clark painting a base coat
on the box trailer.
(Above) Members of the community lend their time, talents and efforts to Habitat for Humanity starting with a ground
breaking.
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(Above) Student Program Director Jeff
Kozloff makes sure the wood is perfect
for the house.
(Above) 2004 Habitat Collegiate Challenge Longwood members Left to right Front Row: Pee Wee Baldwin, Ellen
Masters, Amanda Jones, Christine Griffin 2nd Row: Helen Pitman, Clare Barnard, Sh'ani Mason, Mary Kathryn Baber,
Casey Dertzbaugh Top: Jeff Kozloff
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(Below) The house is not complclc iinlil the Ironl yard looks just as
wonderful as the house behind il.
Building On A
Breakfrom School
Some students spend spring
break in the sun relaxing,
while others spend it helping
others. A group ofeight
students and two staffwent to
Greenwood, SC to
participate in the Habitat
Collegiate Challenge. It was
a long trip but a very
rewarding one for all who
attended. Before going, they
had to complete an
application and have an
informal interview with the
Student Program Director,
JeffKozloff. Then the
selected participants were
required to attend meetings
prior to leaving for the trip.
They loaded the van, and
seven hours later they were
ready to start their spring
break helping to build houses.
While they were there for the
week, they were able to work
on two roofs, siding, attic
space, and dead wood for
drywall railing. Chri.stine
dri ffing said, "I did this to
serve. I was scared of
heights, but by the end ofthe
week the fear ofstanding on
the roofwas gone." In
appreciation ofall the work
they did everyday, they were
provided food and a place to
sleep at the local church. Not
everyone knew how to do the
work, but they were taught
how to do it. Participants
gave 1 00%. This was an
experience that will ne\er be
forgotten and that will be hard
to repeat. When they
returned home, they received
a letter saying that they are
welcome back anytime. Ellen
Masters said. "Exeryone
down there w as \ ery
generous and appreciati\e of
us. and there w as no other
trip in the last se\"en years like
it"
(Left) Volunteers trade in
striking nails with hammers.
for strikes in the bowling
(Above) Clare Barnard (left).
Christine Griffin and Sh'ani
Mason (rights work on the
rvx>f. while they get over their
fear of heiahts.
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Racefor a Cure
"There is no finish line. . .untilwe
find a cure
!
," is the motto of
Relay for Life. It was an event
sponsoredby the American
Cancer Society to raise money
to help fight and find a cure for
cancer. On April 2-3, 2004 on
Lankford lawn forthe second
year in a row, Longwood
Universityhad a successful
Relay for Life. They had an
excellent executive committee
this year thatmade the event
run smoothly. There were 138
registeredmembers of 1
2
different teams. Starting at 7
p.m. and going until 7 a.m., at
least one member ofeachteam
had to be walking the track,
where therewas entertainment
throughout the night. The night
started with an opening
ceremony ofa "survivor lap"
made by anyone who had
survived cancer. It was a
memorable time as everyone
watched and clapped for their
success and survival. One of
the big events ofthe night was
the Miss Relay for Life, in
which men dressedup as
women, and competed in a
beauty pageant. They also had
music by Bryan Lee, and
Broken Lighter, who are all
Longwood students. One of
the most emotional parts ofthe
nightwas the Luminaries
Ceremony. For the ceremony,
names were read ofpeople
either suffering from cancer or
who had passed away from
cancer that Longwood students
knew. All night everyone
encouraged each other as they
walked their laps. It ended the
followingmorningwithclosing
ceremonies. The committee
gave a white flower to those
who made it through 1 2 hours
ofthe event. During closing
ceremonies three awards were
given out: 'Most Creative
Campsite' wentto APO, 'Most
Spirited' wentto Hampden-
Sydney Psychology Club, and
'Best Cancer Control' wentto
9 Lives. The last award was
given to 9 Lives for the group
that raised the most money
towards the $8,000 goal.
(Above) During the luminaria
ceremony, a member of Delta Zeta
reads the names of those touched by
cancer.
(Right) The Anelas keep dry and
show their spirit through the
creativity of their camping area.
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(Abo\e) After twelve hours of
walking, a warm blanket and
breakfast is welcome after the
hard work Amanda Jones has
done.
(Above) 2003-2004 Executive Committee ot Rela\ tor Life
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(Above) Fellow SEAL members thank all the speakers for Citizen Leadership Day. From left to right are
Nicole Roach, David Ramirez, Alicia Moody, speaker Jim Wright, Giancarlo Coello and Dana Kavanagh.
(Above) Brightening up the Morton
School. Ian Sale trims the bushes.
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(Above) 2003-2004 SEAL members
(Ik-low) Members ol'Sf-lAI. gather olT earnpus lo enjoy themselves alter
all the hard work they have done. Sharing Their
Leadership
Inspiration and change for
the betterment of the
Longwood community,
and friendship are some
of the values that SEAL is
all about. SEAL stands
for Student Education in
Active Leadership. The
mission of SEAL is to
promote growth through
leadership to Longwood
and throughout the
community. It is an
organization anyone is
welcome to join. Some
of the activities they
sponsored during the year
were: New Student
Leadership Programs for
freshmen, Citizen Leader
Day and the Women's and
Men's Leadership
Symposium. A big event
they sponsored and
attended was the Smith
Mountain Lake Retreat
for Longwood student
leaders. They had
speakers that addressed
leadership, how to
manage .stress and ways
to grow as a leader at
Longwood. .Most found
the Smith Mountain Lake
Retreat was an inspiration
to them and that what they
learned, they could bring
back to the Longwood
campus. Mar\in Simms,
a member of SEAL said
about the retreat. "It was
interactive learning about
yourself in a short
amount of time."
(Left) Even advisor Dave Le\y gets
into the action of Student Leadership
Da> , picking up a sho\ el with a smile.
(Above! After a long days work at
Citizen Leaders Day. Candace
Cometta takes a break.
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Make the World a
Better Placefor
Everyone
(Below) Tanya Steffenhagen had to "walk the plank" as part of
alumni weekend.
Service to the campus, to the
community, thebrotherhood,
and service to the nation is
what Alpha Phi Omega has
stood for and worked
towards every semester.
Each brother had to give
twenty-five hours of
community serviceper
semester. They involved the
new members , the pledges
,
right awayby havingthem do
at least twenty hours of
service. In order to contribute
thatmany hours, eachmember
had to set up and run an
activity during a semester.
Before you couldwork in the
community, you had to be
able to work with each other
at the retreat that is held each
year at Camp VA JC. "Love
for service, involvementon
campus, and the diversity that
is within the fratemity," iswhy
Jacky Kurrus said that she
became a member. In the
spring they had great success
with theiralumni weekend. It
was full ofgames and great
times catching up with other
APO brothers. Alumni
weekend involvedmeals
together, Battleship, Walk the
Plank and a scavenger hunt
around the Longwood
Campus. From the time of
your initiation, you are always
a brother ofAPO.
(Above) Brothers at the involveinent
fair encouraging students to becoine
members of this great organization.
(Right) Alumni and active brothers
coming together for a water fight in
"Sink My Battleship" on a bright spring
day.
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(Above) Left to right; At a meeting, APO brothers (front row) Becca Davis, Katie Eraser, Natasha Caballero read notes written
by other members from the "happy bucket." Trudy Kellam, Nicole Bachmann and Christine Tharp (back row) hsten along with
the other brothers.
(Above) Laura Owen and
Christopher Eliot work with
children in the cofnmnnit\' for
an APO service project.
(Above) 2003-2004 Alpha Phi Omega members Left to right Front Row: Monica Menia. Garnett Ashworth. Nicole Bachmann.
Jacky Kurrus, Trudy Kellam, Laurie Berstene, Rebekah Stager 2nd Row: Nicole W'ooster. .Mexandra McCabe. Grace Marabella.
Natasha Caballero, Susan South, Emily Hall, Michael Hesbach, advisor, Clare Furniss-V'ohs, Julie Patterson. Sara Corns ?rd
Row: Rebecca Davis, Tanya Steffenhagen, Amanda Denne, Christine Tharp, Chris Eliot Back Row: .leff Kozloff. Katherine
Fraser, Nathan Spencer
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(Above) After all the hard work by these students, it is time for a meal.
(Above) Friendships are built that will
last a lifetime.
(Above) 2003-2004 Delta Sigma Pi Members: Jake Anderson, Caroline Ayscue. Lorin Barta. Danielle Blake, Tim Bo\i
Matt Crawford. Rachel Curling, Krystal Dabney, Ray Dalton, Matt Earle, Hunter Edwards, Sarah Eichstadt, David Ellis,
Jon Fischer, Bryan Haley, Charlie Harrison, Heather Hodges, Stu Hoge, Anna Kennedy, Stephanie Kraus, Kristen Lanier,
Bredan Lany, Devin Leive. Allison Limbaugh, Sam MacArthur. Katie Moriarty, Pat MuUoy, Neal Routson, Megan Shurtz,
David Smiley. Ian Sprouse, Josh Stanfield, Emily Thomas, Lee Ann Thornton, Stephanie Todd, Vicky Vassallo, Kristin
Watts, Jenny Workman
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(Uclow) Delia Sigma Pi participates in Hcsl Man on Campus. Business SchoolAt
Its Best
"Brotherhood is not just a
word, but an unspoken
feeling," is a quote that was
adopted by the Longwood
chapter of Delta Sigma Pi.
They have been an active
membership, not only in the
College of Business and
Economics, but also in the
community. TTiis fraternity
was started in 1 98 1 on
Longwood s campus. They
are the ones you saw running
the Executive in Residence
program in the School of
Business and Economics
throughout the semester and
showed the speakers around
our wonderftil school. In
order to become better
leaders, they attended
conferences this year in
Charlotte, North Carolina,
Palm Spring.s, Florida, and
Nashville. Tennessee.
During those conferences,
they learned what it takes to
become a better leader in
today's world and also met a
lot ofpeople from the
business world. They
participated in the Adopt-a-
Platoon Program in which
they sent packages overseas
to a soldier in the Army.
They sent o\ er boxes with all
the basic things we take for
granted that are not as easy
to get o\ er there. It was the
first year the\' were in\ oKed
with this program. Even
when the school >ear was
over. the\ were im oh ed in
the Catfish Festi\als in
downtown Farm\ille.
(Above) Halloween is not just
for Idds anxTUore.
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Music of
Longwood (Below) Amy
Whipple and Sarah Rogers hanging out and having fun.
WMLU 9 1.3, Longwood
University ' s radio station is
the sound ofthe school
.
Every time you hearmusic at
either a big event or
throughout campus, it is
usually the work ofWMLU.
The station is broadcast 24
hours a day either by
studentDJ ' s, National Public
Radio, orVirginia Public
Radio. SeniorBryan Lee
says, "This place allows
everyone at Longwood to
participate and this yearwe
really have stepped up to a
new level atWMLU." To
become amember of
WMLU, you must have a
2.0 GPA and submit an
application. Last yearthey
even got a high school
student that wanted to be a
DJ. In the fall their big event
was the Battle ofthe Bands,
a competitionwhere the
school bands come together
and compete. The winner of
the Battle ofthe Bands gets
the honorofplaying during
Spring Weekend Bandfest.
To kick offOktoberfest,
therewas the Alzheimer ' s
Walk, forwhichthey
provided the music, to get
people pumped for the walk.
In the spring theirbig event is
Bandfest, whichwas abig
success this yearwith
performances by Something
Corporate, Yellowcard, The
Format, Carbon Leaf,
Adelyn, WakoviaBank
Robbers, and SleepingAt
Last. Not only do they
provide music but their
voices can also be heard
during thewomen'
s
basketball games andmen'
s
baseball gameswhenthey
call the play-by-play game
action. The music of
Longwood will be heard for
years to come.
(Above) Executive Committee of WMLU
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(Above) Craig Smith, DJ of Tlie Weekend Wind Down every Sunday from 8-10 p.m., takes
requests from listeners.
(Above) Front row: John Early, Amy Whipple, Mark Davis, Matt Taylor, Br>'an Lee, Meghen .Alvarado, .\ntha Bolt.
Aaron Canada, Bentley Gettings II, Eddie Truslow 2rd row: William Wallace. Chris Hobeck. Daniel Kashinejad. Sam
Carothers, James Youker, Erica Dickson, William Taylor. Carol Calabrese, Jennifer Wille 3nd row: James Wahlgren.
Brad Tuggle, Marie Fimiani, Erica Olmsted, John Arnold, Josh Howell, John Gross, Kristin X'anDerlaske. Kathy Hanson.
Patrick Sullivan Back row: Cole McElroy, Ryan Cales, Tom Aitchison
(.-Vbove) John Early won
the radio station's annual
Outstanding .•Xchiex ement
Award for 2003-2004.
W'MLU ®.7
iAbo\ci Lancer Productions member Becca
Leigh working at Spring Weekend.
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(Above) 2003-2004 Lancer Productions Left to right. Front row: Frances Robles, Brittany Berry. Anthony Rose,
Andrew Saunders 2nd row: Natasha Caballero, Becca Leigh, Preston Patterson, Stephanie Foussekis. Mike Foshy
Back row: Paul Nelson. Emily Williams, Holly Weiss. Hans Bruesch-Olsen. Michael KilchuUen. Adam Altman, Joe Daly
(Below) Members of l.ancer Produclions work hard to produce a
fun and evenll'ul Spring Weekend.
Bringing
Entertainment to
Longwood
Lancer Productions has been
running events on campus
under various names since the
school's creation. The
organization is separated into
fourcommittees: Traditions,
which handles the planning
and running ofSpring
Weekend; Concerts, which
handles band and musical
events sponsored by LP;
Performing Arts, which
handles any events associated
with lectures and performing
arts programs; and finally, the
Comedy/Noveltycommittee,
which handles all comedians,
magicians, and othernovelty
acts. Together they work as a
well-oiledmachine. Anyone
interested injoining can fill out
an application for review.
"What I enjoyed most about
Lancer Productions are the
people. Getting to meet the
artists is a real treat. These
people are not the glamorous
stars we see so often on TV
and in the movies. They are
the true performer, working
long hours, traveling the
country to make it to their
gigs, and running them.sehes
ragged tr\ing to earn a dollar
doing what they love. It is
truly amazing to see their
dedication to what they do,"
says e.xecuti\ e board member.
Matt Jackson. In the same
sense. Lancer Productions
members are dedicated to
what they do; keeping up their
GP.A. " s. keeping up with
classes and working hard to
ensure the entertainment on
campus is di\ersified and
entertaining to create fun times
fore\er\one.
(Left) Lancer Productions brought
Brian Brushwood to perform this fall
for the Lonawood students.
(Above> The cafe »-as not only a
place to eat hut also to hear Two
Skinny Dorks perform.
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Blue Heat„Shake
It, Shake It!
(Below) Melissa Miller, Courtney Arritt, Nicole Ford, and Stacey
Weeks getting the crowd riled up during Oktoberfest!
Throughout the year,
Longwood's Blue Heat Dance
Team participated inmany
events on campus as well as in
the Farmville community. Blue
Heat ' s coach and founder,
Dyanna Giles said, "We
support Longwood in general,
andwe try to show everyone
that Farmville isn'tjust a small
town." Alongwith entertaining
Longwood students at Midnight
Madness, basketball games,
Oktoberfest and Spring
Weekend, the girls ofBlue
Heatparticipated incommunity
service, including Relay forLife.
Longwood' s DanceTeam is a
big part ofthis campus, and it
will continue to be. Giles says,
"I want the team to be on
top . . .to compete with
nationally ranked dance teams
and show everyone that one
idea cangrow into something
so big and respected." "I
joined Blue Heat to challenge
my dancing skills and to build
people skills. I knew it was not
going to be easy, but that is
what I was looking forward to,"
stated SeniorAngalise Henry.
Since Blue Heat's creation in
the fall of200 1 , Longwood's
Blue Heat Dance Team has
thrived. They participated in
the KingsDominion Spirit
Weekend, where they took
second place in the spring of
2003 . The dancers were also
invited toUDA camp, which is
a nationally recognizeddance
camp. When they attended the
camp inAugust of2003 , they
won secondplace in the fight
song category andwere
awarded the most improved
dance team at camp. Captain
Stacey Weeks said, "I love the
fact thatwe have all come such
a longway since thebeginning
!
We have won firstplace
trophies as well as received a
bid to nationals. I am so proud
that I was given the chance at
being theircaptain !
"
(Above) Courtney Arritt and
Ashley Carey sell cookies to
students that wish to give
someone a special Valentine's
present.
Day
(Right) Courtney Jennings, Nicole Ford,
Angle Russell, Stacey Weeks, Rebekah
Jansen, and Melissa Miller keep the crowd
pumped and entertained at Midnight
Madness.
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(Above) An excited huddle of Blue Heat Dancers celebrate their recent accomplishments at UDA
camp with their coach!
(Above) 2003-2004 Blue Heat Dance Team (Row 1) Christy Beisheim, Angalise Henr\. Stace\ Weeks
(Row 2) Ashley Carey, Nicole Ford. Angela Russell. Courtney Arritt (Row 3) Courtney Jennings. Rehekah Jansen,
Laura Owen, Jennifer Van Oort, Melissa Shearin, Coach Dyanna Giles.
(.Above) "My favorite thing about
being a captain tor Blue Heat is ba\iiig
the responsibility to choreograph
routines and working with a wonderfiJ,
talented group of women!"
Captain Christy Beisheim
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NewName, Same
Game
(Below) First Responders are always on call during the big events.
This year the Longwood
First Respondersbecame
known as the Longwood
Affihate ofPrince Edward
Volunteer Rescue Squad.
Along with the new name,
they received an ambulance
that will be kept on campus.
First Responders are a team
ofstudents who have an
interest inEmergency
Medical Care and a desire to
help others. The mission of
First Responders is to
provide primary and
competent emergency
medical care to anyone on
campus who needs it in a
swift and professional
manner. The First
Respondersknow that
someone is in trouble on
campuswhen the Farmville
police dispatcher calls and
reports there is an
emergency on campus. The
Longwood First Responders
used to respond to the
emergency call andprovide
medical care to the patient
until the ambulance arrived to
take them to the hospital
.
However, since First
Responders became the
Longwood Affiliate ofPrince
Edward VolunteerRescue
Squad and received their
own ambulance, they no
longer have to wait for the
Prince Edward Rescue
Squad to arrive. They can
transport the patients
themselves. Being amember
ofthe First Responders'
team canbe very rewarding,
but it can also be a lot of
work. The students who
respond to our emergencies
and come to our aid have
participated in fourmonths of
training.
(Above) Keith Harrop practices cutting otT
the passenger side door at training this past
fall as Alecia Mullins observes.
(Right) Response 1. the vehicle used by
First Responders to carry equipment,
stands ready should an emergency occur
on campus.
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(Above ) First Responder volunteers learn how to use the equipment needed to extricate vehicles.
(Above) 2003-2004 First Responder Volunteers (1-r) Row 1: Tiffany Smith. Mandi \'inson
Row 2: Nancy Haga (advisor), Ben Sears. Keith Harrop, Mary Fear. Mike Speidel, Alecia Mullins. Charlie Ross
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(Above) Members of TRO along with
campers at Camp Respite's Relay Race.
(Above) Therapeutic Recreation Organization officers (1-r) Mary Fear. Vy Iran, Bobby Rowe, Maria Voigt, and
Courtney Fox.
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(Uclow) M;iry Millagc helping a Icllciw l.ongwooci sludcnl Inlii llic
U) begin Iherapy.
pool Leisure is a State
ofMind
The Therapeutic
Recreation Organization
is a service-oriented
group. TheTROwas
begun in the mid-eighties
by students and faculty.
Although a majority of
the organization has been
therapeutic recreation
majors, the group
welcomed all students on
campus interested in
joining. TRO "gives the
students a chance to
exercise what they are
learning in the classroom,
in the community," said
advisor Susan Lynch.
Each fall the members of
TRO travel to Camp
S^^m&iii
Respite, an overnight
camp that provides a
weekend of fun activities
for children with
disabilities. The
Therapeutic Recreation
Organization also
sponsored and planned
Special Olympics on
campus every spring.
Along with volunteering
for Camp Respite and
sponsoring the Special
Olympics the members
ofTRO worked with the
frail and elderly in the
community and
sponsored an adaptive ski
trip for people with
disabilities.
(Left) Matt Casella and Ashley
__
Suren escorting a camper arounu
Camp Respite.
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Looking Outfor
Every Student
(Below) At a SODA sponsored event, the 2003-2004 Ms. Wheelchair
Virginia winner, Christina Draper, speaks to students.
SODA, which stands for
Student Organization for
Disability Awareness, was
created in the late 1980's.
The organization is for
students who felt they
needed help with an issue
or a support group.
Students in the group
bring to Longwood's
attention accessibility
issues around campus that
may cause problems for
other students. This year
SODA chose several
issues to highlight. For
example, the stacks of
trays in the dining hall
were too tall for some
students to reach. Once
SODA brought this issue
to Longwood's attention,
the height of one tray
column in the dining hall
was lowered, allowing all
Longwood students
access to the trays.
Frances Floyd, president
of SODA, said her
favorite thing about being
the president of SODA
was, "making things
happen or accomplishing
things," that would help
other people in their day-
to-day life. Members of
SODA also participate in
community service in
addition to bringing
issues to Longwood's
attention. This past year
they helped out with the
Special Olympics and
participated in other
community service
projects around campus.
(Above) 2003-2004 Special Olympics
participants
(Right) At SODA'S program, the
competition display for the Ms.
Wheelchair of Virginia winner is
exhibited.
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(Above) Longwood alumnus. Ophelia
Redman, speaks to smdents about being
a contestant at the Ms. Wheelchair
\'irginia competition.
(Above) 2003-2004 Student Organization for Disability Awareness Executive Board Left to right. Front Row: Frances Floyd,
Jennifer Higgins, John Spiers, Andrea Brenner Row 2: Kathy Knight, Lonnie Calhoun.
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(Above) Members of Cross Roads attend a meeting v%ith their weekly speaker Jeremy Lucas.
(Above) Sharing some good times
together during their ball.
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(Above) 2003-2004 Cross Roads Front row: Helen Daniels, Kate Ficklin, Anne Mines, Ashley Tucker Middle row
Danielle Houston. Susan Daniels, Jennifer Marks. Emily Ke>. Alice Hampton, Matt Crawford Back row Malcolm
Patterson. Jimmy Vickers, Mike Walters. Jeremy Lucas
(Below) Spring WcckcjKl Iho mi-'inbcrs o/' Crossroads helped others
make braceleles representing llCe.
Sharing the Word
The word ofTjod is something
students wanted to share with
other students. Cross Roads
is a close group of fi ftcen to
twenty students who met
every Wednesday. Jeremy
Lucas was the speaker every
week and he shares the word
ofGod with these students.
Along with havingJeremy
speak, there is time for prayer
and worship through song.
They participated in
Oktoberfestand Sprmg
Weekend by selling bracelets
with color beads and each
bead represented something
different about life. The
bracelets represented the
circle oflife. A black bead
was sin, red was blood, white
was purity, blue was baptism,
greenwas Christian growth.
yellow was heaven, and the
knot represented death. They
spent time helping other
students with the bracelets,
and they also did the w ashing
ofthe feet. This was
something that was enjoyed
and honored by all who took
part in it. .Matt Crawford said
the washing ofthe feet during
Spring Weekend was
rew arding, in that he did it for
the beliefhe has in Christ and
for help in spreading the u ord
ofGod to others. The group
al so gathered together for
\ olleyball nights, ice skating,
camping, and mo\ies.
including "The Passion". On a
regular basis these students
went o\ er to the Focus
Center, by Concord Baptist
Church, forgame nights.
(Above) The group shares many fun
activities together.
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Fellowship and
Friends
(Below) Sam Carothers and McKennon Shea sharing their talents
with the members of IV.
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship, known as IV, is
the largestnondenominational
Christian organizationon
campus. IV provides a
strongcommunity for students
who want to be part ofa
Christian organization on
campus. Theirmeetings are
held every Friday night for
anyone who wants to worship
together as a community.
Intervarsity is runby eight
students from Longwood and
Hampden Sydney, whose,
sole purpose in this
organization is to keep it
going. The Intervarsity
ChristianFellowship
participated intwo
conferences this past year.
The first was held in Urbana,
Illinois where thousands of
people from all over the
world participated in the
conference during themonth
ofDecember. Rich Sitch, an
IV small group coordinator
said, "I felt like God called
me to use the skills he gave
me to work with a Christian
organization on campus,
specifically Intervarsity."
In the spring they attended a
conference in Rockbridge,
Virginia, with other
colleges. It was a time of
worshiping together with
other schools, having small
groups for prayers and
growing together towards
God. Members of
Longwood' s Intervarsity are
seen all over campus
showing others what it is
like to have God be a part
ofyour life.
(Above) The girls cabin at Rockbridge (Right) Billy Ekofo leads the worship
is full of good times with fellow IV service.
friends.
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(Above) Leigh ChristiaD (left) and
Billy Ekofo have fun with fellow IV
friends.
(Above) 2003-2004 Intervarsity members
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(Above) BSU creates lasting
friendships that allow members to
gather outside meeting times for
activities like sledding down the ARC
hi
(Above) At Halloween, Joan Adams (left) and Catherine Kelly get into the spirit of the holiday.
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(Below) Rcbckiih I'ishcr, Jenny (irahani and Kirk Jdhnslon enjoy lime
lo relax during the BSU's annual skiing/tubing trip.
Sharing Time with
God and with Friends
The Baptist Student Union of
Longwood University isnot
j ust for students ofBaptist
affiliation. Any and all
students are welcome to
come out to their Thursday
night meetings for free food,
fun, and fellowship. Each
Thursday night, the planned
program changes, offering a
variety ofactivities for all
students. Activities range
from game night to
presentations by fellow
students andcommunity
members on different topics.
In addition to Thursday night
meetings, many students
enjoyed weekly Bible Studies,
run by BSU members as well
as off-campus trips and
retreats. Each school year
usuallybegins with a
Welcome Retreat and this
year, members traveled to the
beach for a great weekend of
relaxing and getting to
know the new members
better. In the fall and .spring,
many BSUers travel to
Lynchburg for the annual
State BSU Conference.
Thisgi ves students a chance to
visit and worship with other
BSU students from schools all
over the state. Other off-
campus activities included the
annual tubing skiing trip to
.Massanutten and ser\ice
projects, such as helping area
residents w ith yard w ork.
TTie year ended on a high note
v\ ith a successful BSU Ball.
The event ga\e e\ eryone a
chance to relax before the
start ofexams while dancing
the night aw a\ u ith friends.
Through these trips, the
\\ eekly meetings and other
activities, members ofthe
BSU are able to form lasting
friendships through their
common belief in God.
(Left) 2003-2004 Baptist Student
Union members who attended the
Fall BSU State Conferenee.
(.Above) BSU members enjoy a
Halloween theme pany at the
Fall State Conference.
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Support and
Friendship
(Below) Jen Holliday (left) and Laura HoUiday studying together.
Longwood ishome to a small
communityofCatholic
students. The Catholic
Campus Community, or
CCC, was formed to provide
fellowship and discuss their
faith. The CCC meets each
Tuesday to enjoy the
company offellow students
and to learn more about their
religion. Reflecting on the
weeklymeetings, Jennifer
Holliday said, "I enjoybeing
able to expressmy faith with
my peers." While the
majority ofCCC members
are Catholic, some ofthe
group merely wants to learn
more about Catholicism.
"For the past couple ofyears,
I have been looking into
Catholicism andCCC has
helpedme inmyjoumey,"
said Jennifer Sanders, a non-
Catholic member. On
Sundays, St. Theresa's
Catholic Church supports the
group with leadership and
guidance. Many ofthe
members attend and
afterwards eat brunch
together. The CCC
volunteers theirtime in the
community. A few ofthe
members teach Sunday
school at St. Theresa's, while
most ofthe members help the
churchwith special events.
This year the group decided
to write letters to veterans at
the VirginiaVeterans
Hospital. The group felt the
letters would bring a smile to
the veterans' faces and also
support our troops. The
members also took a trip to
Holly Manor, a nearby
nursing home. When asked
about the trip Kathy Hanson
said, "Itwas fiin interacting
with the people there and
Uno was a blast." Everyone
lends support and friendship,
not only to group members,
but to the community as well
.
(Above) (1-r) CCC members,
Erin Casey, Jen Sanders and Jen
Holliday, take a look at a lesson.
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(Above) Laura HoUiday
reading at a group meeting
(Above) 2003-2004 Catholic Campus Community members Left to right: Erin Casey. K.ath\ Hanson. Laura
Holliday, Ceciha Gibson, Jennifer Sanders, Jennifer HolUday
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(Above) Chi Alpha members singing
together at worship.
(Above) 2003-2004 Longwood Chi Alpha Chapter
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(Below) Members ol' Chi Alpha share Iheir wonderdil voices to start
the erowd in worship.
Together with God
Worsh ip, praise, friendship, and
growi ng towardsGod arc al I
part ofwhatmakes Chi Alpha
what they arc on Longwood's
campus. ThcmcmbcrsofChi
Alphacan be seen all around
campus sharing their love for
God with many ofthe students
ofLongwood. They have
weekly meetings at which they
have a time for worship and
speakers where they learn
more about the word of God.
Jodi Pierce and Jessee
Helbert say, "fun fellowship
and worshiping with other
believers," is the reason they
joined Chi Alpha. This past
December, Nicole Principino,
JohnArnold, Chris Gearhart,
and Mike Conrad, went to
Atlanta, Georgia to the
Southeast SaltConference.
Nicole Principino said after
the conference that, "I now
incorporate God into my
studies and realize that God is
not a separate entity, but a part
ofeveryday h fe." In the fal I the
whole group went toCamp
Friendship fora three-day
con ferencc where they had
worship, speakers, and Bible
study. The conference they
had for the spring semester
was the District Conference in
Front Royal, Virginia. Other
Virginia sch(X)lsattending were
L VA, Old Dominion andJMU,
to name a few. Not only did
they attend conferences, but
they also gathered together for
icecream socials and a
"Hallow eenie Roast" where
theywore theircostumes and
cooked hot-dogs. This year
was the last year for Marie as
the Longw ood Chi Alpha's staff
w orker. as he mo\ es on in the
fall to start a new chapter at
How ard Uni\ersit\' in
Washington. D.C. In the fall
Chi Alpha's will ha\ en\onew
staffworkers. Gil and Lindsey
Banton. Lonswood.Alumni.
(Left) Chi .^Ipha sharing
information at Spring
Weekend.
(Above) Chi .Mpha members share
their musical abilities while leading
worship time each week.
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Praising the
Lord
(Below) Tony Hines leads members of BASIC in warm-ups before
practice.
Brothers and Sisters In Christ
Gospel Choir, or BASIC, was
formed in the late 1980'sbya
group ofAfricanAmerican
studentswho loved to sing
and wanted to spread the
word ofGod through their
music. BASIC sings gospel
andcontemporary Christian
music. The choir conducts
many concerts throughout the
year, some on campus, while
others are offcampus at other
colleges anduniversities.
BASIC is not only a
competition choir, they travel
to churches as well as other
colleges and universities to
praise the Lord and share their
vocal talent. BASIC opens
Oktoberfest weekend every
year in addition to performing
during SpringWeekend. This
year the BrothersAnd Sisters
In Christ Gospel Choirwas
chosen to perform at the
dedication ofBrock
Commons. BASIC Gospel
Choirnot only shares their
beautiftil voices withthe
communityandLongwood' s
students, they also share their
time volunteering for other
causes. BASIC helps out
with Special Olympics and
volunteers at the food pantry.
Stacy Jones, president of
BASIC, stated shejoined
BASIC because she "wanted
to sing and liked gospel music,
so I put the two together!
"
There is only one requirement
tojoin the Brothers And
Sisters In Christ Gospel
Choir, and that is to show up.
(Above) BASIC Gospel Choir
practicing for their upcoming
performance at Mary Washington
College.
(Right) Stacy Jones, Tasha Mickens.
and Audrey Henderson share the
gospel with Longwood students at
Oktoberfest.
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(Above) One last performance of the year was the opening of Brock Commons.
( Above) Their love of music is
shown not only through their
\oices. but through their
performance ability-.
(Above) 2003-2004 BASIC Gospel Choir (left to right) Row 1; Victoria Da\is. .Audrey Henderson. Rmi Moss. Stac\
Jones, Monet Keeve, Victoria Nellum Row 2: Tasha Mickens. Jessica Hamlette. Shawnte White. Keisha Patrick. Whimey
Dunlap-Fowler, Sarah Hemmesch Row 3: Kimberly Kirkey, Justin Wilkes, Craig Smith. Tony Hines. Derek Petty
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v^ote
(Above) The whole student body came
out to the flip flop formal to dance the
night away.
(Above) 2003-2004 Unity Alliance (Left to right) Front Row: Dana Barr, Sara Burhans 2nd row: Lauren Reed,
Sarah Rogers, Libby Short Back row: Dave Barciz, Matt Harris, Walter Gray
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(Below) S;ir;ih Rogers is dressed for the fcslivilie Bringing People
Together
Iromdoingadancc, to holding
fbmms, l(; in forming Longwood
olwhothcyarc, Unity Alliance
has been moving nonstop this
year. Theirmaingoal isto
make students aware ofevery
kindofsexual orientation.
TTiose ofa non-straight
orientation are notany di fferent
from anybody else. Freshman
Lauren Reed says, "there i s not
enough support out there for
peopleofdifferent sexual
orientations, butthis is a
supportive group offriends that
can accept it." Inthe fall there
was the first everLongwood
drag show and dance party that
brought in about 200
Longwood students, faculty and
eventhe Farmville communit>'.
Theybrought in sLx dragqueens
that were from not only
Farmville, but also theNorfr)lk
area. Theyhadaveryrecepti\'e
audience, which turned it intoa
great event. The Fearsome
Foursf^me i.sapanel forum
presentation with a
homosexual, lesbian, bisexual
and heterosexual person that
tells their life stories. Once
they finish, the audience is
open for discussion to
promote awareness of
di \ ersity groups on campus.
In December on World .MDS
Day. Unity Alliance educated
people by distributing red
ribbons and posting hands in
the D-hall that were a \isual
display ofhow anyone, no
matter u ho \ou are. can get
AIDS. To end the semester,
they baked cookies for their
peers. In the words of Matt
Harris, "we are not bad
people, we are sharing our
sweetness."
(Left) Drag Queens, dancing, and
fun all around for the first time
in Lonawood historv.
(Abovel These two are having fun
dancing at the Flip Flop Formal.
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Top Honors
(Below) A Longwood cadet pitches a tent while setting up
camp.
The ROTC men andwomen
serve with pride for the Army.
Eachyearthisprogram
improves and goes beyond
what they achieved the year
before and this yearwas no
exception. TheArmyROTC
program SpiderBattahon is
made up ofLongwood,
Hampden-Sydney and the
University ofRichmond. The
cadets that leave Longwood
become sohd leaders through
the trainingthey received here
.
This year theROTC program
was ranked 28* in the nation
out of272 ROTC Army
programs. Theyreceived this
rankingbasedon the excellent
performance the cadets
achieved during the National
Advanced Leadership Camp
which Greg Andrews,
Melody Faulkenberry, Leanne
Fowlkes, Carey Grubbs, and
Joe Masserini attended this
past summer. At camp in Fort
Lewis, Washingtontheywere
graded on physical fitness,
land navigation, basic rifle
marksmanship and leadership.
The personwho made all this
possible was Master Sergeant
Jim Carver, who this yearwas
selected as the National
Instructor ofthe Year for the
U.S. Army Cadet Command.
Selected fi^om 626 instructors
from 272 Army seniorROTC
programs, this was a top
honor forhim and the
LongwoodROTC program.
Master Sergeant Carverwas
chosenbasedon training
excellence, tactical and
technical knowledge,
communication skills,
appearance and military
bearing. At the 2004
graduation, after four years of
hard work, five cadets were
commissioned as
2"'* Lieutenants andplaced
on active duty.
(Above) An ROTC cadet scaling a wall. (Right) Longwood ROTC cadets are
happy with their achievements at
camp.
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(Above) A cadei stands ready for
the next drill.
(Above) ROTC cadets leam to overcome challenges at training camp
ROTC 243
(Above) Chris Glaze and Courtney
Crawford during a break at the Dell
briefing in Austin, Texas.
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(Above) 2003-2004 Resident Technology Associates First row (left to right): Lori Ashmore, Jonathan Pearson, Kim
Redford, Bryan Good, Adam Woods 2nd row: Chris Glaze, Courtney Crawford, Eric Crowder, Matthew Ruedinger, Brandon
Moore Back Row: Nick Costa. Brent Morris, Tim Owens, Thomas Fields 1
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(Below) Grading application tests, these RTA's arc finding whn has the
potential of being a new RTA next year.
Computer Doctors
This year the Resident
Technology Associates were
very busy from the day they
returned to campus. They had
to make sure no one had the
worm virus on their computer
before the students could log
onto the Longwood network.
That meant the RTA ' s were on
many calls day and night. Each
semesterRTA ' s are put through
a computer boot camp so they
are up to date on their
knowledge. To become an
RTA, students take a test to
show they have the knowledge
and willingness to become one.
This year two Longwood
students, Courtney Crawford
and Chris Glaze along withKim
Redford, DirectorofllTS, were
able to take a trip in December
to the Dell headquarters in
Austin, Texas. They went to an
executive briefing centerwhere
they learned more about Dell
and had a chance to talk about
the relationship Dell has with
Lx)ngwood University. Courtney
Crawford said, "It was a good
learning experience." The
RTA's are required lobe on call
from 6- 1 2 Monday-Thursday
and on call during the w eekend.
They have to know all the
possible solutions to fix
computers when they get calls
the night before a paper is due,
or when a computerjust won't
turn on. DanDoughert\'saidhe
became an RTA, "Because I am
good at computers, it's freeroom
and board, and I get to meet a lot
ofnew people." I fit were not for
the RTA's. the students
computers would not ha\'e been
running as smoothl\ as the\ did
this year.
(Left) It is just as
important to know
the parts of your
computer as how to
use it.
(.Above) At the Dell plant in Texas. Courtney
Crawford learns the newest information to bring
back to Lonswod's RTA's.
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Not Just
HorsingAround
(Below) President of the Equestrian Team, Carly Buttram, riding Romeo
in one of the team's many competitions.
Longwood' s EquestrianTeam
is one ofthe oldest club sports
on campus. It "offers students
who are interested in horses
the opportunity to ride and
show." The riders trained and
practiced to prepare
themselves and the horses for
competition. The team was
active inshowingthroughout
the year, as well as helping out
in the community. The
EquestrianTeam competed in
seven different horse shows
this past year, all ofwhich
were hosted at other schools.
The EquestrianTeam has
practiced and trained atmany
farms aroundFarmville
throughout its existence. They
currently train at the Bucking
B . Ranch inDillwyn, Virginia.
Alongwith showing their
horses, the EquestrianTeam
volunteered andparticipated
inmany other activities.
Giving backto the community,
theteam also participated in
the Adopt-a-Highway
program. They cleaned up
their sectionofhighway at
least twice a semester and
made sure it remained clean
and free oflitter. In the past,
they have contributed to
Oktoberfestby riding in a
parade throughtown prior to
the beginning ofthe festival.
This year the team provided
pony rides to all thosewho
participated in Oktoberfest,
including students, faculty
members, and others
interested in horses. The
EquestrianTeam enjoyed
sharing their appreciationof
horses and at the same time,
demonstrated the skill and
control required for this sport.
(Above) Carly Buttram. Kirsten Barley,
and Jen Mohr panicipate in the
Oktoberfest 2002 parade through town.
(Right) Andrea Noseck on Rooster
and Amanda Resnick on Henry
practicing for an upcoming show.
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(Above) These members of the Equestrian Team enjoy a ride.
^SlKPi
(Abo\e) Rider .Amanda Resnick at The
Hollins Uni\ersiu Horse Show.
(Above) 2003-2004 Equestrian Team left to right: Alex McCabe, Carly Buttram. Kate BajiJcnburt;. Hmil\ Hillard.
Erin Wilson, Caitlyn Moore, Jennifer Farneth, Erin Konrad
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"We need to continue to
add talented players to
our team."
"Without team unity any
team would fail."
Coach Mike Gillian Jon Larson
There are 3 seconds left in the game, and Longwood is
down by two points. The last-minute shot is thrown
into the air from half court. 3... 2.... 1... buzz! Right as
the buzzer goes off, what happens?
Does the ball enter the net or bounce
off the rim? This is not a situation
that happens often, but these games
can sometimes be the most thrilling.
The more often you come see the
Men's Basketball Team play, the
better your chances are ofseeing this
type of game. As Longwood makes
the transition to Division I athletics
over the next few years, the men's
basketball team prepares for the new
challenges and changes the move will
bring. The team battled this season, having a relatively
young team and a new coach; but they have the talent
and determination to be a thriving force in Division I
athletics. Starting next year, the team must meet the
Division I scheduling requirements. Therefore, the team
will be playing a minimum of26 Division I teams, as well
as participating in three NCAA Division I Tournaments.
The pressure will really be on the team next year to work
harder in order to successfully meet the challenge of
playing the best schools in the area.
"We need to continue to add
talented players to our team that will
enable us to be competitive with the
level of opponents we are going to
be playing against," said Coach Mike
Gillian. Coach Gillian and the team
are really looking forward to this
move. Though it will be challenging,
it will also be very exciting. Team
unity will be playing an even bigger
— part in their season next year because
without a strong bond they will have
no hope of successfully competing in Division I.
"Without team unity any team would fail," said Jon
Larson. Though the challenges will be greater next
season, the team feels ready to face whatever comes
their way.
W-^
The Building Blocks for
Success
(Above) Senior Nathan
Fortener makes t ' ae
throw shot after be j
fouled by a member c
'
the Builders from the
Apprentice School.
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(Right) Senior Charles
Stephens gets ready to
pass the ball to a team
member in a Hampden-
Sydney game.
(Left; Senior Ryan Earl
dnbbles the ball down
the court in the
Hannpden-Sydney rjarne
(Left; Freehman Mchael
Jefferson makes a lay-
up during a game
2003-2004 Longwood University IVIen's Basketball Team
^m
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Seated left-right: Ryan Marable, Maurice
Sumter, Neils Dungal,
Asst. Coach Ahmad Dorset,
Head Coach Mike Gillian, Asst. Coach
Bill Reinson, Michael Jefferson,
Husein Pistoljevic, Ryan Earl
Standing left-right: Joel Rowe, s" -^°^^
Dudley, Leiand Beale, Charles^
Stephens, Nathan Fortener, D
Holmes, Jon Larson, Wes Hag^^^
2003-2004 Longwood University Women's Basketball Team
Seated left-right: Ashleigh Hollman, Erica
Marcum, Amber IVIason, Ebony Smith,
Catherine Dunn, Toni IVIatlcovich, Jess
Wilkerson
Standing left-right: Head Coach Shirley
Duncan, Asst. Coach Nilcki Attltinson,
Asst. Coach Kiera Manlove, Abbey
Freese, Ashley Mason, Marita Meldere,
Rebecca Charles, Manager Kathy Knight,
Manager Kathryn Johnson, Head
Manager Leslie Murphy
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together with my team
iF 1 ^22^*"^1
good wins this season
mates and learning i ^^Ik^ ^I ^i^d motivation was a
more about myself and JM (Wk ^^^K^ ^H factor...lttookusbackto
who they were. 1 love JPX. TP" |P^^ ^^ the purity of the game "
myLUCB's."
k
Amber Mason
LZ""
Coac/j Shirley Duncan
Have you everjust participated in an activity for
the sheer love of it? The Lady Lancers showed
true heart this season doing just that. Due to the
move from Division II to Division
I athletics, Longwood competed
as a Division II independent this
year. Because we were a Division
II independent, the women's team
was unable to qualify forNCAA
championship play, but that did not
discourage the team. They had a
very respectable season ending ^
with a record of 1 7-9. "We had
some really good wins this season, and motivation
was a factor in every game we played. It took us
back to the purity ofthe game," commented head
coach, Shirley Duncan. The team trained hard
practicing every evening during the week for 2 1 /2
hours, along with working in the training and weight
rooms. They also bonded together off the court
by hanging out on the weekends and eating meals
together in the dining hall. These activities helped
build a stronger connection on
and offthe court, 'i liked hanging
out together and getting to know
my teammates better. We had a
really good bond among our
team." said freshman guard
Ashleigh Hollman. This season
was a treat to w atch because it
was not all about winning an
NCAA championship, but rather
performing to one's own satisfaction. Moti\ation
was the key this season, and trying to keep a team
moti\ ated when the\ know they can only go so far
in a season is hard: but the Lady Lancers stayed
moti\ ated from the beginning to the end.
Motivation is the Key!
(Left) Junior Marita
Meldere shoots from
the free throw line in
the game against
Slippery Rock.
(Above) Sophomore Amijer
Mason defends a player from
Virginia Union Universi^.
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"This season was fun
and I enjoyed placing
first at our first
competition."
im
Hubbard Liakos
Ifsomeone asked "Is cheerleading a sport?," what
would your answer be? To the Longwood
Cheerleading Squad, it is
definitely a sport. For them, it is
more than just chanting and
cheering for a team. They are
required to practice several hours
a week to have the flexibility and
strength necessary to perform
their daring stunts. They have
to be dedicated to cheerleading,
just as any other athlete is to their
own sport. "Not everyone has
the stamina, body type, flexibility, drive and heart
to be a cheerleader," saidjuniorTracy Rowe. The
cheerleaders are responsible for leaming routines
and cheers to perform at men's and women's
basketball games, but also must learn routines for
competitions in which they participate during the
year. The squad competed in two competitions
Mason Pace
"We had a fairly new
squad with many brand
new members. I liked
how we were able to
work together and come
up with ideas. There
was a lot of talent on the
squad."
last year. One was the Colonial Spirit Challenge
at William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia.
The competition hosted 42
teams and Longwood earned a
first place trophy. The other
competition was at King's
Dominion's Spring Spirit
Weekend in Ashland, Virginia.
Longwood again placed first,
defeating the Xtreme Hawks.
As with any sport, unity among
the team members is key for
success. "It is important to have
trust, without trust, yoli can not perform well,"
said the squad's [spring semester] advisor, Megan
Shockley. This Cheerleading Squad earned
respect with their strength, balance, stamina and
flexibility delivered with a smile. As first place
winners in competition, Longwood Cheerleaders
proved hard work pays off.
A Sport with Spirit
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(Above) The LU
cheerleading squad
cheers from the side
lines at a women's
basketball game.
(Right) The team cheers
at the men's basketball
games throughout the
season.
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(Left) The Cheerleading
Squad performing a stunt at
the men's basketball game
versus Hampden-Sydney
(Left) The team pumps up
the crowd t>y cheering on
"0 '. '.': '•';'. at a men's
'.^ .'.•;;
.^".e against
Slate
e'cv; The checrleadinfl
,^" enthusiastically
-'o'Tis dunng half-time
^^B at many games.
2003-2004 Longwood University Cheerleaders
i;: -3^^ Front Row left-right: Susie Owens,
— Ashley Conner, Kristal Arnold, Kim
^ £ i^^SS^^^:~'M^ A fi* Mines, Kelly Gartland, Amanda Hassell(ft Jt <t'^?^^^%^ 'tt^ # V H
Va^*^ ^ ' ^r^^^^ '^y * T T Second Row left-right:
^Wil^' m m W % vi ( student Coach Jennif€
fcwWl mr %m.W^-^J%- i#^ \ Devln, Tracey Rowe, ^\('W^%-MW^ ^il Donn; Boltef Mason P
1 1 Cl^ /^ /i^X^T/ir^TVJr^ \ Moser Aarika Skellv
Fail semester
er Stanley, Andrea
i Ashleigh Ragone,
a e, ace, Megan
ser, y
Third Row left-right: Chelsea Higgs, Erin
Walsh, Chris Costanza, Lance Logan,
Hubbard Liakos, Karen Hasinger,
Christin May, Marilyn Rumford
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(Right) Senior Carl
Magnusson makes a
shot from the grass
to get onto the green
(Right) Junior Trey
Deal makes his shot
with the driver.
(Below) Senior Mike
Nemcosky finishes
his putt.
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t"I feel I brought
experience to a fairly
young team with
immense talent. I have
enjoyed our success."
^ CS
I^
Matt Paciocco Coach Kevin Fillman
"I enjoyed the guys
playing hard and seeing
it pay off when they
posted good numbers
this season."
Boring! For old people! Too Quiet! These arc
just some of the stereotypes that might come to
mind when people think ofthe word "golf," but the
Longwood Men's Golf Team
demonstrated that it is anything
but. The men's golfteam had an
outstanding season in the fall and
managed to set every school
record possible due to a better
playing schedule than last year.
The team as a whole performed
well, but it was the new recruits
that really stepped it up and helped
make a difference this season. "The freshmen and
the sophomores were very good this season and
added a lot to the team," said Coach Kevin Fillman.
Not only does the team understand the phrase
"practice makes perfect," but they also embrace
the concept ofteam camaraderie. TTiey practiced
Monday through Saturday from 3:30 to 6:fXJ and
also had conditioning and w eight training throughout
the week. "We had a great fall in
scoring average. Our players
worked hard to be the best they
could be on the course. This
season has been great. We ha\ e
all gotten along as a team which
makes the season enjoyable,"
said freshman Brett Chambers.
The golfteam was able to meet
their goals this season, and
hopefully they can exceed their goals ne.xt season
as they make the transition from Division II to
Division I. The mens golfteam definitely made a
"hole in one" with their season this year.
Getting Into the Swing of
Things
Acove) Reaching
for the green, senior
Matt Paciocco
finishes his shot
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"I enjoyed the fact that
we played well this
season and that we
showed we could play at
the Division I level."
"I really enjoyed the
meet at Doral Golf
Course in Miami during
the fall semester. They
treated us like queens
and the golf course was
amazing."
Coach Lane Pace Stephanie Hicks
Birdie! Par! Hole in One! Fore! Do you know
what these terms mean? Ifnot, that is OK, but if
you attended any of the
Women's GolfTeam s meets,
you would probably get a better
understanding. This team's
hard work made them superior
on the course. They practiced
from 3PM-6PM everyday with
their meets on the weekends.
The players on the women's golf
team are just as dedicated to
their studies, as they are to their
team. "Since there are sb few ofus on the team,
we spent a lot oftime together and we did not
have study hours due to the GPA's of the team
being higher than expected," said Senior Korin
Bennett. Due to the fact that the team was small
in number, the players were able to really bond
with each other. "Outside of golf we hung out
with each other a lot watching movies, shopping,
and just having ftin," sophomore
Stephanie Hicks commented.
They worked hard improving their
short games, especially their
putting and chip shots because
that is how one scores in golf The
team worked well with their coach
and he helped them work on some
oftheir swing flaws as well as other
aspects of their game. They are
able to have fun and visit many
exotic places due to the fact that most oftheir meets
were out oftown. For example, the team was able
to compete in an invitational in St. Croix, Virgin
Islands. Due to their dedication to the game and
love ofcompetition, they found the perfect balance
ofworking and studying hard while having ftin.
Hole in One!
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(Above) Junior
Amanda Diamond
after hitting the golf
ball to reach closer
to the green.
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(Right) Senior Mary
Millage prepares to
make a putt.
(Left) Junior Amanda
Diamond after hitting the
golf ball
**^1Wll#^'-
(Left) Juniof Tucker
McCarthy after making a
powerful swir>g to drrve
the ball toward* the
green
2003-2004 Longwood University Women's Golf Team
Counter Clockwise bottom-top:
I
Mary Millage, Tiffany Woodyer,
I
Stephanie Hicks, Amanda Diamond,
I Tucker IVIcCarthy, Head Coach Lane Pace
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(Right) Sophomore
Matt Dishner attempts
to steal the ball.
(Right)Longwood
advances down the
field torward the goal.
2003-2004 Longwood University Men's Soccer
Team Roster:
HenrikAgerskov, James Agorsor, Stuart
Bertsch, Brian Biggio, Justin Brock, Jake
Carney, Michael Coles, Mark Connelly, Oliver
Denal, Matt Dishner, Brian Eubank, Dmitri
Isakovski, Brandon Leger, Tim Mansour,
Colin Nannery, David Nowinski, Jim
Perkins,Josh Perkins, Bryan Sanford,
Dana Shaffer, Matt Simmons, Brandon
Smith, Stuart Soley, Tony Soules, Shawn
Spilman, Adonis Stowers, Matt Walent, Matt
Warmus, Justin Williams, Head Coach Dave ^'-^
Barrueta, Assistant Coach Jon Atkinson,
Head Athletic TrainerAmy Stephenson
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"The companionship of the
team was great. Over the
season, the character and
perserverence of each
individual was tested.
Without the team, no one
would have made it through
the season."
This season we raised
the bar in terms of quality
of opponent and
commitment to the
program, and seeing
many of the guys react
positively to that was very
satisifying "
Stuart Bertsch Coach Da /e burrueta
The roarofthe crowd sittingon the hill, the excitement
ofthe game, the injured man down on the field and
teamwork. This is what .soccer is all about. Due to
the University's decision to move from
Division II to Division I athletics, the
Men's SoccerTeam found themselves
playing against teams they had never
met on the field before. The Lancer
men faced this new challenge head on
and ended the season with an overall
record of 6-10. "The season started
offpoorly, but picked up a great deal
toward the end," said freshman Justin
Brock. What made this season great
was not how many goals they scored on the field, but
the fact that they were able to come together as a
team and leam as the season progressed. With study
hall three days a week and parties on the weekend,
many teammates bonded, helping to promote
teamwork on the field. This element ofbonding and
learninghow to fiilly fijnction as a solid team is part of
the crucial skills they need to be a dominant force
next season. "My expectations were to help improve
the program so that it would be easier for next year,
when v\c face more Division \
teams," said freshman and
international student from
Denmark, Oliver Denal. The
Longwood Lancer .Men's
Soccer Team played hard
during the 2fXJ3 season with a
strong sense ofteam unitv' on
and ofTthe field, which only
helps the team to build a strong
bond. The stronger the bond
between the players and coaches, the bener the
communication on the field and tfiat is halftfie battle in
any sport. This season the Mens SoccerTeam built
the foundation that will ha\ e them become a real threat
to any opposing team that steps on Lancer field next
season. As they grow^ closer as a team. the\- are closer
to achieving all the goals they have set forthemseh es.
All About the Goals
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(Left) Sophomore Matt
Walent prepares to
pass the ball to a
teammate.
(Above) Senior Mar1< Connelly moves
in to steal the ball from a player
attempting to pass the ball.
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"What I enjoyed most
about this season was
working with such a
good group of student
athletes. It is different
every year, but it's
special every year."
"I feel I brought a
positive attitude and
spiritonandoffthe
field."
Coach Todd Dyer April Lockley
Ever feltyou were fighting an uphill battle? That you
had to put everything you could into something, with
no idea how the outcome would be or ifyou would
evermake it to the top ofthat hill without losing your
mind? Well, the Women's Soccer
Team worked hard this season
displaying they are fially aware of
what is to come next season.
Although their season was not as
successful as the 2002-2003
season, the girls were still very
victorious, finishing above average
due to the level ofcomperition they
had to play which was a bit tougher
than last season's. The women's
soccer team worked very hard practicing Monday
through Friday fi-om 4pm-6pm in the fall, with
conditioning at 6am on Saturdays. They also practiced
Monday through Friday irom 3pm-5pm in the spring
with the day offafter a game. Each player trained
hard and tried to improve their individual positions,
which helped build the success ofthe team. One thing
the team did differently from the previous seasonwas
make every playermore well rounded. "We moved
people all over the field—there were no set
positions,"junior LindsayNaiU said. The leadership
and experience ofthe upperclassmenwas abig factor
in the team's success. As Head CoachTodd Dyer
noted, there were only two
seniors this season and they
provided good leadership to a
fairly young team. Along with
working hard, the girls made a
strong bond on the field, to the
point where they were notjust
teammates, but they were
friends and even family. "I
enjoyed the whole team this
season, we've definitely grown
together as a family and I love being a part ofit. As
a goalkeeper, I contributed leadership from the back
to hold the team together," said freshman Heather
Storrie. The Women's SoccerTeam's uphill battle
will be next season, but they are well prepared from
this season, as they seem fially armed for battle and
ready to race up that hill and claim victory.
Armed for Battle
(Above) Sophomore Melissa
Cary preparing to pass the ball
down the field In a game against
Pfiefer.
(Right) Junior Lindsay
Nalll makes a save,
catching the ball In mid-
air to stop the goal.
^ ;'i
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(Left; Senior Gina Powell
drives the ball down the
field against a player from
Pfiefer.
'Left) Sophomofe April
LocVley moves »i to Bteai
"le ball away from an
opposir>g player
2003-2004 Longwood University Women's Soccer Team
n 1 i,j ii
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Sitting left-right: Carlyn Kubler, Kelsie
Bradberry, Tiffany Crane, Mikaela
Bizer, Lexi Torrice, Shannon
Mormando, Sarah Carter
Kneeling left-right: Melissa Cary, April
Hodgdon, Stacy Crites, Whitney Slack,
Tiffany Rice, Gina Powell
Standing left-right: Heather Storrie,
Head Coach Todd Dyer '93
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2003-2004 Longwood University Field Hockey Team
Kneeling left-right: Andrea Wilkinson,
Echo Naugle, Lorrie Watts, Melissa
Barrett
Back Row left-right: Christina Cimino,
Monique Shelton, Julie Price, Erin
Sixsmith, Katie Murphy, Jen Hawkins,
Katy Lernihan, Sarah Hitchings,
Shannon Ratte, Marina Sizow, Anne
Hundley, Alexis Ramey, Maria Maculaitis,
Karl Kraus, Julie Patterson
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"It is hard to win
games wiien there
is no chemistry."
"We can only get
better."
Katy Lernihan Coach Nancy Joel
Teamwork! Unity! Communication! According
to the girls on the Women's Field I (ockey Team,
you can not have a successful season without these
principles. Luckily the team is, as
they say, a big family. There is lots
ofencouragement fordoing things
together off the field, and most
players even live with or right near
some of their other teammates.
"The closeness offthe field helps
us on the field. It is hard to win
games if there is no chemistry,"
said Katy Lerihan. Without the
ability to communicate, the team would not be as
successful in winning games. In the state ofVirginia,
field hockey is very popular; and as Longwood
moves from Division II to Division I status, the
About More Than
strength and popularity ofthe sport is much more
intense. Though the next few years will be
challenging, Coach Nancy Joel has faith that her
girls will soon be at the same
strength as the larger schools.
"We can only get better." said
Coach Joel. She hopes to move
quickly through the transition
from Di\ ision II to Di\ ision I. The
team's season record of 8-1
1
shows that the\ are well on their
way to meeting the challenges in
Division!. This teams principle
ofunity and closeness has helped tremendously
with their transition. Ifthe> keep this attitude, they
will meet and exceed their goals.
Scoring Goals
(Above) Junior
Melissa Barrett
stands ready for
action.
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"I started this program
from scratch and
watched us do well in
Div. Ill only to move to Div.
II and also do well.
I feel it will be a challenge
but with time we will also
do well in Division I."
"I feel that I provided
some leadership to a
young pitching staff. I
demonstrated a strong
work ethic, which I saw
the underclassmen
immediately mimic."
Coach Buddy Bolding Evan Weinstein
The Men's Baseball Team really hit the ball out of
the park, having a spectacular season. Finishing
with a record of 31-16, the team outplayed
themselves. There was a
tremendous offensive output,
due to the fact there were
players who were very strong
individually. Some of the key
producers were freshman Tyler
Ames, freshman pitcher Zach
Zigrang, and senior Brian
Medley, who also set several
new records for the school. The
team practiced five to six times
a week in the afternoon and
constantly took weekend road trips to games,
which added strength to the team and helped
them bond. The season was solid, especially
considering there was Division I competition on
the schedule last season. The baseball program did
not change from previous years, but they did add a
new assistant coach Rick Blanc, who had a lot to
contribute to the team. "Coach Bolding has a proven
formula for success, and when that formula is adhered
to, winning is inevitable. Coach
Blanc took control ofthe pitching
staffand provided excellent
guidance to a fairly young group of
^^^^^^ players,'
' said Senior Evan
mlB ^H^^l Weinstein. Buddy Bolding started
m ^^^^1 this program from scratch and has
watched the team develop to a
real powerhouse in college
baseball. He has seen them move
divisions before, as theymoved from
Division HI to Division 11 years ago. He is confident
they will be able to meet the challenge ofmoving to
Division I. Coach Bolding plans to focus heavily
on recruiting to prepare for the tough competition
they will face next season. The way it looks, the
Men's Baseball Team will be hitting plenty of
home runs from this day forward.
It's going, going ... It's
gone!
(Above) Freshman Tyler
Childress preparing to
catch the ball as a
Southern Virgina player
is at bat.
(Right) Freshman Nathan
Martin after swinging at
the ball.
":acs<*«!*i?^
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(Leftj Junior Robert Gillis
slides into third base
against Southern Virginia
fLeft) Senior Brian
Medley at bat against
Souttiem Virginia.
2003-2004 Longwood University Men's Baseball Team
Front Row left-right: Brian McCullough, Hunter
Williams, TylerAmes, Matt Fitzgerald, Chariie
Yarbrough, Tyler Childress,Alan Moore, Nathan
Martin, Zach Zigrang
tm^$^>iiB^v^^^'^^
Brett Mangigian, John Mines, Danny McCraw,
Guillermo Gonzalez, Darin Knicely, Chris Balus
Third Row left-right: AssistantCoach Rick Blanc,
Robert Gillis, Brian Medley, Louis Shackelford,
Evan Weinstein, Brett Mooney, Head Coach
Buddy Bolding
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(Right) Junior Jen Steele
preparing to pitch the
ball.
(Right) Freshman Abbey
Welch at bat, preparing to
swing.
(Below) Senior Heather
Williams eyes the ba
ready to swing.
2003-2004 Longwood University Women's Softball Team
Front Row left-right:
Julie Oakes, Ashley Hawkins, Alisha
Stewart, Tori Flint, Shamana Washington
Middle Row left-right:
Jen Steele, Mallory Gordon, Courtney
"Pepper" Wilson, Megan Camden, Abbey
Welch, Heather Williams
Back Row left-right:
Asst. Coach Barbara Dearing, Asst.
Coach Dave Caliban, Head Coach Kathy
Riley, Asst. Coach Kayla Miller
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"I believe [playing] the
Division I teanns nneant
a lot more to the team
because they were a
harder challenge than
what we were seeing at
the Division II level."
"I'm so proud of the girls
who have shown loyalty
to the University the
Softball program, and
their teammates by
finishing their careers
here."
Abbey Welch Coach Kathy Riley
A lot ofgirls remember playing softball on a youth
league when they were young, but few dreamed
that they would be where the girls
of the Longwood Softball Team
were last season. As they make
the transition to Division I, they will
face exciting new challenges and the
chance to play some ofthe biggest
schools in the state. With a season
record of36-12, the team proved
they were more than ready to face
the challenges the move to Division
I will bring. The move will give the team a chance
to be in a conference next season, and therefore
will allow them to compete in championships. It
will also enable Coach Kathy Riley to recruit more
players from all over the country. "I believe
[playing] the Division I teams meant a lot more to
the team because they were a harder challenge than
what we were seeing at the Division II level," said
freshman pitcher. Abbey Welch. Though some
may not take softball seriously, the girls on the team
kept a tough schedule. They
practiced year round, on
average five days a week, as
well as traveled a great deal to
many of their games. The fact
that the softball team was not in
a conference made it hard on the
team as they didn't have a set
schedule nor could thes compete
in championships. "Tm so
proud of the girls who have shown loyalt>- to the
University, the softball program, and their teammates
by finishing their careers here. It w ould ha\ e been
so easy for several of them to transfer to other
colleges who still afforded them championship
opportunities," said Coach Riley. These girls pro\ed
that softball wasjust as important as an\' other sport
for this college.
What Dreams May
Come!
(Left) Sophomore Julie
Cakes throws the ball to
junior Alicia Stewart during
warm-up.
(Above) Junior Megan
Camden at bat waiting
for ttie pitch.
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"What I enjoyed most
was defeating Division I
team George Mason
,
it
was the highlight of the
season."
Coach Pat Breen Garrett Green
"This season since it was
my last, was more
memorable. I tried to
enjoy every practice,
every conversation,every
match, and also just
spending time with both
teams."
"Introducing: Division I athletics!" This past season
the Men's Tennis Team got a little taste of what they
are up against next season and in
the future. This was very helpful,
as playing these six teams would
help them better prepare for the
seasons to come. They had a
successful season, having a few
tough defeats against Division I
teams, helping them to gain
valuable experience they can use in
the future. The team also had a
strong sense of unity and
chemistry between the players.
This is largely due to the amount of time the team
spent together bonding. They practiced Monday
through Friday and had team bonding dinners, helping
bring the team very close together. "Coming from a
very close team from home, I really appreciated the
team unity on the men's team," said sophomore Ian
Young. The addition of Nick Mueller as the assistant
coach last season also helped the team perform at a
higher level. Coach Breen plans to
double the amount of time spent in
the past on recruitment and
increasing fundraising in
preparation for next season. As
Coach Breen notes, moving from
Division II to Division I, will cause
the team to have to change how
they approach matches mentally, as
they will have to become mentally
'"'
* tougher. The Men's Tennis Team
got a little sample of what the
competition will be like next season. It was good
preparation as they prepare to transition to a much
more competitive division. They are now fiilly aware
and prepared for what is to come their way, and head
all the way to the top of the Division, and take the
point, set, and match!
Changing pace
(Above) Sophomore
Justin Dorsk juggling
tennis balls after the
meet with Hampden-
Sydney.
(Right) Freshman Tyler
Sinsabaugh prepares to serve
the ball against Hampden-
Sydney.
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(Left) Sophomore Ian Young
prepares to serve In a game
against Hampden-Sydney
'Leftj Sophomore Otego
Ouiros and junior Chris
Newman talking to Coach
Breen t>etvveen sets agamst
Liberty.
2003-2004 Longwood University Men's Tennis Team
<
Front Row left-right:
Tyler Sinsabaugh, Diego Quiros,
Justin Dorsk, Ian Young,
Head Coach Pat Breen
Back Row left-right:
Chris Newman, Daniel Conte, Rashko
Patnikov, Garrett Green,
Assistant Coach Nick Mueller
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(Right) Freshman Lexi
Torrice returning a
serve.
(Right) Freshman Jenn
Edwards returning a
serve against players
from Liberty.
(Below) Freshman Jenn
Edwards and freshman
Romana Bucur talking
with Coach Mueller
between sets.
2003-2004 Longwood University Women's Tennis Team
Front Row left-right:
Nancy Hott, Ashley Moore, Amber
Miller, Lexi Torrice, Cecillia Robinson,
Head Coach Pat Breen
Second Row left-right:
Laura Whitehurst, Jenn Edwards,
Romana Bucur, Jessica Farr, Danielle
Hess, Assistant Coach Nick Mueller
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I brought leadership to
this team as a senior,
and most importantly I
brought humor to the
team ."
"I really enjoyed my
seniors this season, half
the team were seniors
and I liked the
comradarie with them.
They made it fun and
they are appreciated."
Danielle Hess Coach Pat Breen
"Use Your Head," that term can mean something
different to everyone. In soccer it can mean to
Hterally use your head to pass the ball, but in
tennis it means to have a strong
mental approach to every match
you play. The Women's Tennis
Team realized that mental
toughness was a crucial key to
their success and displayed an
enormous amount ofcontrol on
the court. The team was very
successful finishing with a record -
of 10-5, only dropping offa little
fi-om their record from last
season, really holding their own against a
competitively tougher schedule. Last season they
were also 3-3 against the Division I teams they
played and their mental approach changed as
they became tougherwhen playing the Division I
teams. The team practiced Monday through
Friday and improved at least 50% on intensity
and effort in practice from the previous season.
"We stayed focused in practices which helped
us in match play and everyone on the team
worked well with each other,"
freshman Lexi Torrice said.
Four freshman and two
sophomores made up more
than halfthe team, so with such
a young team the four seniors
were a key asset in leading the
team. As the freshman added
more depth, the leadership the
seniors pro\ ided was
unparallel. Coach Breen plans
to continue working on maintaining mental
toughness in practice and matches as well as
just working hard everyday in preparation for
the very competitive schedule the girls will
face next season. As long as the \\bmen"s
Tennis Team continue to "use their head" they
will fare well in Division I athletics.
It's All In Your Head
(Left) Freshman Lexi Torrice
returns a serve playing doubles
with senior Danielle Hess against
players from Liberty.
(Atx)ve) Returning a serve
freshman Romana Bucur
plays in a singles game.
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"Because we were at the
top of Division II, there
are not many schools that
can challenge us."
"I enjoyed seeing the
team improve every
game, eventually
progressing to the point
where we were able to
defeat Virginia Tech, a
Divison I team."
Coach Janet Grubbs Kelly Strange
Ever heard the saying, "the only thing worse than
failing, is to never have tried at all?" Well, there
are some who were doubtful that the Longwood
Athletics Department could
successfully move to Division I
without being embarrassed by
the higher level of competition.
The Women's Lacrosse Team,
however, welcomed the new
challenges that the move would
bring. With a season record of
14-1, it can be said that there
weren't many challenges for
them in Division II. Head Coach
Janet Grubbs felt the move to
Division I would be good for the lacrosse team
because the competition would be stronger.
"Because we were at the top of Division II, there
are not many schools that can challenge us," said
Coach Grubbs. Longwood has been able to recruit
amazing talent for their lacrosse team because the
team has so many enduring qualities. The recruits
were impressed by the welcoming and accepting
atmosphere ofthe program, and by the solid record
ofthe team over the past couple
ofyears. Each newcomer to the
team was paired with an
upperclassman to help transition
to playing on the college level
and also to help them feel
welcome to the team. "My
favorite thing about the lacrosse
team was the friendships I have
made," said Senior Kristy Taylor.
The team unity really paid off.
Coach Grubbs notes, they beat
better skilled teams simply because Longwood was
more unified. So anyone who thought Longwood
had tough challenges ahead in Division I should
have checked out the Women's Lacrosse Team.
They were a perfect example of the success that
is yet to come.
Cradling Success
(Above) The Women's
Lacrosse Team warming
up before the game.
(Right) Senior Kristy
Taylor preparing to
throw the ball to a
teammate.
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(Left) Sophomore Emily
Wilson stopping an attempt
by George Washington to
score while defending tfie
goal
'Left) Seniof Cartee Ulefy
running down the field
attempting to steal the bat
from a George Wasiwigton
player
Junior Emily
attempting to
-,%.-
•; r.all along with
3' '.:-:,-,-, '9 player from
George //ashir>glon
2003-2004 Longwood University Women s Lacrosse Team
Front Row left-right: Tia Richardson, Stacey
, Schmidt, Kristy Taylor, Carlee Ullery
W Second Row left-right: Jenn Shipp, Emily
i* Wilson, Shawn Slotke, Sophie Dress, Leah
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Third Row left-right: Asst. Coach Rob Porter,
^ Heather Crouse, Gienna Kibler, Leanne Kibler,
Kelly Gaines, Kerry Ryan, Lisa Magness, Head
Coach Janet Grubbs
Fourth Row left-right: AssL Coach Traci Ryan,
Meghan Thompson, Missy Rumbley, Marisa
; Cohen, Emily Bikowski, Kathleen Barry, Kelly
m Strenge, Asst. Coach Cecil Pilson
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(Right) Greg Harrison
practices to prepare
for competition. (^
(Below) Fresliman Keith
Smith watches from the
sidelines, supporting his
teammates at the state
championships.
2003-2004 Longwood
University IVIen's Cross Country
Team
Back Row left-right:
Greg Harrison, Deo Smith
Front Row left-right:
Joel Burkett, Keith Smith, Chris Gibbs,
Wes Spece, John Lampkins
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I expect great things
from the men's
program."
"Coach Firth is a great
coach and we will
continue to improve as
more and more runners
attend Longwood."
Coach Rich Firth Keith Smith
The Men's Cross-Country Team had a hurdle to
jump over this past season, in that the squad was
entirely new and none had ever competed on the
college level before. In the face
ofadversity they were still able
to excel, having the most success
ofany team in the short history of
the program. Much ofthe
success ofthis team was
attributed to Coach Firth as he
brought his experience ofover
23 years ofcoaching cross-
country to Longwood. He
brought a lot ofnew techniques
and ideals that helped the squad reach to be all
they could. The men's squad topped the highest
finish ever by a Longwood Men's Cross Country
team in their very first meet. "Our team had an
alright year, much better than the years before.
With no returning runners from the previous
season, the team was all new. Having a young
team made it difficult in a way, but it started the
rebuilding process. Coach Firth is a great coach
and we will continue to improve as more and
more mnncrs attend Longwood," freshman Keith
Smith said. The team ofseven players was able
to really bond. Through
practice and pregame dinners,
they were able to spend a lot
oftime together. Coach Firth
was rewarded for his efforts
with this team by recei\ ing the
SAAC Award for Coach of the
Year. He looks forward to the
move to Division I. as he feels
it w ill go well with the level of
talent and the years ofexperience he has. "I'm
very excited about next year The returning
runners will know how to prepare themseKes for
next season by training hard over the summer.
Recruiting is going well. 1 expect great things
from the men's program." Coach Firth said. The
Longwood Mens Cross Countn. Team will
definitely run circles around the compjetition
leaving them to "eat their dust."
Eat my dust!
ciwooi:
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(Left) President of SSAC.
junior Darin Knicely presents
Coach Rich Firth the SAAC
Coach Of The Year Award.
(Above) The Mens
and Womens Cross
Country Team at the
state champkxiship.
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1 took them along slowly
and gradually got them
acclimated to more
demanding workouts."
"I enjoyed the
camaraderie...with the
five other girls.. .during
our meets. We all got
along great and
created many
memories."
Coach Rich Firth Jessica Walton
For every girl on the Women's Cross-Country Team, their
goal is to outrun the competition. These girls had some
serious speed and determination under their feet, with
returning players from a team that
won the VA Division II/III State
Championships the previous season.
Each player worked hard and was
dedicated to the team, which
contributed to the success of the
team. "I gave 1 10% ofmy time and
talent to the team," junior Lynette
Robinson said. The team trained
hard, practicing Monday through
Friday at 6 in the morning andhad to
get accustomed to Coach Rich Firth's training methods.
"I had to scale back my training expectations because
this squad wasn't used to the type of training. I took
them along slowly and gradually got them acclimated to
more demanding workouts," Coach Firth said. The girls
gained some great experience this season racing against
some Division I teams. A lot of the rurmers from those
teams were fast and that helped them
to prepare for the type ofrurming they
will be competing against all next
season. The women's cross country
'
liH ' team had a chance to really bond as
^^H they are only six girls strong, and by
^^^^ being small they were able to get close
J
and unified. "I enjoyed the
m camaraderie 1 shared with the five
-; other girls in the vans and at the
hotels during our meets. We all got
along great and created many memories," said Junior
Jessica Walton. With Coach Firth's training and their
determination and skill, the Longwood Women's Cross
Country Team will have all their competition thinking they
are running "faster than the speed of light."
Faster than the speed of
light
f^Bfei^y'^Wiy '^'i&j^^^^H
aH|/ i^H
H^-flHi
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(Above) Kristel
Moser, Jessica
Walton and Lynnette
Robinson pose for a
picture after the
medal ceremony.
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(Right) Women's cross country
is presented medals at the
award ceremony.
Sports
(LeH) Kristel Moser, and
Lynnette Robinson prove they
oan leave the competition in the
dust.
(Left) Lynnette
Robinson dunng
pratice
'Below) The Women« and
Mens Cross Coontry Team
at the state chanr>p»onsh<)
<-^'
2003-2004 Longwood
University Women's Cross
Country Team
Back Row left -right:
Theresa Bridge, IHolly Miller, Lynnette
Robinson, Jessica Walton
Front Row left-right:
Kristel Moser, Tiffany Denby
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(Right) At Midnight
Madness people in the
crowd rally to grab a
t-shirtthe cheerleaders
throw in the stands.
(Right) GO LANCERS!!
Longwood students
show their school pride
with banners and
balloons.
(Below) The Longwood
Lancer and the Sunchase
Bee, mascot of Sunchase
Apartments, duke it out on
court as the mascots play
a little one on one during
Midnight Madness.
(Right) Die hard
Lancer fans go
shirtless with
messages of support
on their backs during
the Hampden-Sydney
game.
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Close your eyes and think back to when you
were in high school. What comes to mind when
asked what was the time where the whole school
came together, had fun, and got pumped up with
school spirit before a big game? If you said
during a Pep Rally, then you are on the right
page. In college there are not a lot ofpep rallies,
especially here at
Longwood, but there are
ways to display that
Longwood Pride. Midnight
Madness is a night when the
school can gather in the gym
and show their school spirit
and their support for
Longwood Athletics. The
prime reason for midnight
madness is to introduce the beginning of the
basketball season but it is a time when
Longwood students can really display their
school spirit. Another way we show our spirit
is on Greek Night during basketball season.
Much ofthe ofthe Longwood student body is
in a social, service, or honor sorority/fraternity
ofsome kind, so it made sense to have a Greek
Night so everyone would come out to support the
basketball team. To go along with that, there is also
a club/organization night during basketball season,
which operates the same as Greek .Night. There
are many opportunities for students to display their
Lancer Pride dunng the year. The most unexpected
and yet most exciting turnout of school spirit this
year occurred during the men's
basketball game against our ri\ als the
Hampden-Sydney Tigers. So many
people packed the bleachers and
were standing along the walls. The
energy was high v\ ith the Longwood
student body cheering loudly for
their Lancers. Everyone w as on their
feet the last couple ofminutes as the
game was close and it was a true
battle down to the last second. Although the Tigers
came away with the victory, it was only by a point,
and the Longwood student body showed
unwavering support to their team that night. As the
2003-2004 athletics season ended at Longwood
University, it was a true testament that you can not
hide that Lancer Pride.
Show that Lancer
Pride
!
(Left) The Phi Mu Alpha
Pep Band gives the men's
basketball team support.
(AfcNDve) Zeta Tau Aipha shows C^eir
support for the men s basketball
team at Greek Night.
School Spirit %Liy 281
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Congratulations Lindsey Griffin 1
We are soproud ofyou andyour
accomplishments. Your love and
enthusiasmforyour career in
teaching will no doubt touch the
lives ofmany children!
We love you, Dad, Mom, & Lorey,
You were the precious baby girl, tine
consummate team player who
persevered through so much, and the
meticulous scholar. Now you are
embarking on life's path as a teacher.
Words will never relate how proud I am of
all you have accomplished and how you
have evolved as Monique. Love, Dad
'tl^^-^
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T'Riafi,
Congratulations on your f)^e^mbizr '03
Graduation, flft^r four successful y^zars of
academics and socc(^r sszasons at
loongwood and a gr^zat izxpizri^znciz in Ireland
complizting your studiznt tizaehing, you have
now become the teacher you always wanted
to be. We are so proud of you!
Mom, f)ad, and Vince
SoHoA,
We wie aa pwud of tfie i4wefy uuumui y4ui haue
Sieaune, yjowc tmuuf aup&iia^ academic and
eodUuMCwudajilwt. achieaementd, and the numewud
o£idiac£ea ifoa haue oifewame dwUng^ tfowc fjowc ifeoHA
at £angw4f4fd Wiwe^Uy^ CtmgfuxUdatUma! We love
ifou! (S'MUpp'umA 4:13)
£4Ufe, Mom, 3)ad, Jamea and Qnandma
Heather Williams
"Hokie"
Thank you for the wonderful
memories over the last four
years. We are proud of you
and your accomplishments in
the classroom as well as on
the field.
We will miss you dearh'.
and wish you the best! I
Lo\e.
Longwood Uni\ersit}'
Softball
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Ccnoratulaticn;
UNA
Live Free
and Deeg^
Live Calm
and Strong
Live Long
and
Healthy,
and Mime cMuuigA^,
Jtidm amLn)aj(L
We are so proud
ofyou!!!
Love Well
and Much.
Go for it,
Tiger!
Leslie,
Your family of Momma and
Daddy, brodier Patrick and sister-in-
law Deb, along with nephew Jett
and baby? and Matt are very proud
of you!
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to the
Of
The
arganaan
Andrea ^ay
Cowrfnej^
fledmond
Keaara
»atintiers
VJ
.#»
'! v:*
^-
Ashley Dawn,
Our Little
Scuttlebuck
To our little angel, who has brought so
much joy into our lives, follow your heart
and may all ofyour dreams come true.
Love Mom, Dad, Joey, Mumps and Papa
Con9r<ilul<ikion/
n/hlei|
lUe ore proud of you oncl the
hord work you hore put forth to
oohieye thi/ 9001. Good luok
in the future,
lovet Gronny ond Popo BlcCormick
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Congratulations
Ian!
Proud could not possibly be enough to portray the feeling we have
when we think of how much you have worked and how much you have
accomplished in your life. it shows us that you are about to go out
and conquer your world, you will become a great man in whatever
YOU DO. Through your kind and gentle nature, we know that you will
TOUCH THE HEARTS OF MANY, AND THROUGH YOUR HAPPINESS AND COMEDY
YOU WILL HEAL THEM WITH LAUGHTER ALONE. WE PRAY EVERYDAY THAT YOU
WILL ACCOMPLISH ALL THAT YOUR HEART DESIRES. GOD HAS PROVEN
ALREADY THAT YOU AND HIM MAKE AN INCREDIBLE TEAM, ONE THAT WILL
MAKE THIS WORLD A HAPPIER AND HEALTHIER PLACE TO LIVE. MAY GOD LIFT
YOU AND CARRY YOU IN HIS DIRECTION AND UNDER HIS WINGS OF LOVE.
Through him you WILL be victorious in all things!
WE Love You and God Bless!
Mom, dad. Matt & Leslie
i
Age 1 1/2 days
BEVERLY LEE
Congratulations to the
teacher you always wanted
to be.
Love,
Mom and Dad
I
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO:
ANDREAWALKER
BRYAN LEE
L\NSALE
LINDSEYGIBSON
ALLISONPEYTON
KARI CLARK
JAKE VONREYN
MIKE SMITH
JONNIEFRAVEL
MEREDITHTAYLOR
On tlieir Gradviation
From Tlie Office ol Leadersliip and New
Student Programs
o
M
M
U
N
T
Y
SUPPORTERS
To file Ye26rfeoofe ifesff,
Tlianfe ^oti everyone for wording so h^^rd
on re^wafcfmg and puffing otif ffie fltsf
yearbook In fen ^^earso The Vargmaan as on
Its way and can only get ht.fft.t and feettef*o
We learned a lot and we cotildn't liave
done at watfiowt youo
Tfianfes for a great year!!
Keara & Catfierane
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Longwood "Vniversity
(Boo^tore
BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE BOOKSELLERS
For all of your Longwood Memorabilia
201 High Street
FarmvUle, Va 23901
434.395.2084.
bookstore@longwood.edu
http://longwood .bkstore .com
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Career Center
The shortest distance between you and a job or
internship is straight through our door!
inRtMGWeOB MBHR Cf
_.,
/ " 1
wn 1
nmm^fej
Lancaster 139
-fjmm you fo ^L
or om io'Pl>o]^f&Hi
Dr. Patricia Cormier, Dr. Tim
Pierson, Dr. Laura Bayless,
Ellen Masters, Mary Meade
Saunders, Patsy Scruggs,
Dennis Sercombe, Dave
Hooper, Kent Booty,
Cocheyse Gilliam, Nancy
Shelton, Cat Mobley, Michele
Hosey, Debbie Patterson,
Doug Howell, Susan Sullivan,
Angle Worrell, Jeff Gore, Nan
Rist and others around
campus. Thank you to the
friends of the staff who have
been a support during the
year. We have achieved
much this year, but still have
a long way to go. With your
continued support and help
we look forward to continuing
the tradition of The Virginian.
Thank you for all you have
done!
Support the Legacy of giving. .
.
The Longwood Fund connects alumni, parents, and friends with giving opportunities to meet
current on-going needs ofLongwood University. Gifts of all sizes are needed to meet the
growing finances of the University and to maintain a strong tradition of academic excellence.
These gifts support vital initiatives such as student scholarships, admission recruitment
efforts, faculty recruitment and retention, academic department, funding for each college,
publications such as the LongwoodMagazif^, Career Center outreach, and Alumni activities.
Please take a moment to visit our website at www.longwood.edu/advancement. Thank you for
all of your support and spirit at Longwood!
'FofmoYe information on tfie^nnuaCTiindC pisase contact:
Diane Easter
Director of Annual Giving
(434) 395-2032
Marya Wysocki ' 99
Assistant Director of Annual Giving
(434) 395-2816
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f^)^
^f^ ^f^ ^ff
JAntfirojfoCogy JArt Cftemistry Communication Studies
Computer Science CriminoCogy ancCCriminaCJustice
JEn^Gsfi J{istory LiBeraCStudies Mathematics
Modem Languages Music Tfiysics
ToCiticaCScience TsycfwCogy
Sociology Theatre
4fS.J2L 'B.f.JA. 'B.M, B.S.
^%
.^ft
College ofArts & Sciences
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CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
PAIRET'S, INC.
140 N. MAIN ST. FARMVILLE, VA 23901
Carrying a complete line of:
CAPS GOLF SHIRTS APRONS FLAGS
JACKETS UMBRELLAS TOWELS BANNERS
T-SHIRTS SWEAT CLOTHING SHORTS BAGS
For questions &free estimates call
1 -800-291 -41 42
8:30am to 5:30pm Monday - Friday
8:30am to 1 :00pm Saturday
CoMi' ^'nd^lu-p^ace m tie ^t^
Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard
Farmville, VA 23901
434-392-7440
www.sunchase-longwood.com
housinS' to LonS'tiiood stadentSj
^aea/(u cutd stoff^ mce 2003
Class of '04!
Waterfront Cafe
I I i I I I
...Where The Neighborhood Comes Together
Casual Dining - Private Parties
Catering
PETER MIRCUET
General Manager
(434) 392-1566
201 B Mill Street
Farmville, Virginia 23901
(804) 323-3984
Charleys Stony Point Cafe
CHARLEYS WATERFRONT CAFE IS PROUD
TO BE A MEMBER OF THE FARMVILLE
COMMUNITY AS WELL AS A SUPPORTER OF
LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY WE PRIDE
OURSELVES ON BEING ONE OF THE FIRST
AND LAST PLACES YOU WILL VISIT DURING
YOUR TENURE AT LONGWOOD. THINK OF
US WHEN IT IS TIME TO PLAN A DINNER FOR
YOUR ORGANIZATION, A PARTY FOR YOUR
SORORITY OR FRATERNITY OR A LUNCHEON
TO CELEBRATE YOUR GRADUATION.
CHARLEYS THANKS YOU FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE AND ASKS YOU TO THINK OF US
WHEN YOU VISIT LONGWOOD IN THE
FUTURE FOR ALUMNI EVENTS. WE THANK
YOU AND VALUE YOUR BUSINESS.
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Congratulations Class of 2004
Saunders & Company
Counsellors in International Business and Public Policy since 1982
1015 Duke Street Alexandria, VA 22314-3551 USA
Telephone (703) 549-1555 Fax (703) 549-6526
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COMMUNICATION STUDIES & THEATRE
Speak the speech . .
.
- Shakespeare
The place to ...
speak
act
write
create
think
express ...
Congratulations to our 2004 graduates
We are proud of your achievements!
COMMUNICATION STUDIES & THEATRE
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When Longwood undertook its first comprehensive fund raising campaign, a turning point: The Campaign for
Longwood, it was with confident expectations and unprecedented hope. Expectations of reaching new levels of
university excellence depended on the hope for financial commitment from alumni and friends.
The $32,000,000 campaign began in July of 1997 and concluded in June of 2003 with $33,035,770 jn gifts and
commitments. The largest portion of the campaign - over $14 million was raised for student scholarships. Other uses
of the $32 million will be for Faculty Chairs/Professorships, The Center for Citizen Scholars, the Longwood Center
for the Visual Arts, Brock Commons, and annual support.
The campaign was a success due to the generosity of many. Listed below are the alumni and friends of the University
who made leadership gifts. We thank them and all of our supporters for their generosity.
$1,000,000 AND ABOVE
Mary H. Bishop
Macon F. & Joan Perry Brock l9G't
VCavcrly M. Cole
Andrew W, & Duvalil Ridgvvay Hull 1933
Alfred 8C Mary Farley Ames Lee 19.38
Mary Kay Orr 1964
Hugh R. & Alice Chcaiwood Siallard 1959
S300.000
John R. Cook 1952
Robert O. H. Eloisc Hodges Mariinclli 1951
Anonymous
Leirtc Pjtc Wliireltcad Foundation. Inc.
$250,000
Thomas. Jr. & Donna Brumfield
Ira H. & Virginia Gee Erickson 1932
Elmon T. Cray
Nancy Lent Harvey 1957
Sue Puckctt Lush 1926
Katharine Allen Maugans 1946
William T. & Harriet Butterworth Miller 1951
Henry C. JC Bernicc Bcailcy Rowe 1970
Hunter C. Jr. & Marian Hahn Sledd 1948
Stanley Park. L.LC.
$100,000
Mary Hanken Berryman 1966
Mary Ingliam Bethca 1944
Leon & Sarah Corbin Bigby 1935
Helen Uwis Bishop 1943
Anne Kelly Bowman 1939
Anne Ayers Butler 1942
Virginia Lee Coleman 1916
James C. & Martha Hamlet Davis 1937
Anonymous
J. B. Fuqua
Mark M. & Mary Lou McKenzie Gambill 1974
Ernest & Sue Simmons Goodrich 1940
Phyllis Watts Harriss 1946
Kilty Bridgforth Hooker 1947
Floras. Lockridge 1913
John B. & Page Cook Axson McGaughy 1946
Kenneth W. H. Elizabeth Thompson Patrum 1924
Marvin L. & Leila WingHeld Pollard 1953
Peter DeWiti & Phyllis Stancill Prudcn
M. Kathleen Ranson 1936
Elizabeth Garrett Rounirey 1941
Murray S. & Cora Straughan Simpson 1961
Maurice P Sneller
Mildred Spindle 1927
Edith GofT Street 1952
Martha von Schilling Stuan 1932
Anonymous
jcrolien T. Tiimus 1944
Anne Murphy Morton Gregory Vandcmark 1953
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
The Mary Monon Parsons Foundation
Anne C. & Walter R. Robins. Jr. Foundation
Sprint
The Titnius Foundation. Inc.
Wiley Hardy & James C. Wheat. Jr. Foundation
$50,000
Catherine Phillips Coenen 1941
Raymond J. St Patricia P Cormier
O. D. U Janet Jackson Dennis 1945
I. B. Dem
George P Elliott 1956
Christine N. Forbes 1938
Louise H. Forbes 1927
Margaret Murry Holland 193^
Rosemary W. Hov.-cll 1940
Ncllwyn Utimer 1938
Hunter R. {c Llewellyn S. Watson
Bank of America
E. Rhodes & Leona B. Carpenter Foundatio
CHI
Roy Clark Concert
Dominion
Rrsr Virginia Banb. Inc.
Pcachtree House Foundation
Beverly W. & Hampton O. Powell Foundatio
$25,000
John B. & Bunny Hon-ell Adams 1970
Nancy Andrews 1959
Margaret Emily Anderson
Gary H. &: Ann Green Baise 1974
Frances Caskins Baker 19.17
Eleanor Weddle Bobbin 1952
M.Jane Brooke 1963
Anne Dejarnelie Butler 196^
E. L 4: Sue Walker Carlyle 1950
Ann McCants Carter 1962
Angic Arrington Coppedge I9S4
Mary Jo Davis 1957
Mary Eiizabelh Harver t>eMaUie 1945
Earl G. & Carol Stoops Droessler 1950
William J. Relds
Patricia Altvegg fitigerald 1954
Lynn Mines Harper 1973
Scott M. Ac Susan M. Harvood
Paul PJr.. & Pirricia P. Hicks
James C. Hughes
Daniel Koihmann & Uixla Long I9ti
I. Peyion H. UisJa PhiUips
Lacy W. & Audres' ChaMJIer Pl>«eg I9S4
lla Harper Rkkiaan 1935
Anne Oner Robiiu
Earl F. &: Jean .M. Lock<Riod
Roben B. & Margaret TVius Xbyo I9S2
Shirley OSeil
Helen Shields Nxll 1926
Howell B. & .Aon Snyiier Sitnmoos I960
Helen B. Simpson 1925
Caroline Morrow 5<orall 1924
Wnliam Tal'iaibrro Thompson. Ill
VfcyiK H. & Camila C Tuipdl
Mary Jane Vaden 1930
Carotrn VTclls
Michael David Whafcy
.Margie Culkr W^ 19+1
Anonymoos
Gtizens Bank and Trust Corapaay
ChrK DeBoer .Memorial TounuBeM
Richard &: Caroline T. Gw^zihaseT .MeMonal Tivsi
Hubbard fVanut Compaay
Manha Mabel .V4ooie tlfaariabte Tmt
.Maneira McNeill Moij;an &
Samud Tare .Morpn. In Fouodacioa
Richard S. Res-noUs Foundatios
Anons-tnous
Wachorii
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Congratulations Senior Commuters!!!
Best wishes as you commute on to future endeavors.
From the Commuter Student Association
New and returning commuters
You're ALL members of CSA
Let your VOICE be Heard, become Active
Stop by the Commuter Lounge, Lankford 21
1
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/csa/
commuter@longwood.edu
434-395-2115
LONGWOODUNIVERSITY
Tlie Longwood University Alumni Association is committed to advancing the interests
of the University and exists to strengthen the bond between the University, its alumni,
and fdends. We look forward to oiir current students becoming members of the
Alumni Association.
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COLLEGE OF EDLCATIOX
AND
HUMAN SERVICES
1954- 2004
Celebrating 50 years ofcontinuous aecreclitatioii
by the National Coinicil for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE).
1954- 2004
Celebrating 50 years ofGraduate Studies in
teacher education
1839- 2004
Celebratuig 165 years ofpreparing teachers for
\lrgiiiia
There's not a family in \lrgiiiia that has not been
touched by a LongTvood education gTaduate!
Congi'atidations, Graduates!!
TOUCH THE FUTURE
TEACH!
Ad> "^ 299
Do you want to visit Longwood, but you don't want to pay for an overpricec
hotel room?
Longwoocf Vniversity JiCumni !Hbuse
Quality without the high price.
608 High Street
Farmville,VA23901
Office: (434)395-2617
alumhous@longwood.edu
www.longwood.edu/alumnihouse
Prices range from $30 -$45
"Catch the spirit and participate in a piece of your own history."
The staff of Longwood University
Facilities Management salutes the
entire University family that we
serve and especially our great
Student Body Thank you for
working so well with us to make
Longwood a great place to be.
The Men and Women of
Facilities Management
^cott, pou
finallp caugljt
t|)e elus^ibe
unicorn. Kdra
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fti^memSawg Tfie (Past, Looking to the Future is the 98th volume of Lonj^wood
•^University's yearbook, The Virginian. This is the first edition of the yearbook after a
ten year hiatus and the first as a university. The yearbook was brought back through a
great deal of hard work and dedication from many people. The Virginian of 2004 is an
unusual "year"book that includes historic events over the past four years w hich were
important to chronicle. The book's unique composition compliments the theme of
"Remembering the Past, Looking to the Future," as it depicts events that impacted the
daily life ofstudents graduating in 2004 who made Longwood their home.
The Virginian was published by Herff-Jones Yearbooks Co. in Charlotte, North
Carolina. It contains 314 pages printed on semigloss paper. The initial cost of the book
was $45, then increased to $55. The cover was designed by Keira Saunders, Catherine
Kelly and Ellen Masters. Keira Saunders created the past and future theme. All
layouts and work were done on Adobe Page Maker 7.0. Brian Ritchie, The Design &
Photo Man of Farmville, Virginia took candid pictures, team and sports headshots.
Chris Bittner took campus and candid photos. Photos of the 2001 Fire are courtesy of
farmville.net. Pictures were also contributed by students.
The timeline was compUed from Longwood College: A History by Rosemary Sprague,
"LongwoodA Campus and a Community," CD-ROM, edited by Dr. Marshall Hall and
Dr. Deborah Welch, and contributions from Dr. James Jordan.
SpeciaC Tfian^ To ...
Dr. Patricia Cormier for your encouragement and support and approving reestablishment of the yearbook.
Ellen Masters for all the help, support and guidance you gave on this book ... we could not ha\ e done
it without you,
Dr. Tim Pierson for cutting through red tape and helping during two years of planning and publication.
Dr. James Jordan for your tremendous contribution of historical knowledge for the timeline and
the retelling of the Longwood "Ghost Stories,"
Kelly Foley, technical support at Herff-Jones, for providing answers to all our questions and
keeping me sane,
Scott Devore, Herff-Jones representative, who took late night calls and answered lots of
questions,
the Longwood PR Department who so enthusiastically gave of their time and
provided vital information, graphics and pictures,
and a very special thank you to all the students, facult>' and staff of LongAvood for
letting us chronicle this year in youi^ lives.
J(eira Saunders
•Editor
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in the beauty of their dreams.
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